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Preface 

 

This compendium is special, as it marks 50 years of the Liberation War, the primary 

reason for which was the situation prevailing in East Pakistan (later Bangladesh) in 

1971 and Pakistan’s proactive actions based on its propagated strategy of ‘Defence 

of the East lies in the West’. Several books and articles have been written on the 

subject in the past. The aim of this compendium is not only to highlight the strategy 

and operational plans executed by India and Pakistan, as well as the role of the 

Mukti Bahini and the people of East Pakistan, but also to talk about personal 

experiences, and accounts of soldiers and people alike. The articles recounts some 

of the lesser-known anecdotes of soldiers, Mukti Bahini, and their families, both 

during the preparatory stage and the final blow to the Pakistan Armed Forces and its 

Governance system in East Pakistan. 

While the Awami League led by Sheikh Mujibur Rahman had emerged as the 

majority Party during the elections to the National Assembly of Pakistan in December 

1970, but it was denied the right to form the government. Pakistani leaders and the 

military junta were unaware of the deep-rooted differences between East and West 

Pakistan, as well as intolerable ground conditions prevailing in East Pakistan. More 

importantly, they did not understand the pulse, the aspirations, and the power of the 

people. The articles cover wide range of issues, such as the genesis, the strategies 

of the two countries, including role of Mukti Bahini and the people of East Pakistan, 

and narration of war accounts by veterans. 

The compendium is divided into three parts. Part 1 gives a detailed account of the 

Liberation War on the Eastern Theatre (East Pakistan), along with the role of the 

Mukti Bahini and the people of East Pakistan. Part 2 discusses the strategy of 

Pakistan and India and their aims in the western sector, and gives operational cum 

anecdotal account of the war. Part 3 gives an absorbing account of the war as 

experienced by newly commissioned subalterns – the Greenhorns- within two weeks 

of their commissioning.  
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The response for subscription of articles for the compendium was overwhelming. 

These accounts have been uploaded on the web site of CLAWS: www.claws.in. 

Moreover, a book has also been published by CLAWS called ‘Bangladesh Liberation 

@50 Years: ‘Bijoy’ with Synergy: India-Pakistan War 1971’. We sincerely thank all 

our authors for their valuable experiences and contribution to the book. At the end, 

we would like to thank the Indian and Bangladesh people for their continuous 

support to the Armed Forces of both the countries. 

This compendium would be of immense value to the policy makers, defence 

analysts, academia and students of strategic studies. 

Jai Hind! 

Editors 
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Introduction 

VK Ahluwalia and AN Jha 

 

When the Awami League, led by Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, emerged as the majority 

party during the elections to the National Assembly of Pakistan in December 1970, 

the writing was clear on the wall. It had swept the elections against its nearest rival 

party, Pakistan People’s Party (PPP). However, Awami League was denied the right 

to form the government. What was the writing that the Pakistani leaders could not 

read? They did not realise the deep-rooted differences between East and West 

Pakistan, and the intolerable conditions that prevailed in East Pakistan due to gross 

discrimination and neglect. The Awami League, the main political party in East 

Pakistan, on the other hand, knew the pulse and the aspirations of the people. It had 

pitched its manifesto for the election on the issue of autonomy for East Pakistan, and 

had a landslide victory by bagging 167 seats (including seven indirectly elected 

women seats) out of a total of 313 seats. Zulfikar Ali Bhutto’s Pakistan People’s 

Party (PPP), won 81 seats out of 138 in West Pakistan, becoming the majority party 

in West Pakistan, primarily with the support from Sindh and Punjab. It emerged that 

neither of the two largest parties won a single seat in the other wing. On the other 

hand, interestingly, Gen Yahya Khan had ordered National Assembly elections on 

the premise, based on the inputs given by the military intelligence, that ‘no single 

party would win a majority in the parliament, and, with a hung parliament, real power 

would still reside with the military-bureaucracy oligarchy.1 It came as a rude shock to 

the ruling elite of Pakistan. The governance system simply did not understand the 

pulse, aspirations and power of the people of East Pakistan. That ‘prediction came 

uncannily true.’2 Over the years, due to economic, political, social and regional 

neglect, there was a growing realisation among the people in the eastern wing, that 

East Pakistan had become a simple colony of West Pakistan. On the contrary, East 

Pakistan always shared the composite culture of undivided Bengal in history, 

language, literature, art and music.3 Mere emotional appeals on religious affiliation 
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could not bridge the widening gap between the two wings of Pakistan. While the civil 

services were composed mainly of Urdu and Punjabi-speaking West Pakistanis, the 

majority of officers in the armed forces belonged to Punjab and NWFP.4 

With the indefinite postponement of the National Assembly session, announced on 

March 1, 1971, there were several violent protests and riots on March 2-3 across 

East Pakistan. Due to the prevailing uncertain environment in East Pakistan, there 

was a frequent changeover of Martial Law Administrator and Governor of East 

Pakistan. Pakistan Government was in a state of panic. The talks between the 

Pakistan Government and the parallel government headed by Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman had failed. Resultantly, ‘Operation Searchlight’ was launched by Gen Tikka 

Khan on the night March 25/26, 1971, which manifested in firing from all types of 

weapon systems. Military crackdown, accompanied by massacres, loot, arson and 

rape, resulted in mass exodus of people from East Pakistan to the Indian 

neighbouring states of West Bengal, Assam, Meghalaya and Tripura. By the end of 

November 1971, besides internal displacement, ‘about ten million people had 

already moved into India.’5 All efforts at political and diplomatic levels did not yield 

any results. 

Seeing the conditions in East Pakistan, Mukti Bahini, formed out of defected 

paramilitary and regular troops, as well as patriotic youth, had already started 

organising itself as fighting units in East Pakistan to conduct guerrilla raids, 

ambushes and attacks on military installations and communication nodes. While 

Pakistan chose a defensive strategy in the East to delay the fall of Dhaka, it followed 

an offensive strategy in the west to capture sensitive territories to compensate for its 

losses in the east. As Pakistan Government’s considered strategy was that the 

‘Defence of the East Lies in the West,’ it launched air attacks on 12 Indian airfields at 

4.45 pm on December 3, 1971. Therefore, India officially declared a war against 

Pakistan. It was fought on both the fronts – Western and Eastern – by all the three 

services. 

With a view to achieve decisive results, the army had considered four major thrust 

lines, one each under the three corps and a communication zone: 2 Corps and two 

divisions to the Western Sector of East Pakistan, 33 Corps with a division plus two 
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brigades in North Western Sector; 4 Corps with three mountain divisions to the 

Eastern Sector, and 101 Communication Zone Area with two infantry brigades to the 

northern sector. 

Having got reinforcements from West Pakistan, Pakistan Army’s strategy was three 

tiered: first, to hold outposts along the border with India; second, hold strong points 

at important communication centres along the axes leading to Dhaka; and third hold 

Dhaka strongly. On the contrary, the Indian Army contained and bypassed the strong 

points, including paradropping and helilifting troops in the depth areas, to contact 

Dhaka at the earliest. The IAF and the Indian Navy played a vital role at all stages of 

the war towards the overall aim of the war. 

The situation in East Pakistan was grim, with the Indian Armed Forces, the Mukti 

Bahini and the support of the people achieving success in all sectors. General 

Quereshi highlights the difficulties of being a commander in a situation where 

Pakistani troops were being targeted, as well as the role of human psychology in 

such a fearful and uncertain environment. He shares his unit command experience, 

wherein the ‘commanding officer has to be firm under pressure, dependable in a 

crisis, and compassionate in his dealings.’6 

Finally, the Pakistan Army surrendered on December 16, 1971. Although the Shimla 

Agreement was signed in July 1972 to return 93,000 prisoners and to usher in peace 

in the region, there has been no peace as the Line of Control (LoC), the border 

between India and Pakistan, remains active and Pakistan continues to sponsor 

terrorists to operate in India. 

This compendium has been compiled with a view to highlight the operational cum 

personal experiences of the Indian Army veterans. These articles would be great 

interest to all – civilians and military personnel alike as also to the policy makers, 

defence analysts, academia and students of strategic studies. 
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Section I 

Eastern Sector: Acts of Valour 
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           Life Memoires in the Eastern Theatre 

                                          Onkar S Goraya 

(Extracted from my book “Leap Across Meghna”) 

 

During the India- Pakistan war of 1971, I was serving as Brigade Major (BM) of an 

artillery brigade in the Eastern Theatre.  

 

Source: Authors own 

After crossing the border near Agartala, our Division captured Akahura and 

Brahmanbaria and advanced to Ashuganj where the enemy blew up the bridge on River 
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Meghna right in front of us—attacking the well-entrenched enemy across the mighty 

Meghna would have been suicidal. Lt Gen Sagat Singh— the Corps Commander, 

decided to block and bypass Bhairab Bazar; between 09 to12 December, bulk of our 

division’s fighting force including artillery guns in ‘knocked down’ condition, ammunitions 

and other equipments were lifted by MI-4 helicopters of 110 Helicopter Unit from 

Brahmanbaria across Meghna to a town called Narsingdi—all vehicles were left behind 

at Brahmanbaria. 

 

Source: Author’s own 

An Angel from Lahore 

After dispatching 65 Mountain Regiment with their minimum scale of ammunitions and 

necessary equipments, I availed of next three sorties to lift the essential elements of my 

Brigade HQ on 11 December. An advance party of my HQ had set up camp in a 
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partially demolished hut near the road to Dacca. Soon after landing, as I was 

approaching the hut, I saw a man running towards me through the fields, in mortal fright 

as if chased by death herself. He fell on my feet begging me in Punjabi, “Saabji tusi 

mainoo goli maar dio par Allah vaste enhaa bangaliaan de havale naa karna. Eh mere 

tukde tukde kar denge” (you may shoot me yourself but for God’s sake, do not hand me 

over to these Bangalis. They will tear me to pieces). It took me barely a minute to 

understand— Bengali population had unleashed a wave of violence against all non- 

Bengalis perceived as collaborators of the dreaded Pakistani Army.  He must have gone 

underground and emerged when he saw me, a turbaned Sikh, expecting sympathy from 

one who spoke the same lingo. I assured him that no one would harm him so long as he 

was in our custody. He revealed his name as Rehman from Lahore, employed as a 

driver in a jute factory near Narsingdi. After being given a mug of tea and shakarparas 

he promised to do anything for us in return for saving his life—at once it struck me that 

the man could be useful to us in some way.  

The infantry units, after landing at Narsingdi, were chasing the enemy along the road to 

Dacca but the supporting artillery units were handicapped due to lack of vehicles— our 

topmost need at this juncture was some form of transport to tow the guns and carry 

ammunition and other loads. After the battle of Akhaura, I was more or less jobless till a 

situation arose requiring the artillery regiments to build up and fire as a brigade— I was 

looking for some way to make myself useful. Using a cycle rickshaw accompanied by 

Rehman, I decided to visit Rehman’s factory, hoping to find some form of abandoned 

transport there. It was deserted and devoid of any vehicles except a huge Russian 

made tractor that Rehman used to drive to ferry loads. He got the key from somewhere 

and luckily, it started. He then topped up the fuel tank with diesel that he stored in the 

underground. I also asked him to hook up a trolley parked nearby, even though one of 

its tires was partially flat. In the factory there was nothing of much use to us except jute 

gunny bags which were manufactured there. I asked Rehman to load up as many gunny 

bags as he could on the trolley. Mounted on the mudguard with Rehman driving the 

tractor, I set out to visit the two regiments that had by now being deployed to support 
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the advance to Dacca. To minimise the loads, the regiments had brought only shells 

and cartridges, discarding the heavy ammunition boxes of steel. It was inconvenient to 

hand carry the shells and cartridges. The gunny sacks brought from the factory came in 

handy.  

I noticed the Guards battalion which was lifted two days earlier, had commandeered a 

few buses for ferrying troops and equipment. Why couldn’t we get hold of a few? 

Rehman told me the possible source was the bus depot at Narsingdi, where broken 

down vehicles were repaired. While deciding, my team at Brahmanbaria, I had included 

two vehicle fitters and an electrician who could help us. At the depot, we found a 

number of buses and also two heavy duty military trucks abandoned probably by 

Pakistani Forces. My technicians managed to put on road three buses and both the 

trucks by cannibalising parts from others. I handed over a bus to each of the two 

regiments while I drove the third one myself, till I found a civilian driver. As for the trucks 

I earmarked them, driven by the vehicle fitters, for towing medium guns which were 

floated down River Titas from Brahmanbaria to Narsingdi on steamers and rafts. I 

reached the jetty on 13 December with the two trucks just in time to receive the river 

convoy.  

Rehman proved to be a god sent angel. Next day (12 Dec) he took me to Narsingdi 

again where we met Saleem, who plied a three-wheeler taxi. In East Pakistan, ‘Vespa’ 

scooter was used as three-wheeler taxi nicknamed ‘Baby’. Saleem felt honoured to give 

me his vehicle. He further helped me acquire another ‘Baby’ but without a driver. 

Saleem showed me how to drive it and I learnt quickly. I presented Saleem and his 

‘Baby’ to my General Officer Commanding (GOC) and Commander as their shared 

‘Staff Car’. I used the other one as my self-driven transport till I found a Bangladeshi 

volunteer driver. Next day, while driving towards Dacca, I saw Brig Shabeg Singh going 

in the same direction in a cycle rickshaw. I gave him a lift for a few Kilometers. He gave 

me two hundred rupees in Pakistani currency which I gave to the driver of my ‘Baby’.  
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The tractor–trolley combination with Rehman at the steering wheel was adequate to lift 

the personnel and equipment of my HQ. Thus, we overcame the handicap with the help 

of Rehman who stayed with us till the end of war. A couple of days after the surrender, 

he was sent to the Prisoner of War (PoW) camp in Dacca Cantt. Hopefully, he got 

repatriated to his hometown─ Lahore in due course.   

Some Amusing Anecdotes 

Saved by a Wooden Pole  

2/Lt Uttam Singh of 65 Mountain Regiment was attached with a company of 18 RAJPUT 

as Forward Observation Officer (FOO). On the intervening night of 4/5 December 1971 

during an attack on Akhaura, while advancing, the company came under heavy enemy 

fire from a machine gun, placed barely 10 yards away. Everyone went to ground. Uttam 

took lying position behind a wooden electric pole just, thick enough to shield his head. 

Numerous bullets whizzed past, some touched his hair and one even pierced his 

earlobe but he was saved. After the machine gun was silenced, he continued to 

advance and fought through the rest of the war. He told me the story after we returned 

to Agartala. I asked him to take me to the site. I noticed that constant hail of bullets had 

sawed away about three -fourth of the wooden pole. It would have fallen away had the 

machine gun not been silenced by someone from the company—Ja ko rakhe sayiaan 

maar na sake koe”   

Gate Crashing for Breakfast 

Gen Manekshaw had declared unilateral ceasefire from 5 pm on 15 December till 9 am 

next day, later extended till 3 pm. Early on the morning of 16 December, Captain Vijay 

Sitaram, FOO with 19 Rajputana Rifles was sitting idle in his Observation Post on the 

Railway line from Narsingdi to Tungyi and beyond to Dacca. About a kilometer away he 

could see military type of accommodation apparently occupied by a Pakistani unit. 

Suddenly, Vijay had a brainwave to do something out of the ordinary. All ‘alone’ he 

started walking towards the enemy’s position. When he was close enough the enemy 
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sentry challenged him. Cool he always was, Vijay asked the sentry to take him to his 

officer—it was an ordnance unit and a few officers were enjoying their breakfast. Taken 

aback by unexpected arrival of an Indian guest, the senior among them asked him as to 

what he wanted. Ever since the beginning of the war Vijay like everyone else, had not 

had a hot meal. Seeing the Pakistanis having proper breakfast he asked if he could join 

in. He was invited with good grace and served with due courtesy. His hunger satisfied, 

before taking leave he had the audaciously demanded a souvenir, if possible, a 

weapon.  They presented him an ordinary revolver which he rejected, as it was ‘old and 

run-of-the-mill’. He asked for something special and new, like a Chinese pistol. The 

Pakistani Officer was obliged perhaps in view of the impending surrender same day by 

the Pakistani Forces. Vijay thanked them for breakfast and souvenir and walked back.  

 

Surrender at Chandpur  

Would you believe if I tell you that 60 ‘fully armed’ Pakistani soldiers surrendered to only 

two ‘unarmed’ Indian soldiers? It happened on 11 December at Chandpur. In Comilla 

Sector Pakistanis had developed strong fortresses at Mainamati and Laksham, held by 

a brigade each. Two Indian brigades (181 and 301), after crossing the international 

border, made deep ingress between the two fortresses and surrounded the garrison at 

Laksham from all sides. The hapless Pakistani units had no choice except to withdraw 

to Mainamati or Chandpur. But by the time Maj Gen Mohd Rahim Khan, General Officer 

Commanding of Pak 39 Division, allowed them to withdraw, Indian units had secured all 

important points behind their defences. The resultant withdrawal was uncoordinated and 

chaotic. Pakistani units and subunits wandered about like lost children, knocking into 

Indian positions and suffering casualties. One such subunit of 60 soldiers led by a 

Subedar Major, worn out by long march over two days, disheveled and hungry, was 

hiding in the vicinity of Chandpur, waiting to surrender to an Indian unit to avoid falling 

into the hands of the Mukti Bahini.  

 

Two gunners from 197 Mountain Regiment were returning from a stroll, holding nothing 

except plastic water bottles. On seeing them, the Subedar Major leading the Pakis 
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jumped out of the hiding and offered to surrender. After being disarmed sixty prisoners 

were marched to the HQ of 301 Mountain Brigade at Chandpur—a sight reminiscent of 

behavior of the Italian Army during WW2.    

Captain Ghafoor 

I met Captain Ghafoor at the HQ of ‘F’ Sector of Mukti Bahini under raising and training 

by Brig Shabeg Singh aka Shabeg Ali at Agartala in July 1971. In a brief meeting, he 

told me that he belonged to an East Bengal Regiment (EBR) battalion located at 

Tangail. The upheaval of 25 March 1971 and crackdown by Pakistan Army (Operation 

Searchlight) changed everything. The Bengali personnel were disarmed and detained, 

some put to death. Those who perceived the shadow of oncoming catastrophe escaped 

to India. Ghafoor managed to escape but could not bring his wife along. He prayed his 

regimental colleagues would not harm a brother officer’s wife.  

 

I met Ghafoor again after the ceasefire on 10 January 1972, at Dacca airport where 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujib was to arrive from captivity. He had been selected to 

command the Guard of Honour to the Father of the Nation – a unique honour for a 

young captain who had been through the rough and tumble of the war. He was busy 

inspecting and parading the small contingent. As there was some delay in arrival of the 

VIP aircraft I took the opportunity to chat with him. He was wearing the rank badges of 

captain – three pieces of red velvet cloth cut in diamond shape on each shoulder. He 

did not want to use the Pakistani stars nor the Indian ones. Looking cheerful, he told me 

he was reunited with his wife who had made him the proud father of a baby girl a few 

months old. Though not harmed physically his wife was made to perform menial jobs in 

the same officers’ mess of which she was an honoured member just a few months 

earlier. Ghafoor’s was not a lone case. Wives of many other Bengali officers who 

defected to India suffered similar abuse at the hands of erstwhile ‘non- Bengali brother 

officers’.  
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Missing the Surrender Ceremony 

The surrender ceremony was scheduled at Ramna Race course at 4.30 pm on 16th 

Dec. Determined not to miss the historic event, I loaded up my HQ on the tractor trolley, 

the only transport available and set course for Dacca but river Shitalakshya, a broad 

expanse of water was right in our way. The ferry, the only means to cross was nowhere 

to be seen. It had drifted down the river towards Narayanganj as the civilian crew being 

non- Bengalis, had deserted without mooring it. It was nearly 4 pm.  Standing by the 

river, I helplessly watched the stream of Indian helicopters headed for the Ramna Race 

course carrying the senior generals and members of press corps. Accompanied by 

Captain Verma, we crossed over in a country boat, hoping to somehow hitchhike from 

the far bank to the venue. As if anticipating our need, some Pakistani paramilitary unit 

had parked an empty Toyota Jeep with key and sufficient fuel right where we landed. 

Praying for some last-minute hitch to delay the ceremony we decided to go forward. As 

we drove through the defensive positions of Pakistanis on the Western bank, we saw a 

few soldiers moving away quietly and in an orderly manner, perhaps falling back to their 

parent units. It seemed as if the orders to surrender had permeated down to all 

detachments as none of them intervened or fired at us. As we entered the city, we found 

the roads choked with traffic and people on foot— it seemed as if the entire population 

of Dacca had descended on the roads. There was no chance of reaching the venue in 

time as we had to stop often to ask for directions. We gave up the effort and just drove 

without any particular destination in mind. Suddenly, we saw Hotel Intercontinental one 

of the ‘safe houses’ for high dignitaries and foreigners, loom large in front. We entered 

and asked for tea but the manager on duty requested us to leave our weapons outside 

as the place was declared a ‘no weapon zone’. We couldn’t do that nor was it proper to 

throw our weight. Hence, we quietly left in search of some other place for tea.  
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Image 1: Hotel Intercontinental : Neutral Zone 

 

While passing through a narrow road we found the way blocked by a car stalled in the 

middle. The occupants were a family – a middle aged man, two Burqa clad ladies and 

two children. On seeing us they panicked with fright, expecting to be abused or worse, 

as was done by the Pakistan Army. The man begged us to be patient while he tried to 

push the car aside, helped by the womenfolk and children. The events had moved too 

fast for the populace to overcome fear spread by the Pakistan Army. We calmed their 

fears and in fact offered to help restart the car. However, not being familiar with cars of 

foreign make, we could do nothing. Instead, we offered to drop the family at their house. 

Initially perplexed at being offered a lift in an army vehicle, they accepted the offer. On 

reaching the house they insisted we must enter and share the leftovers from Eid 

celebrations of a few days earlier. Soon the neighbors trickled in and brought whatever 

dishes they had—mainly sweet pudding of vermicelli. We were treated like celebrities, 

our autographs requested for. Relief and gratitude could be read on every face; 

emotions overflowed the language barrier. We felt humbled when two girls picked up 

the glass tumblers from which we had drunk water and drained them empty. 

Though we missed the surrender ceremony we came away with a consolation prize —

an emotional experience worth remembering for life.  
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Memories from Dacca 

During my months’ stay in Dacca after ceasefire and surrender by Pakistani Forces on 

16 December 1971, I had the opportunity to meet and mix with  few Bengali residents 

who used to tell me  many tales of barbarity, genocide and other atrocities committed by 

the Pakistani Army— I can never recall those days without gruesome images rising in 

my mind —stamping of army boots on the streets; at midnight knocking of rifle butts on 

doors behind which hapless inmates trembled with fear; and terrified innocent young 

women frantically searching for places to hide. Alongside these shocking images comes 

wafting, sweet fragrance of genuine love and human kindness released by a cultured 

Bengali family whom I was lucky to befriend. I must share both with my readers.  

On 20 December, I along with a colleague of mine ─Captain Vias Dev Sharma, went for 

dinner to the home of Ahsan, a college student. From him we learnt firsthand, about 

atrocities unleashed by Pakistani forces during the preceding nine months. The ghastly 

acts killing and destruction of Bengali population of then East Pakistan commenced on 

25 March 1971, on a tacit order by Dictator Yahya Khan. For nine long months, the 

people of Dacca suffered prolonged periods of curfews and restrictions on movement 

that forced them to stay indoors for days, preventing them from buying provisions for 

daily needs. After 16 December, they started to breathe freely, move freely and talk 

openly of their travails during this period of horror. The truth of carnage was also 

corroborated by another independent source ─ an American missionary couple with 

whom I had the occasion to dine one evening. Having witnessed such incidents as non- 

partisan observers, they were honest enough to confirm what we had heard from other 

sources. They also showed us one of the leaflets dropped by the Indian Air Force as 

part of the psychological propaganda to bring about an early surrender of the Pakistani 

Forces. 

I had learnt from the Indian media, before war, about women being kept by Pakistani 

soldiers and officers in their frontline bunkers as sex slaves. One day I confronted a 

Pakistani officer with this question. He was frank enough to admit that almost all officers 
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and, in some cases even men did exploit women by force or persuasion. Any officer 

who did not have a keep or two had his manhood doubted by others. I found further 

proof of this while returning to Agartala via Comilla in January 1972. When I walked 

through the Pakistani defences on Lalmai hills near Mainamati, inside some bunkers, 

mixed with mud and blood, I found items of female apparels like bangles, saris, etc. 

Were these warlike stores kept in the bunkers and trenches by soldiers soon to be 

engaged in fighting?  

Many families lived under the dread of a midnight knock, that was reminiscent of the 

‘holocaust’ against Jews under Nazi Germany. The army would swoop down without 

warning on a house indicated by the collaborator usually a migrant from Indian Bihar. 

The ostensible reason invariably was apprehension of a ‘suspected rebel’ or illegal 

weapons. An able-bodied young man especially a student if found, was likely to be 

picked up, tortured and ultimately executed. Most chose to escape to India and become 

Freedom Fighters; but the real prize the army officers liked to chase was a car of the 

latest model or a young girl—I got to know one family that had suffered such a fate, 

intimately.  

Mr. Muhammad Mohsin a retired DIG Police residing in Dhanmandi walked into my 

office one day to seek help in locating his missing son─ Naseem who was a bright 

college student, and had left home to escape apprehension and became a freedom 

fighter few months earlier. He failed to return, even many days after the ceasefire. While 

I promised all possible assistance, Mr. Mohsin made an earnest request to me and my 

colleague Capt Sharma to come to his residence and say a few words of hope to his 

wife who was inconsolable. 

Mrs. Mohsin was the image of motherhood personified; with tearful eyes she showed us 

a picture of Naseem, a promising young lad. She also introduced her daughter Selina 

(nicknamed Rushy) and niece Jushy whose parents were in Karachi. Words of sincere 

sympathy from us seemed to have touched a chord in the old lady’s heart.  She 

immediately accepted us as her sons and extracted a promise to visit her house as 
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often as we could. After the meeting, every evening she would wait for us with a trolley 

full of cookies and hot steaming tea in the lawn of her well-kept house—perhaps she 

saw the image of Naseem in us. 

Gradually, we got to know more about the family. Rushy was a lecturer of English in 

Dacca University. She was married to Feroze, a newly selected officer in the civil 

services of Pakistan, only a few months before the crackdown. He was on initial training 

in West Pakistan and was detained being a Bengali, whereabouts unknown; Jushy had 

come to Dacca to study and was now unable to join her parents in Karachi. Their fate 

too was unknown; and Naseem the only son was missing. During the nine months of 

horror, the house was raided more than once. The girls barely escaped detection. As 

soon as the raiding party came to the front door the girls were made to jump over the 

rear boundary wall using a bamboo ladder and hide among the bushes in a vacant plot 

behind.   

To trace Naseem, we guided Mr. Mohsin to meet Indian Officers in charge of various 

camps of Freedom Fighters and Mukti Bahini in Agartala Sector, with an escort and a 

letter. He had to scan many lists before he found his son’s name. But no one could tell 

him what fate he finally met. The poor father returned dejected. However, a week later 

he got the tragic news through some fellow Freedom Fighter─ Naseem was shot while 

trying to cross back into Bangladesh with a small group deputed on a sabotage mission.  

Months later, I had to revisit Dacca from Agartala on a couple of occasions.  Mohsins’ 

family won’t accept my staying anywhere except their home. I was given the honour of 

occupying Naseem’s room. Mohsins’ wove me tightly into their family’s fabric. For the 

first and only time in my life I was immersed in the warm pool of Bengali culture and that 

too in a Muslim home. Mrs. Mohsin would cook exquisite Bengali dishes for me and 

teach me the Indian etiquette to eat with fingers. Rushy who called me Bhaiya (elder 

brother), taught me how to speak the language and asked me endless questions about 

my wife and children. When I parted from that noble family, I carried a treasure of sweet 

memories and bags full of affection.  
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I lost contact with Mohsin family after I left Bangladesh in January 1972. It was 

impossible to re-establish contact due to service restrictions. All through, I was dying to 

know about the well-being of the family. After my retirement in 1993, I sought help from 

various people who were connected to Bangladesh in any way, to get some news of the 

Mohsins’, but no avail. In August 2016 the High Commission of Bangladesh in New 

Delhi invited me on the occasion of their national mourning day. There I met Col Mohd 

Aksar Khan, Assistant Defence Attache (ADA) and gave him whatever details I had 

about Mohsins’ with an earnest plea to locate their whereabouts. Within a week, the 

noble officer called me back with Rushy’s telephone number and mail ID— I can never 

repay him in gratitude. 

Hearing Rushy’s voice on the phone, after a gap of 45 years, was the high point of 

nostalgia. Long pent-up emotions flowed both ways in spite of lump-filled throats. I could 

sense extreme exhilaration and ecstasy in her voice. After enquiring about my family, 

she gave me the news one by one —her father had died, Feroze had returned from 

Pakistan but died a few years later. She had two sons, now grown up. Her mother was 

alive but barely unable to recognise people or recall events since a couple of years; till 

then she used to often ask Rushy to trace out her ‘Indian brother’. Rushy herself had 

risen to high posts, represented her country in the High Commission of Bangladesh in 

London and New Delhi and ambassador elsewhere. I am now in regular touch with 

Rushy. I hope to visit her in Dacca soon.    
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2 

War System of Accounting: An Experience of 

Carrying Prisoners of War 

Salokhe 

 

In a new unit, soldiers are posted from other units to make up the requisite strength. I 

was posted to 11 BIHAR in June 1971, when it was raised. Due to the floods in the 

State of Bihar, the unit was asked to provide aid to the civil authorities and, hence, the 

unit did not get the mandatory time for setting up of the unit administration.  The 

stipulated time of six months for raising was not available due to exigencies of the 

service. The unit was hardly out of the flood relief duties when it was inducted full-

fledged into the 1971 War—the battalion took part in active operations and captured 

Satkhira, after which, it was given the responsibility to protect the Sunderbans. 

 

Unprepared But Still Prepared for Our Duty 

Our unit had carried out an amphibious operation in East Pakistan—on the port of 

Chittagong that was to safely transfer the prisoners in a ship named ‘Vishwa Vijay’. 

Once the ship arrived at the Calcutta port, I, along with my company of 80 persons, was 

immediately tasked to carry them by train to the prisoner’s camp. In over-excitement 

and with only an hour available before the departure of the train, I shifted all of them in 

six compartments. They were extremely uncomfortable and started banging the doors 

and windows that had been sealed with normal wooden planks! 

 

There would have been great chaos and possibly a revolt, but the Second-in-Command 

of the unit— Maj Reddy— saved the situation by distributing all of them throughout the 

entire train. I was a little worried, since it was my responsibility to ensure their safe 

passage with only eighty men strong escort party. Those eighty men had been 

distributed in three compartments. Another ordeal was in the waiting, as the PoWs had 
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insufficient water and food for the last few days. Just before the train moved, I was told 

to sign a voucher for all the contents of the Pakistani ration in a sealed wagon. Under 

normal circumstances, one checks all the items for quantity before the wagon is sealed 

and then the voucher for taking over is signed. I was told to sign it after the wagon had 

already been sealed by the supply representatives, without any checks due to the 

urgency at all levels. When I hesitated, I was told about the ʽWar system of Accountingʼ 

followed during the war environment. As a young officer with just three yearsʼ service, I 

had hardly any knowledge about the organisation of movement and administration of 

Pakistan prisoners by train, but with the regimental spirit, overrode everything!  

 

After travelling some distance, the prisoners started banging the doors and windows for 

water— the compartments had been scaled with plywood for safety. At no station, 

would the station master permit halting of the train to fetch water and simply would push 

the train out of their area of responsibility, as they feared some problems might occur 

due to the Pakistani prisoners or the reaction from locals who were gathering at each 

station to do stone pelting on the prisoners. I took a decision, being the Officer-in-

Charge of the train and after few stations, the train was halted by me enroute. There 

was a big railway pump house located in the mid field. It was a dangerous decision. But, 

since the water was needed, something had to be done and I took the risk. 

 

I got to the Officer's compartment, opened and asked one of the senior Pakistani 

officers, who claimed that he knew our then Chief, Gen Manekshaw, to manage the 

PoWs and prevent any rowdy act, lest they would meet with punishment nothing less 

than death. I broke opened the sealed wagon carrying Pakistani rations, for which I had 

signed, as I was carrying it to the prisoner's camp. Excellent food had been prepared by 

the PoWs. Their ration contained Paris condensed milk, packets of Masala and very 

good quality of rice and wheat (atta). Most of the items were imported. Such was the 

standard of their ration. They were given an organised lunch, with Light Machine Guns 

deployed on all four sides by our company. We ate the same food and enjoyed it too, 

being Mughlai in taste. We were 80 in numbers. 
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Without creating any problems, they ate to their hearts content for one full hour. They 

may not have had such a comfortable meal. They drank water and then got drenched 

by standing under the pump, one by one, after which they all entered their respective 

compartments without uttering a word in the most disciplined manner—they did not 

create any problems thereafter, as they all had gone to a peaceful sleep.  

 

 

 

 

On reaching the destination, the Pakistani Officer narrated the whole story. Yet, it wasn’t 

a satisfactory explanation to many of them, till it was brought to their notice, the 

definition of ‘War System of Accounting’, which we had practiced for giving ration to the 

Mukti Bahini, who helped my company to carry lorry loaded with ammunition for the 

entire unit across two rivers with the help of their rickshaws on-road, and dinghies in the 

rivers (Small boats). 
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Such accounts, enables commanders at all levels, to tide over unforeseen, unusual 

instances during the war without worrying too much about peacetime processing. But 

with a caveat that, vouchers and ledgers must have correct entries.  Well later, as it 

always happens during peacetime, many were not very happy about giving lunch to 

prisoners, as any debacle could have taken place. I too agree, but only with the 

ʽdebacleʼ part and that is it!    
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3 

Battle at Akhaura Bridge 

MM Ravi 

 

Akhaura was an important town with railway communication centre, located within 10 

kilometers of the International Border towards west of Agartala, linking Sylhet in the 

North-East, Dhaka in the North-West and Chittagong in the south and its capture was 

incremental in the success of the 1971 war. The newly raised Battalion was shouldered 

with the responsibility to carry out this challenging operation. 

 

 

 

 

On our way to Akhaura, lied formidable enemy defences at Simrail water tanks, lying 

East and West of Road Devigram - Akhaura. My company was given the task to capture 

enemy defences at the crossing of Nulla -Track Junction, from the left flank. I was the 

‘B’ Company Commander and marched with the company during early hours of 02 

December 1971 to capture the objective.  The initial appreciation indicated that, only 

one platoon was holding the entire complex, but the enemy was shrewd enough to hold 

it with one Company of 33 Baluch, which was further reinforced by two platoons of 
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paramilitary forces, thus making the objective beyond the reach of the complete 

battalion. In a fierce battle with the enemy, several casualties were inflicted on both the 

sides. 

 

On the night of 03 Dec 1971, we re-organised our depleted strength of company and 

with remaining last ten men, put in a second attack from Eastern flank and captured an 

enemy’s PT-76 tank intact. We used the tanks’ Medium Machine Gun to stall the 

enemy’s counter attack on us. I got wounded in the action, but we held on to our 

position under heavy enemy artillery shelling and gave way for Maj DP Singh’s 

Company for furtherance of operation. Finally, with hand-to-hand combat and 

individual’s brave acts, we captured the enemy position at Simrail water tanks.    
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Battle of Devipur to Surrender of Pakistanis 

OP Bisla 

 

The life in Uniform is a life of stories— stories of valor, humour, dare and surprises. 

These stories transpire across generations and produces a scintillating experience 

whenever recounted. Circa 1971, as I took over the command of the newly raised 

battalion of 8 BIHAR, it was a feeling that cannot be easily put into words. Leading your 

men into war, asking them to lay their lives as you command them to walk into a 

barrage of fire, though oddly romantic and yet challenging, it made me quite proud to be 

leading these men of immaculate honour and insurmountable spirit.  

 

The Command… The Commandment 
Respect is commanded…not demanded. In Army, it is said that it is not your ranks that 

define you, ‘your men’ have better standards to judge you. As soon as I took over, I 

made sure that I had to know my men, understand them and recognise their capabilities 

and limitations before I set them to task. The Unit was in Tamulpur and East Pakistan 

was boiling with tension between Mukti Bahini and West Pakistani establishments. In 

Oct 1971, we received the orders to mobilise to Dharma Nagar in Tripura. We were put 

under the command of HQ 83 Mountain Brigade.  

 

Op Deployment 

The unit reached Tamulpur in August and was placed under the command of 83 

Mountain Brigade. On 2 October, the unit moved out of Tamulpur and reached Dharma 

Nagar in Tripura State, four days later, from where it went to Manu Bazaar, about 110 

kms south of Agartala near the southern tip of the international border.  
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Battle of Devipur 

The international border runs north of Srinagar to Belonia. Along this border, the 

Pakistanis had a company located at Devipur, (also spelt as Debipur) eight miles north 

of Srinagar—the men from this post often ingressed into our territory and attacked 

civilians moving on the road, running parallel to the border. When chased, they would 

fall back on the Devipur Forward Defensive Locality (FDL). It was decided to punish this 

post, to stop them from being used by the Pakistanis as a firm base for crossing the 

international border. The task was given to Major Harpal Singh Grewal, who was given 

the command of two companies for attacking the FDL. Maj Harpal Singh planned to 

establish road blocks on tracks leading to Devipur from the west (behind Devipur) and 

attack the company location from the north-west.  

 

The two companies left Srinagar after last light on 15 November and crossed the 

international border south of Devipur. Major Harpal Singh Grewal charged the border 

outpost at 3 a.m. on the 16 November. The assaulting party came under heavy Light 

Machine Gun fire. Leading his men, Major Grewal approached the machine-gun bunker 

with Lance Naik Cyril Toppo by his side. When the Soldier charged the bunker, he came 

under Pakistani fire and died. Undeterred, Major Grewal approached the bunker with 

cold courage, when he was severely wounded in the thigh by machine-gun fire. 

Regardless of pain and personal safety, Major Grewal closed in with the bunker, threw a 

hand grenade inside, killed the Pakistanis and captured the light machine-gun. He then 

recovered the dead body of Lance Naik Cyril Toppo under intense enemy fire. 

 

On reaching Battalion Headquarters, Major Grewal was evacuated to the nearest civil 

hospital. However, due to severe blood loss, the Officer succumbed to his injuries. 

Major Grewal was a brave officer who was popular among all ranks. His loss was 

keenly felt in the battalion. His was the first officer casualty of the battalion since its 

raising in 1965. The Pakistanis was so frightened after this raid that they stopped 

crossing the international border in this area thereafter. 
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Operations at Phaitara 

The presence of the Biharis at Phaitara was strongly resented by the Pakistanis. In the 

early hours of 23 November, the company at Phaitara under Lieutenant ML Kar spotted 

a patrol closing to the company defences. The patrol was carrying a medium machine-

gun and a rocket launcher with it. On seeing the patrol, Lieutenant Kar took one light 

machine-gun group of Sepoy Daud Barla and Sepoy Paskel Tirkey with him and 

crawled ahead under heavy machine-gun fire to engage the Pakistani patrol. In the fire 

fight Sepoy Daud Barla was hit in the head and made the supreme sacrifice. 

Lieutenant Kar took the light machine-gun himself and engaged the enemy patrol. He 

killed three of the enemy who had already crawled on to the home bank of the Nullah 

and were not more than 50 yards away from Lieutenant Kar. The enemy patrol 

withdrew, taking one of their dead soldiers with them.  

Siege of Laxman and Battle of Chauddagram 

Towards the end of the war, we were given the crucial task of ‘clearing’ the enemy 

resistance at Chauddagram and Laxman. The battalion, despite having been in thick of 

the battle for major duration of the war, took this opportunity to yet again emphasise 

the complete dominance of the Indian Army over the enemy. 

Surrender of the Pakistanis and the Life Ahead 

After the surrender of the Pakistanis, we moved to Chittagong and took stock of the 

situation. Having lost a number of good men, feeling was a mixed one. While the 

euphoria of decisive victory was overpowering, memory of the companions whom we 

had broken bread with was painful. They had made the supreme sacrifice in the service 

of the nation. A grateful Nation thank them for their service, but we miss them terribly. 

Losing these brave souls was like losing a son for me… young sons whom I had just 

got to know and hoped for a lifetime of exuberant experiences. But then, that is life. 

Man proposes and God disposes! 
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Battle of Akhaura 

DP Singh 

I was vested with the task of commanding ‘A’ Company of 10 BIHAR which was a part 

of 311 Infantry Brigade during the war. We were stationed at  Lichee Bagan in Agartala 

(Tripura).  Two days before the operation on 30 Nov 1971, we assembled at  Agartala, 

facing Akhaura. On the D-day, my company was given the task to secure the road head 

and rail bridge, which were the lines of supply to Akhaura. We were also tasked to 

create a gap so that 4 GUARDS could move forward ‘undetected’, and achieve their 

target, that is, to go from behind and attack the enemy defences.  We started at the right 

time and as per the teachings, we discarded our heavy bags at designated places and 

thereafter we started moving ahead.  As we marched, we came across small villages on 

both sides of the road and later was accompanied by a Bengali guide. 

While moving, we came under heavy enemy fire who used Medium Machine Guns and 

were hiding in the village. 4 GUARDS were ready for action, and was waiting for my 

clearance— their Battalion was intermingled with my company.  However, due to slight 

confusion, I ordered my company to kneel down on the ground and just wait.  
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Both the Companies were now separated and 4 GUARDS pushed through. We 

resumed our advance and by this time the shelling had also stopped.  We went and 

secured the bridge.  There was no opposition and we were able to stay at the target for 

some time. Our next task was to pull back and capture the rail and road bridge, which 

was adjacent to the town of Akhaura. 

  

The Akhaura Imbroglio 

We were supposed to move to our final objective hugging the Barrage.  As we were 

proceeding and closing on to the target, I suddenly saw a barrel of a gun─ I mistook it to 

be a tank’s gun. However, moments later, I also noticed barbed wires and punjees. 

Therefore, I was almost sure of mines’ presence in the area, but I preferred to be quite 

and move ahead as it was already too late. At this stage, my company HQ was the one 
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which came in contact with this gun. One platoon was on my left and one platoon was 

on my right.  The gun was a modified 105 mm gun of Pakistanis, with a vehicle next to 

it. After a good hand to hand combat, we neutralised the enemy and captured the 

vehicle and the gun. 

Next, there was a small Nullah which we were supposed cross, so that we could secure 

the bridge. We did not face any opposition until we crossed the bridge and started to 

reorganize ourselves beyond the objective. We were in front of the main defences of the 

enemy, which were stationed just 100 yards from the bridge, which we were supposed 

to capture.  We quickly tried to organise, but the situation became worse. I asked my 

Commanding Officer (CO) and pulled back to a safer place around the Nullah, although 

the enemy continued shelling on us.    

The Platoon which was supposed to capture the railway bridge was commanded by 

Capt KC Sharma. Due to heavy enemy presence in the area, we were stationed on the 

railway line bridge and the road bridge laid to the south of it.  We were only 150 yards 

away, facing each other.  In between the enemy shelling, I suddenly heard a tank noise 

from the enemy side.  I immediately told my CO that “Sir, I think they have got tanks 

inside their defences”.  However, the CO remarked that, as per Intelligence report, there 

were no tanks in Akhaura, but I was very sure of what I had heard!   

Our boys were carrying the barrels of Recoilless (RCL) guns on the cycle.  I still 

remember, he was Sepoy Krishna.  I had told Krishna, that tank noise was coming from 

that direction and directed him to fire one 106 mm RCL gun shot, so that the Pakistanis 

came to know that we had anti-tank guns with us.  As per my orders, he along the road 

axis, fired one shot and thereafter, there was no tank noise for the rest of the day and 

subsequently no noise from the enemy side.  Shelling had also stopped. 
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We were now supposed to hold firm bases at these bridges till further orders. By this 

time, higher formations had also realized that Akhaura was very well defended. So, now 

the plan was twisted to first engage the target with an air strike and then destroy enemy 

through ground attack.  We waited for the airstrikes for two days, without any success. 

Authorities finally decided to carry out the capture of Akhaura without further delay. 

Soon the Battalion was ordered to capture Akhaura’s main defences. With Maj Mauji 

Ram on left flank, Maj MM Ravi on the right flank, we moved forward slowly.  Maj Ravi 

soon sent across the message of capturing one of the tanks, which was placed in the 

corner of the defences.  On the left side, we got news from the railway platoon (the one 

supposed to capture the railway bridge and beyond it) that their attack got stalled. In the 

meantime, Maj Mauji’s company, got involved in a hand-to-hand fight and that’s where 

we had lost our maximum boys. Lt Majumdar who was the Intelligence Officer, had also 

joined Maj Mauji and he lost his life in the battle. Maj Mauji got wounded and he was 

evacuated to my company HQ. From there he was evacuated further to the rear. 

However, we managed to capture the crust of the enemy’s main defences. From here, 

the RAJPUTs were supposed to go under our cover and neutralise the rest of the area. 

That is as far as Akhaura was concerned. This is, in brief, the battle of Akhaura, as I 

saw it. 
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We entered Akhaura and lodged there for the night.  Next day, the brigade started to 

advance towards Brahmanbariya. My company was given the task to flank 

Brahmanbariya on the North-East and secure the Meghna river home bank. So, at night 

we had moved and reached a particular place, from where we reached the                      

Meghna River and secured its home bank by the morning, without any opposition. In the 

meantime, the Battalion was involved in a fighting beyond Brahmanbariya.   

The enemy started to flee leaving their Artillery far behind.  We went beyond and 

entered into defences of Ashuganj, which was the eastern bank of river Meghna.  At 

1100h, I saw the bridge being blown up by the enemy. Meanwhile, a very heavy battle 

was going on, east of Ashuganj, in the villages.  We suffered heavy casualties and I was 

told to join the Battalion in that area.   

I soon observed that there was some confusion between the Second-in-Command and 

the wireless operator. Then, I saw some of our own troops moving accidently through 

my defences.  In the meanwhile, I adjusted the company in one line in the Nullah. Since, 

I was told to move, I ordered the company to get up and keep moving. The enemy in the 

meantime, had deserted their tanks and started running through my Company’s 

location. Enemy was in the Artillery range and we were pushing them hard.  But when 

they reached a   built-up area, they started firing back at us. Our boys started retreating 

towards Brahmanbariya. Although, some were nervous, but at the end the whole 

company was there.   

After being sure that we were under Pakistani counter-attack, I told my boys to open fire 

and after two mins, I again told them to hold fire, as I got confused and thought that they 

were our own officers. This left the Pakistanis surprised. They hit the ground and 

stopped advancing further. The moment we stopped fire; they had started coming up 

again. I was, by now sure that they were Pakistanis and asked my boys to fire again. 

Pakistanis went into the villages, from where, at night, they left Ashuganj in 20 Boats. At 

1500 hours, I was told to get back to Brahmanbariya. When we reached there, we were 
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told that a new uniform, hot water and peg of rum was waiting for us. Next morning the 

task was to move to Bhairab Bazaar and cut it off from Dhaka.  Again, the task was to 

capture and secure the rail-road bridge leading to Bhairab Bazaar. 

 

 

Heliborne Assault on Bhairab Bazaar 

In the early morning, around 4 AM, we boarded choppers from where we were 

supposed to jump. Since it was morning, therefore, the chopper’s pilot could see the 

road towards Bhairab Bazaar and dropped us.  On landing, I noticed that the road was a 

kacha track. In the meantime, the villagers also gathered over and informed us that the 

track was another 500-600m away. Villagers however helped us in carrying our Artillery 

ammunitions. We reached the rail- road bridge without any opposition from the enemy 

side.  

I think, the Pakistanis deserted the place when they saw heavy air movement.  The 

road-rail bridge was secured and we were able to seize rations of Pakistanis to sustain 

ourselves. My platoon went to the rail bridge and captured 17 Pakistani PoWs. In the 

meantime, we also received additional ammunitions for the fight. However, we did not 

receive much Pakistani intervention in capturing Bhairab Bazaar. The Pakistani PoWs 

clearly told us that- “Sir we know what could happen to us. You will shoot us; we will be 
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what to do now. To my relief, I got a message from the CO and he told me to hand them 

over to the Mukti Bahini.  So, with a heavy heart, being a soldier and as a human being, 

I told my boys to hand them over to the Mukti Bahini. Subsequently, we resumed our 

advance towards Dhaka. We had reached the Lakhya river, which was on the outskirts 

of Dhaka. I was told to get across the river in the boats provided by the locals and cut-

off the road leading to Dhaka.  We were also provided cooked rice with salt by the 

locals, whose gratitude and support, we enjoyed throughout the journey. The same 

night we had to cross the river and establish ourselves, 200m before the road leading to 

Dhaka.  

Since, my Company had never fetched up the normal supply till Dhaka, therefore, we 

were living on the ration secured from Pakistanis soldiers and villagers. On seeing that 

the Pakistani vehicles were also moving towards Dhaka, we started firing at them. I was 

soon informed about the ceasefire had taken place. While going towards Dhaka, it was 

interesting to march on the same road with the Pakistani troops—we were in small 

numbers, whereas Pakistani troops were in large numbers and some Pakistani vehicles 

were also there to support their movement. We finally reached our destination at the 

Dhaka Race Course, where the rest of the Battalion was already waiting. 
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6 

Road Block Operation On Tungi – Dhaka Axis 
SK Johri 

 
 

Our Unit (7 BIHAR), as part of 167 Infantry Brigade, moved into Bakshiganj on 08 Dec 

1971. We were given the task to establish a road block behind the enemy lines on road 

Chandna – Tungi - Dhaka in an area just South of Chhayadana. The Unit crossed river 

Turag using local fishermen’s boats to maintain secrecy and ensure security of 

operations. Our Unit was divided into two groups — one Group was under the 

command of Commanding Officer, Colonel BS Khandpur and had two Rifle Companies, 

elements of Support Company, Skeletal Battalion Headquarter and Brigade 

Headquarter elements, while the second Group, under my command, had Bravo and 

Charlie Rifle companies, Support Company and elements of Battalion Headquarter. Our 

two groups were required to infiltrate through separate routes and concentrate at Tungi 

before first light - The D-Day. 

 

My Group crossed the river Turag after 2000 hours at ferry point South-West of 

Chhayadana on 15 Dec night. Thereafter, we moved cross- country the entire night and 

linked up with first Group, well before first light. The digging for the road block defences 

started; by first light the boys had completed almost 75% of the digging, we then firmed 

in quietly into the defences to destroy any enemy trying to break through the block. The 

first contact with the enemy was made by my group, which was being commanded by 

Maj HS Mann and Capt NC Nandi — Bravo and Charlie Companies respectively. 

Approximately after 1100 hours on 16 December 1971, we received information about 

few vehicles, about 3 Km away, heading towards our side, but they halted and started 

retreating, as the vehicles came under our artillery fire. The Pakistani troops in 

Joydebpur chose the alternative of breaking through the roadblock and met their 

waterloo at the hands of ‘Veer Biharis’ of ‘STRIKING SEVEN’.  
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This column had about 20 vehicles protected by two Chaffee tanks and two-three 

machine guns mounted on the vehicles. One of the Chaffee tanks managed to shoot 

and advance towards Bravo and Charlie company column, but was hit by a round of 

106mm Recoilless Gun on its Cupola, and was abandoned on road Tungi-Dhaka some 

distance away. In the meantime, the second Chaffee tank appeared in the vicinity of 

Bravo Company. Understanding the gravity of the situation and the potential of the tank 

to cause grievous harm to his comrades and the fear of overrunning of his company 

defences, Lance Naik Chandraket Prasad Yadav took a split-second bold decision to 

engage the tank with his Rocket Launcher. He came in as close as 10 meters of the 

tank, shot at it and the tank tracks were blown off. The tank caught fire and the crew ran 

out, only to be apprehended by my column jawans. They were taken as Prisoners of 

War and handed over to the Brigade. The NCO was awarded with a ‘Vir Chakra’ for his 

gallant action. 
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Recoilless Gun Versus Tank: Battle of Akhaura Bridge 

SK Singh 

 

 

Seven days before the D-Day, our platoon was tasked to give demonstrations to the 

troops on ‘Carrying Recoilless (RCL) gun on Cycle’. We somehow managed to get hold 

of one local teacherʼs cycle and with the help of bamboo tied to the cycle, dragged the 

RCL gun, with the tri-pod loaded on our backs. The demo got cleared and we bought 

few Hercules cycles for our platoon.  

 

 

 

Lt Col PC Sawhney, VrC, our Commanding Officer briefed us on Sand Model and 

ordered─ ʽʽBeta, bharpur amunition aur goliya le lena…. Khane mein sirf Thekua 

milega, civilians ka Khana aur pani koi nahi legaʼʼ. After the Mandir/Chruch parade, a 

day before, we all got ready to move for the mission to Dacca via Akhaura. I checked 
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my RCL, Ammunition, spare parts and had dinner with crew. I prayed and  slept though 

notionally! 

 

The Beginning 

Next morning, as planned, we started towards our target, attached to ʽAʼ Company, 

under foggy and gloomy weather on 30 Nov 1970. Carrying the RCL guns on Cycle, we 

started crossing the ʽ’Dhan Ke Khet’ (Paddy Fields). Enemy seemed to be eagerly 

waiting for us and started heavy Artillery fire on us. In the chaos, our ʽʽRCL Cyclesʼʼ and 

the handle broke, making our demo questionable. However, we left our cycles there and 

carried the whole ammunitions, RCL guns, and ‘Jhola-Pithu’ weighing around 60 kgs 

per person and started crossing the boggy fields again. Our crew crawled and dashed 

with RCL guns, walked with ammunition on head, always keeping it away from water 

and mud of the paddy field, to ensure it remains functional. As that was the only Anti-

Tank weapon my Battalion had. We reached the other end safely losing only one and 

captured an enemy Artillery Gun. The enemy bunkers were well fortified─ constructed 

by Khajoor trees (Date trees), and even my RCL rounds were getting ricochet. On 

reaching our destination, we started firing, aiming at the pits which fetched us good 

results; we were now standing facing the enemy’s fortified defences guarding the bridge 

─ ‘The RCC Bridge’.  
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We had already suffered heavy casualties in our Left flank platoon, under the command 

of Capt KC Sharma, while they were attempting to capture the bridge. Capt Sharma and 

many from Ghatak Platoon went missing— I presume that, they got drowned in marshy 

area, just beneath the bridge while taking cover, due to the enemy surprise attack. The 

attack got stalled for a moment, until we suddenly heard the enemy’s tank noise to 

which I was ordered by my Company Commander Maj DP Singh to fire RCL rounds. I 

asked, ʽʽSaheb Kahan?ʼʼ — and surprisingly, he ordered “Krishna, in the direction of 

sound”.  I fired two rounds and hit the tank that was visible to me; the enemy’s fire 

stopped ─ this was simply bizarre! Finally, we captured the target and moved towards 

Akhaura.   
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Letters to My Wife: 1971 War of Bangladesh 

SS Kanbargimath 

 

When my wife, Girija and I decided to write the Biography of my late father― Lt Col SS 

Kanbargimath― we tried to get our hands on all the old documents, whatever was 

possible.  What a treasure trove of letters diaries and documents we found – all of them 

meticulously preserved by my wife and me for the last 50 odd years!!! And among them, 

serendipitously, and much to our delight, tumbled out a bundle of letters that I had 

written to Girija when I moved from Belgaum to take part in the 1971 war for the 

liberation of East Pakistan, which later became Bangladesh. 

My letter of 14 Nov 1971 was the first one in the series of letters that I wrote to my wife 

as we moved to Eastern Command and thereafter into East Pakistan. Five decades 

ago, letter writing was the only popular mode of being in touch. We, in the infantry 

especially had a special attachment to the ‘red inland letters’ issued by the Army Postal 

Unit. 

I was serving with the ‘Commando Wing’ as an instructor, just married to Girija, and I 

remember we were very excited to set up our first home with our first child on the way!! 

Barely, after a few months of bliss my movement order was out and I started to pack. 

The war clouds started gathering over East Pakistan and by September/October 1971 

we were certain that war was imminent.  Our task was to train and lead the Mukti Bahini 

(Freedom Fighters of Bangladesh) for commando tasks once the war started. By 

November 1971, the Commando Wing was ordered to move to the Headquarters, 

Eastern Command for further instructions. Letters now would be our only means of 

being in touch!! 
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 etters  The only contact between Girija and  e 

The first letter is dated 14 Nov 1971. We had departed from Belgaum Railway Station. 

The letter reads: “Dearest Girija, well here I am sticking to my promise that I made to 

you last night. The train journey so far has been comfortable. I shall keep writing to you. 

I have bought a dozen of the Inland postage letters and am waiting for the changing 

over to broad gauge here. Be cheerful and I am sure God will have everything working 

right for us.” 

 6 Nov  “Dearest Girija, we have reached Nagpur!!  It’s a longish wait here as we have 

to change trains tomorrow, 17 Nov, at 4 pm for Calcutta. We went out for dinner and 

thought of seeing a movie but decided against it.  After a post dinner stroll near the 

station, we got into our respective compartments and are preparing ourselves for a 

good night’s sleep and our onward journey to Calcutta. Lying down I read the book 

“Love Story” by Erich Segal”. (I could not complete the letter).  

   Nov  “We have arrived in Calcutta and in HQ Eastern Command. There are hectic 

activities, officers running all over with files. Col Das Gupta has gone over to meet the 

General for a briefing. I and my team of Commando instructors have been instructed to 

fly to Guwahati on 20 Nov”. 

20 Nov  “I am writing to you from Dum Dum airport getting ready to board our flight― a 

Packet aircraft to Guwahati. The wait here is comfortable. The airport is nice and I am 

feeling excited at the prospect of joining the units deployed for operations”. 

25 Nov  “I reached my destination after an interesting road journey from Guwahati to 

the border town Tura (Meghalaya). I could not write earlier as I was busy getting my 

briefing and settling down. I hope you have been receiving my letters and also my 

telegram sent yesterday from the local post office. Morale is high! Everyone seems 

relaxed and getting ready to take off for the long-awaited war. I am with 95 Brigade 
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which is being commanded by a flamboyant commander─ Brig Kler. I am looking 

forward to exciting times”. 

30 Nov  “It was such a relief when your telegram was read out to me over the telephone 

as I am now at a place where there is a civil post office. I hope this letter reaches you 

quickly. I am eagerly waiting for a letter from you. There is not much news to give at the 

moment. I am sure you all are tuning in to the AIR news. There is heavy firing going all 

over the border. As usual, the Pakis are exaggerating the casualties that they inflicted 

on our forces just to boost their morale. They are being hard pressed in all sectors. 

Pakis know they are fighting a ‘losing war’. The Mukti Bahinis are playing merry hell into 

them now. Their action has confined the Pak troops to their heavily fortified defences. 

It’s a pity we are losing men in this damned undeclared war. How I wish war is declared 

soon so that action can start and the ordeal is over. I am taking the liberty to inform you 

where I am located. If you look at the map I am on the Northern border of Bangladesh - 

a border town called TURA in MEGHALAYA (We all are referring to East Pakistan as 

Bangladesh now). We have started greeting all the locals with ‘JOI BANGLADESH’. 

Pray for us!! 

Time for  ction 

  Dec  ( rom  akshiganj)  “The war finally started on 3 Dec. On the evening of 03 

Dec, I was told to report to the Commanding Officer of 1 MARATHAS─ Lt Col Brar. He 

told me to take 30 Mukti Bahini men from a nearby camp and establish a road block to 

facilitate the attack on Bakshiganj. I, along with my JCO and an NCO moved in with the 

Mukti Bahini men for our task. We established the road block, but it seemed to be away 

from the road from where the Pakis started withdrawing the same night; I heard the 

rumbling of vehicles and I tried to get in touch with my CO, as I thought that our Artillery 

guns have a very lucrative target to engage. But alas! I could not establish contact.  Our 

wait was in vain. Next morning the leader of our force got us blankets and arranged 

some lungis for us as he wanted us to disguise ourselves like the locals. Bakshiganj is a 

built-up area and our forces had to clear the enemy defences here, to advance furthur. 

There was not much of opposition here, as the Paki troops decided to withdraw to the 
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depth areas. Everything is OK with me and we are moving in fast. I have joined up with 

the Brigade HQs and am moving along with them. Sherpur was bypassed and cleared. 

The attack on Jamalpur is being planned. I have been tasked to lay a roadblock once 

again. I was so happy when your letter dated 25 Nov was handed over to me!” 

Image     ate Ca t  albir and Self  aving lunch with  ukti  ahini 

 

Source: Author 

Image 2  I am the boss now   ddress by a member of the  ukti  ahini 
 

 

Source: Author 
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Image 3   e standing in front of Gen Niazi’s residence, Dacca 

 

 

Source: Author 

Image 4   Self with  rig  ler and Gen Nagra in Dacca 

 

Source: Author 
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22 Dec  “The enemy suffered heavy losses at Jamalpur and started withdrawing 

towards Dacca.  After the successful capture of Jamalpur, the Brigade linked up with the 

troops of 2 Para, air dropped at Tangail on 10 /11 Dec. The Mukti Bahini was detached 

from me here. However, the advance from here was fast and furious!  After 2 Para 

operations in Tangail there were frantic preparations for the final thrust on Dacca. Good 

sense prevailed on Gen Niazi and on 16 Dec the surrender was announced. Brig Kler 

was keen to reach Dacca as early as possible. The Brigade Education Officer─ Captain 

Balbir Singh and I decided to go in and look for accommodation for our stay. Somehow, 

I was left behind and a couple of hours later we got the sad news that he has been 

killed by the Pakistani troops, who were still holding on to their posts inside Dacca─ I 

had lost a good brother officer and his sudden loss also made me think of how narrowly 

I had escaped. I was reminded of the saying─ “Goli Goli Pe Likha Hai Marne Waale Ka 

Naam”.   We entered Dacca and stayed at the President’s Palace as Brig Kler wanted to 

do so for the first night for security reasons (we later moved to the Cantt area).  

I hope you have received my letter written on the President’s Crested paper which I 

posted on 17 Dec (Unfortunately this letter is missing from the bundle). In the letter I 

had described our night in the President’s Place. It was a very comfortable night ― food 

delivered from a five-star hotel, choicest whisky and a comfortable bed to sleep on.  We 

shifted to the Pakistan Officers Mess accommodation in the Cantonment Area next 

day”. 

“On17 Dec, the surrender of the Pakistan Armed Forces took place in the parade 

ground. On 18 Dec our Chief ―Gen Sam Manekshaw― addressed all of us here in 

Dacca. There is political turmoil and the people are waiting eagerly for the arrival of 

Mujibur Rahman. I have not ventured out to the market area as the shops are not 

opened as yet. This place is in a mess, as West Pakistan was least interested in the 

development of this part of their country (now a free country). On 21 Dec, the 

Bangladesh officials in exile arrived; all are praying for Mujib’s safety and are eagerly 

awaiting his return. There is a great deal of apprehension about the future of 

Bangladesh without Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. 
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I am glad you are in good health. Send me a snap of your Baby Bump as soon as 

possible”. 

24 Dec from Dacca  There is a great deal of uncertainty about our move out. Our stay 

is going to be longish – I suppose till the time the Bangladesh government feels 

confident of managing their affairs by themselves. I have been exploring the place and 

visiting Dacca International Hotel for coffee. 

A funny incident occurred when I accompanied my friend, a Sikh Officer, from the 

Brigade HQs to the Military Hospital (manned by Pakistani doctors) for treatment of his 

tooth. When he was on the chair getting examined by the Dentist, a Pakistani Nurse 

came up and asked me – Is it safe for me to attend to him? Later I came to know that 

they were told in their school and home to keep away from Sikh men!!! I have also 

made a few local friends here. Very friendly folks! I have been invited to attend a 

birthday and Xmas party at Ghosh’s place. Mr. Ghosh is married to an Irish lady― a 

very hospitable couple. I have been advised not to shop now as the lady will help me 

later. 

 

Image 5  Self with Ca t  nand and G   I   

 

Source: Author 
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26 Dec Dacca. Met a few friends! Capt Anand (Commando Instructor) is also in Dacca. 

We both tried to book a call to Eastern Command to inquire about our next movement 

plan, but there was no answer.  Xmass was a quiet and homely affair at Ghosh’s place. 

The locals are still reeling under the effect of subjugation by West Pakistan but now 

have great hopes for a better future in their liberated land. As for the Pakistanis, I hope 

that this humiliating defeat, surrender and the treatment we have given to their prisoners 

will put some sense into their heads”. 

The  nd 

The above was the last letter to my wife. We made the best use of our time waiting for 

orders to move back. I managed an airlift to Chittagong, famous for leather goods; with 

the help of my local friends bought some of the famous Dacca saris for my wife. In Jan 

1972 we moved back to Belgaum. On 13 June, our first son was born. In the meantime, 

all my letters were compiled and published in the local magazine by my father, who had 

settled in Dharwad. They were titled, My Sons Letters from the Battle Field. I had carried 

a Kodak Box camera and few extra film reels to the battlefield. The results were fairly 

good. I am uploading a few of them with this write up. 

The Bangladesh war changed the course of history and the geography of the continent. 

This year when we are celebrating its golden jubilee, I feel happy that in addition to the 

opportunity to participate in the war, I have also been able to capture a part of history 

through my letters and photographs from the battlefield. 
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Operation Sledge Hammer to Lakhya River 

BKD Badgel 

 

1/11 Gorkha Rifle (GR) was part of 301 Mountain Brigade (23 Mountain Division) and 

was initially deployed in Balurghat – Malda – Radhikapur area on West Bengal – East 

Pakistan border. In Jun 1971, an attack on a Pakistani outpost in Tantania was carried 

out by the Mukti Fauj (MF) in which ‘A’ Company (Coy) of 1/11 GR had given the fire 

support.  The attack although was a partial success, however, revealed the 

shortcomings in training and motivation level of MF. We, however was able to destroy 

one enemy Medium Machine Gun (MMG) post at night by firing rockets from 106 mm 

Recoilless (RCL) gun carried on a bicycle, with the help of MF guides and locals.  

Move to Tripura – East Pakistan Border 

Under the command of Lt Col (later Maj Gen) NS Nair, the Battalion moved to Tripura 

by rail and was deployed on the Sonamura Heights on 15 Sep 1971. On reaching the 

location, aggressive patrolling was carried out and we went 10-15 kms inside the enemy 

territory to gain information about terrain and enemy’s dispositions; armed guides of MF 

were allotted to each coy.  
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Op Sledge Hammer  

Map 1: Plan of Op Sledge Hammer 

 

Source: 1/11 GR 

 

The Battalion was tasked to establish road blocks at Taltali by first light 04 Dec 1971 

and also clear Saripur with the help of tanks by 1600 hours.  Later, the Battalion was to 

advance for Buschi. 

On 02 Dec 1971, the Battalion left Sonamura in the evening and moved down south to 

area near Raj Nagar and harboured for the night.   

On the next day (03 Dec), the Battalion crossed the International Boarder near Raj 

Nagar at 1830 hours and reached Dhanchakra at about 2300 hours. At Dhanchakra, the 

enemy opened heavy fire with their automatic weapons and 81mm mortar. To avoid 

heavy casualty, we got divided into two groups and linked up later. On 04 Dec, ‘B’ Coy 
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attacked and cleared Gandasa and Pauda, killing sixteen Pakistanis and occupied 

Saripur— it appeared that the enemy had already lost heart due to this massive 

infiltration.  Leaving ‘A’ and ‘B’ Coys under the Second-in-Command, the Commanding 

Officer led the battalion towards its objective that is Kashinagar & Taltali. ‘C’ Coy, 

finding Rampur vacant, was quick enough to occupy it and also a portion of vacant 

Kashinagar defences.  At Hilal Nagar, fire was encountered from Kashinagar and 

Katalia from the enemy troops who were withdrawing from Mian Bazaar area─ 

apparently to delay our advance. Sub units were deployed to surround the enemy and 

plug their escape routes and arty fire was also activated. 

A person got up from the trench with raised hands and waved a white handkerchief and 

said that he wanted to surrender to avoid further massacre of his men. That turned out 

to be Lt Col Akbar Baig, Commanding Officer 25 FFR. Six Officers (including the 

Commanding Officer and Battery Commander), eight JCOs and 202 men were captured 

with a large quantity of weapons and ammunition with Chinese markings. 

On to Buschi 

After finding Buschi vacant, the battalion rushed forward and secured Sasanpur by last 

light of 05 Dec. Column of ‘A’ and ‘B’ Coys under the Second-in-Command, also linked 

up by first light and were deployed for flank protection. The battalion got firmed in, 

established their defences, and sent out area domination patrols. After this, we were 

prepared for our next objective— Mudaffarganj. 

The Success at Mudaffarganj 

Based on the information gathered that there are two bridges on the road and the first 

bridge was occupied by a platoon of regulars, ‘C’ Coy led a bold charge by 0800 hours 

on 06 Dec and secured the first bridge after an hour’ fight. The enemy escaped leaving 

behind one other rank (OR) who was wounded in action. Without losing initiative, the 

enemy was chased out of the area and the second bridge was also captured.  A flash of 

Khukris under the sunlight decided the issue for the Pakistanis who fled leaving behind 
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17 dead and one wounded!  By 1100 hours, the battalion was firmly entrenched at 

Mudaffarganj; ‘D’ Coy with the tanks linked up in the evening. 

During mopping up operation, a fleet of vehicles were seen coming from Chandpur.  

When fired upon, the pilot vehicle was hit and the following vehicles escaped.  Later, it 

was learnt that GOC, 39 Division of Pakistan Army, escaped to his HQ at Chandpur and 

the battalion had to be content with the pilot vehicle and three prisoners including a 

Subedar.  

The Brigade HQ and 3 KUMAON (Rifles) passed through the battalion location on 07 

Dec and continued advance towards Chandpur— ‘C’ & ‘D’ Coys and the tanks followed 

them as reserve and the remainder battalion stayed back at Mudaffarganj, readjusting   

their defences. At about 2300 hours, the enemy opened fire with Mortars, MMG and 

small arms on the defences of ‘A’ Coy; a raiding party of the enemy, estimated to be of 

a platoon strength, also attempted to occupy West end of the bridge. Following the 

CO’s, order, two parties went to the first bridge area and fired with sten guns and lobbed 

grenades at the enemy. Despite being shot on the arm, ‘A’ Coy Commander reached 

the Bridge within 15 minutes with one section and MMG detachment to reinforce the 

section deployed there— the raiding party of the enemy was thus scattered.     

After mid night, two war cries of “Ya Ali” from the enemy came out—one after the 

other— but their attempts to assault our defensive position was foiled by our bravemen. 

After securing the bridge, our next objective was to move to our next destination — 

Hajiganj. 

Advance to Hajiganj  

At about 1030 hours, on 08 Dec, on receiving intelligence input about   some enemy 

troops being holed up in a school building near Uptala, our ‘C’ and ‘D’ Coys, without 

losing much time, surrounded the building and fired at the enemy, who withdrew by 

1300 hours after rockets were fired from 57 mm RCL. However, the day was not over 

yet—at about 2300 hours, while the battalion (less ‘C’ & ‘D’ Coys) was in harbour area 
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near Inayatpur, the enemy fired with small arms and rockets on us. Retaliatory fire 

scattered the enemy who escaped by 0030 hours. Later, the Corps passed the news 

that Chandpur has been vacated by the enemy and ordered the Brigade to advance 

towards Chandpur. 

Operation at Chandpur 

The Battalion reached Chandpur by 1800 hours on 09 Dec and was assigned the task 

of mopping up the area. On 10 Dec, 25 Pakistani troops were taken as Prisoners of War 

and large quantity of arms / ammunitions were seized.  The wreckage of Indian Air 

Force Hunter aircraft, which had crashed on 10 Dec, was located by our patrolling party 

on 11 Dec and the mortal remains of Squadron Leader Sachdeva was cremated with 

full military honours. 

On 11 Dec, Pakistani soldiers in a gunboat near an island in the Meghna River hoisted 

a white flag.  When ‘D’ Coy Commander party advanced towards the boats to take the 

surrender, they were fired upon killing the radio operator— an act of treachery by the 

enemy; own tanks immediately fired setting the gunboat ablaze.  The Coy stormed the 

island and the ‘furious’ men killed 85 enemy troops. 
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Operation Trump Card  

Map 2: Plan of Operation Trump Card 

 

Source: 1/11 GR 

 

Airlift Across the Meghna River 

On 13 Dec, the Battalion (less ‘C’ Coy, which was tasked to move with tanks towards 

Mynamati under the command 181 Mountain Brigade) left Chandpur in vehicles and 

reached Daudkandi at 1300 hours on 14 Dec from where they were airlifted in 

helicopters across the Meghna river. The airlift was completed by 1600 hours and by 

evening, the east bank of Brahamputra river was secured by ‘B’ Coy; the battalion 

advanced forward and harboured in area Amair by 2100 hours.  
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Lakhya River Operations 

Based on patrol reports that Kuripara was held by the enemy and Saransar Bagh was 

not, ‘A’ Coy got into action and neutralised the enemy at Kuripara and secured the east 

bank of Lakhya River by 1200 hours. 

After being relieved by a coy ex 3 KUMAON (Rifles), the battalion moved forward and 

reached Kuripara by 0300 hours.  On the way, the CO and his ‘Recce’ group 

encountered heavy volume of automatics and mortar fire from the enemy.  After all the 

difficulties, the battalion was able to reach Lakshmaun Khola, which was not held by the 

enemy. On receiving reports that Godnail across the Lakhya river was under the enemy, 

‘B’ Coy immediately mobilised at 0230 hours, to carry out assault across the river using 

two local boats (capacity of 25 each) but came under very heavy fire from the enemy 

Artillery, Machine Gun and Small Arms.  It was soon decided to carry out a detailed 

recce of the area, arrange more boats and try crossing the river on the intervening night 

of 16/17 Dec—the battalion crossed the Lakhya river by 1245 hours.  

At 1315 hours on 16 Dec, orders were received to cease all offensive activities as 

Pakistan Army in East Pakistan had surrendered. The battalion concentrated in the 

Godnail area by 1430 hours to move towards Dhaka. ‘C’ Coy, which was at Mynamati, 

also joined in. The Battalion harboured at Sidhirganj. 

After brushing aside firing by the Rajakars and making them to surrender on 17 Dec, the 

battalion camped at Adamjee military complex and carried out extensive patrolling in the 

area.  Although, the war was ‘officially’ over, but mopping up operations were continued 

at Noakhali over the following two months. Finally, the Battalion returned to Misamari in 

February 1972. 

The Battalion advanced almost 100 miles.  Most of this was done at night in the form of 

infiltration.  The Battalion moved across Meghna river by heptrs and also had an 

opportunity to do an assault river crossing.  All ranks were imbued with an offensive 

spirit— they displayed physical fitness, mental robustness, courage and devotion to 
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duty.  Men carried five days’ dry rations and shakkar paras etc. and replenishments 

were done at Chandpur and Amair. Civil population and MF were of great assistance in 

guiding own troops as well as in carrying loads. The Battalion earned one VrC two Sena 

Medals, two Mention-in-Dispatches and one VSM.  Own casualties were four killed and 

18 wounded. 
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Behind Enemy Lines (A Subaltern’s Story) 

Jasbir Singh 

On 9 Sep 1971, my Battalion (4 KUMAON), along with two other infantry battalions of 

81 Mountain Brigade was ordered to hand over our pickets in the jungles of Chekasang 

(Nagaland) and immediately move to Dhimapur. Since the men of my battalion had 

been deployed on distant pickets for more than a year, it was a welcome opportunity for 

us to meet one another and make merry. 

But our venerable Commanding Officer [1], had other plans for us. For the next month, 

we were drilled continuously on infantry warfare, crossing water obstacles, patrolling 

behind enemy lines, frontal assaults and field firing with light as well as heavy calibre 

infantry weapons.  

The ‘Advance Party’ of 4 Kumaon under the ‘Second-in-Command’ [2] moved by road to 

Sonakhira on 11 Oct 71. A special train was expeditiously loaded [3], mostly at night, 

and we steamed out of Dhimapur during the early hours of 17 October 1971. 

On 19 Oct, from Badarpur the Unit proceeded in two different trains due to the weak 

section of railway track and constant threat from enemy saboteurs. The railway line 

passed close to the border and the Unit had its initial brush with enemy when the first 

train was fired at by enemy snipers. However, no damage was caused and on 20 

October the Battalion arrived at Sonakhira. We were then deployed in ‘Bagichara’ Tea 

Estate, with a rifle company each at Churaibari and Patharkandi. The ambush on the 

train perhaps primed my mind towards war, that soldiering was about facing bullets, and 

giving it back as good as one got it. However, there was much that I had yet to learn.  

All of Oct 71, my Battalion remained at Sonakhira conducting intensive daily training 

and preparing for offensive operations, same kind of things that we did at Dhimapur. 
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Quite frankly, as a Subaltern with just about a year in service, I really did not understand 

what the fuss was all about. In my opinion, we were a good fighting unit and perceived 

that our CO was unjustly ruining our happiness by training us for what we were already 

trained for. In retrospect, my Battalion and I could have trained for a whole year and yet 

not been prepared for what was ahead of us, the apocalypse. 

From conversations in the mess tent and snatches of information exchanged by others, 

I became aware of the setbacks suffered by Mukti Bahini as well as the Jats in the pre-

emptive operations at Dhalai and Atgram [4]. At one time, I heard that my Battalion was 

to stand by to relieve the Jats at Dhalai, but it never came about. Rumours flew thick 

and fast, about the impending operations against Pakistan Army (PA). It was almost 

certain the Unit would very soon be involved in offensive operations. The town of ‘Juri’ 

in East Pakistan was often mentioned as the likely objective of the Unit.  

Reconnaissance of Pak Army defences opposite Kailashahar was carried out by young 

officers and Specialist Platoon Commanders. The patrols were launched from 

‘Kailashahar Pocket’. This small salient had been captured in Mar 71, by Mukti Bahini 

troops. The ‘Kailashahar Pocket’ had a Mukti Bahini Check- Post, located in the Primary 

School. Atop the tin roof of the Primary School building, fluttered a curious looking flag 

[5]. As the enemy was extremely sensitive to Indian Army (IA) movements, all 

reconnaissance tasks were done with troops dressed in civilian clothes. Perhaps I 

looked like a Pathan rather than a Sikh during those patrols. 

At Sonakhira, I was ordered to form a ‘Commando Platoon’ with a Section each from 

Rifle Companies with Kumaoni troops (the Battalion had both Ahir and Kumaoni troops), 

along with few local Bengali boys to act as scouts and ‘fighting pioneers’ (to carry head 

loads of spare ammunition and combat stores). I was to carry out special training of my 

Commando Platoon to conduct clandestine operations deep behind enemy lines. 

Though I stuttered about with an ‘all knowing’ look, quite frankly, the sum total of my 

knowledge about such an operation was confined to training at NDA and in IMA, the 

‘Great Escape’ variety. I did ask around and got few sagacious tips from my illustrious 

Company Commanders. After this I went about training the force under my command 
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with zest, instilling a sense of bonhomie and camaraderie amongst the disparate men 

who could not even talk each other’s language. The Bengali boys, all of them about my 

age, were highly motivated and enthusiastic to do anything and everything.  We in turn 

tried to teach them the art of handling heavy calibre weapons as well as clandestine 

operations. In a short while, we integrated ourselves as an effective combat team.   

On 25 Nov, a reconnaissance patrol by the Commando Platoon that I led, had a narrow 

escape when it was engaged by accurate Browning Machine Gun (BMG) fire from the 

enemy Border Outpost (BOP) at Chatlapur. I had halted my ‘Commando Platoon’ in the 

midst of a ripening paddy field near the IB to consume our haversack lunch. Perhaps we 

had strolled into enemy territory like going on a picnic and the enemy had spotted us. 

The sharp crack of machine gun bullets went over our heads and nothing untold 

happened. The young Bengali pioneer ‘Mian Makbuddin’, who was part of my team, 

was sharing my haversack lunch and trying to chat with me in incomprehensible Bengali 

when the enemy opened fire. Quite sensibly, Makbuddin dived head-first into the paddy 

field. The troops incredibly burst into spontaneous laughter. In utter horror, the boy 

looked up to see the troops sitting calmly on the edge of the field and laughing loudly, 

the bullets going above their heads. The troops were more concerned with saving their 

lunch packets than worrying about the bullets that had not yet hit their head. Looking at 

the older Kumaoni soldiers rolling about in mirth, with haversack lunch packets in their 

hands, the young lad must have thought all Indians were crazy. Perhaps it was really a 

strange reaction to the first experience of being under enemy fire. Perhaps it was shell 

shock or release of nervous tension. After repeated hearing of the fascinating accounts 

of 47, 62 and 65 wars with Pakis, the real thing happening to us had appeared rather 

unreal and even humorous! 

Since we were still within our own artillery range, over the radio set, I called the Unit 

Adjutant and informed him about being under fire from the Paki BOP at Chatlapur and 

gave him the map coordinates. After that I went back to eating my lunch. Soon there 

was heavy shelling of enemy’s post by 75/24 mm field artillery guns located deep within 

the Indian territory. The Pakis, to my relief, stopped firing at us. Through my binoculars, 
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I watched in fascination as some of the shells fell on the Paki post and began 

obliterating it. Many of the other shells fired by our ‘Pea Shooters’, rather blindly, 

exploded harmlessly in Manu River, well short of the enemy post. The exploding shells 

sent up tall plumes of water, into the clear blue sky. I had no idea how to give 

corrections to guide artillery fire. So, I simply gathered my bunch and went back to our 

base. Perhaps the purpose of my cross-border mission was to locate and destroy the 

enemy post, whose location was unknown to my Battalion or Brigade. Perhaps the 

mission was successful. No one told me, and I did not ask anyone. That is what a 

Subaltern was supposed to do, I thought. He was not to ask stupid questions, but to just 

do and die.  

On 26 Nov, orders were received for my Battalion to move to its ‘Concentration Area’, 

further south near Kailashahar Pocket. There was great excitement in the air, as the 

battle procedure for offensive operations had commenced and troops knew the long 

wait would be over. Soon the Unit would get to grips with the enemy. Freshly honed 

skills of the men would be tested in actual combat. The Battalion moved in convoy at 

4.15 PM, from Sonakhira and reached ‘Assembly Area’ after midnight. During the night-

long move, Capt BS Jodha, our Unit Intelligence Officer and I shared the cab of a lorry. 

As we wound our way over long dark roads to Kailashahar, Jodha mentioned to me that 

we were indeed lucky to be going into battle. For a while I was deep in thought about 

being ‘lucky to going into battle’.  I heaved a sigh and rationalised that I would be ‘lucky’ 

if I lived to recount my personal experiences in war, to wide eyed junior officers in 

future. 

Upon our arrival at the Concentration Area on 27 Nov, Senior Company Commander 

Maj Dick Dhawan briefed the officers and JCOs that the town of ‘Shamshernagar’ was 

to be the Unit’s objective. There was much excitement in the air and maps were quickly 

opened and perused. The day was spent in making preparations for offensive 

operations and the men were briefed about their tasks. Combat loads, mostly 

ammunition, food and water, were re-distributed and ‘Improvised Assault Charges’ were 

prepared by Pioneer Platoon personnel and issued to the Rifle Platoons. These Assault 
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Charges were meant for destruction of enemy bunkers and other fortifications in 

Shamshernagar. 

On 28 November 1971, General Officer Commanding (GOC) of the Infantry Division, 

Maj Gen Krishna Rao [6], visited our location and gave us a stirring talk on the eve of 

battle.  All personnel were seated on canvas tarpaulin sheets and they listened intently 

as GOC reminded them of the Unit’s long combat history. He said the Battalion was well 

prepared for the allotted offensive task. GOC added that the Unit had been on active 

operations in jungles of Nagaland for nearly two years and could not be better prepared 

to tackle the allotted task of Capturing Shamshernagar. He reminded the men that the 

Unit had won the ‘Best Battalion Trophy’ for outstanding combat operations against 

Naga hostiles, out of the other 22 infantry battalions of the Division. At the end of his 

speech, GOC light-heartedly remarked, ‘Since your objective is the town of 

Shamshernagar and name of your Subedar Major is Shamsher Singh, I am certain your 

Paltan will be awarded Battle Honour of Shamshernagar’. Perhaps it was a prophecy 

[7]. Troops cheered wildly and cries of ‘Bajrang Bali ki Jai’ and ‘Kalika Mata ki Jai’ rent 

the air. Morale was high and men were eager to lock horns with the enemy. 

After it was dark, the soldiers hefted up the heavy packs onto their backs and the 

Battalion moved off silently like heavily laden ghosts, through the sleeping town of 

Kailashahar. The columns silently snaked their way to ‘Forward Assembly Area’. A few 

stray dogs barked in the sleeping town as columns of troops silently passed through the 

narrow lanes. By first light of 29 November, the Unit was deployed among low hillocks 

adjoining Shamshernagar. 

Shamshernagar was a prosperous ‘Tea Town’, with large tea factories, and an airport 

linked by regular Pakistan International Airlines (PIA) flights linking Dacca. Street 

fighting is an infantry man’s nightmare and we knew that the enemy was waiting for us. 

Intelligence reports gathered by Capt Jodha and higher formations indicated that the 

enemy had made elaborate preparations to ward off an attack on Shamshernagar. They 

had made extensive use of obstacles to strengthen the defences, created a network of 
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concrete bunkers with outer perimeter guarded by several rows of bamboo ‘panji 

stakes’. Automatic weapons had been sited on roof-tops, in sandbagged enclosures, 

with overlapping field of fire. All told, even I, the youngest subaltern, knew that a 

formidable battle awaited us. 

The CO went off to confer with the Brigade Commander and when he returned by lunch 

time on 29 Nov, he called the officers and JCOs to give us an inkling of the overall 

Brigade action plan. Shamshernagar was to be captured in two phases. In the first 

phase, starting 30 Nov, 10 Mahar was to capture Chatlapur BOP & Tea Factory while 3 

Punjab was to capture No 9 Tila.  At the same time, our Battalion was to infiltrate a 

Company Group behind enemy lines and establish a Road-block in Diggi Area, on the 

road from Shamshernagar to Munshi Bazar, so as to isolate Shamshernagar and 

prevent any reinforcements approaching from Munshi Bazar. In phase two, rest of our 

Battalion was to capture Shamshernagar Town including the Railway Station, Tea 

Factory, Airfield, Bridges over Manu River and the Katarkona Township.  Even as a 

rookie subaltern, I could see that it was an audacious plan, perhaps with similarities to 

Monty’s ‘Battle of Arnhem’ in WW-II, a battle plan that was taught in Indian military 

establishments, perhaps as a foolish plan. 

During the briefing, specific tasks were given to the companies. Broadly, ‘A’ Company 

Group under Maj YS Bisht, of which I was to be a part, was to infiltrate that very night to 

establish the road black in Diggi Area. ‘D’ Company under Maj DK Dhawan, was to 

occupy a position at Debalchara Tea Estate and hold it as ‘firm base’ for the attack on 

Shamshernagar. Remainder of the Battalion was to build up on the ‘firm base’ and 

attack Shamshernagar. 

My Commando Platoon armed with two 3” mortars and two 57 mm Recoilless Rifles (in 

charge of Hav Mohan Singh), two 7.62 mm MMGs (in charge of Hav Man Singh), the 

Kumaoni soldiers, a few ‘Fighting Porters’ from Pioneer Corps and few local Bengali 

boys to carry additional mortar and MMG ammunition, all of us were grouped with the 

‘Road Block Force’ under Maj Bhist.  The Road Block force moved from FAA on foot, at 
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about 4 PM on 29 Nov and reached Border Security Force (BSF) picket named ‘Bolsip’ 

located on the IB, after it was dark. CO, 2 IC, Adjutant and our Subedar Major arrived by 

jeep and were waiting at Bolsip when the Road Block Force arrived on foot travelling 

cross country in the dark. The CO and his party shook hands with all personnel and 

last-minute details were co-ordinated. At 7 PM, the heavily laden troops silently crossed 

the IB and began to infiltrate behind the enemy line. I also noticed that Lt Waki, a Mukti 

Bahini officer, along with a dozen Bengali soldiers had joined us at Bolsip and were 

tagging along with us, under the command of Maj Bhist.  

Tea bushes on East Pakistan side of the IB were tall and dense, as they had not been 

pruned for a long while. The column inched forward, into the dark night, struggling 

through the tea bushes, bypassing known enemy positions along the way. While inching 

forward, one of my solders accidentally activated a trip-flare. The flare hissed loudly and 

emitted a blinding, white light from its fiercely burning phosphorous tube. Troops 

immediately hit the ground, crawled rapidly to whatever cover they could find and lay 

very still. Almost immediately there were nervous shouts from a Paki picket, located 

nearby on a raised mound. A long LMG burst was fired by the picket, but the bullets 

went above our heads. Someone, probably a Paki JCO, screamed choicest abuses at 

his men in Punjabi ordering them to stop firing, ‘Must be a Dog’, he commented. The 

firing stopped. We remained still for more than half an hour and then very cautiously 

resumed our march. It was a very unnerving, yet an exciting experience. 

By 3 AM, the Road Block Force occupied a low knoll, which dominated the Shamsher 

Nagar – Kamalganj - Comilla Highway. While Maj Bisht was reporting our position to the 

Adjutant on the radio-set, our troops rested their heavy loads on the barrel of their 

weapons, with the butt placed on the ground for support. 2 Lt MPS Khati and I quickly 

deployed sentries and formed an ambush position. The lights of passing military 

vehicles could be seen at regular intervals on the road below us. 

Some men had even quietly slumped to the ground to rest. Surprisingly, some soldiers 

even drifted into deep slumber, unconcerned that they were behind enemy lines on a 
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dangerous mission. Maj Bisht passed orders for troops to wait for gaps between 

passing enemy vehicles and swiftly cross the road, in twos and threes! Once executive 

orders had been passed to cross the road, the sleeping soldiers were quietly awakened 

and they promptly rose to their feet. There were a few abrupt halts while crossing the 

road, when the lights of an unexpected vehicle were seen rapidly approaching. By 4 

AM, the road had been safely crossed and the leading scouts had neared a rail bridge 

on the Sylhet- Comilla rail line that ran parallel to the road. The bridge had armed sentry 

at either end, while other enemy soldiers were sleeping in a nearby tent. Approaching 

silently through the heavy winter mist, the leading elements of ‘A’ Company quickly 

overpowered both the surprised sentries. The enemy troops within the tent were roused 

from their warm blankets, and swiftly taken prisoner. After they had pulled on their 

boots, their wrists were bound with line-bedding and the prisoners were sent to the rear 

of the infiltrating column. 

At about 6 AM on 30 November, the column crossed the railway embankment and 

neared the Road Block site. The pink hues of approaching dawn heralded an action 

filled day – a day during which many soldiers would be killed on either side. Many more 

would be wounded. It was to be a day of reckoning, and packed with action. It was a 

day that would be well remembered for many years to come. Indian Army, the Mukti 

Bahini as well as the Paki Army soldiers would perform extraordinary feats of courage 

and valour. As daylight increased, the raised alignment of the road running from 

Shamshernagar to Munshi Bazar became visible, about a kilometre from where the 

column had halted. After surveying the area through his binoculars, Maj YS Bisht 

ordered the ‘road block’ to be established.  

My Commando Platoon, Lt Waki’s Mukti Bahini guerrilla section and No 2 Platoon led 

by a JCO were ordered to advance through the fields of golden, ripening paddy and 

occupy ‘Masjid’ and ‘Diggi’ respectively. We were to face Shamshernagar and dominate 

the road. In the mean while No1 Platoon and No 3 Platoon, directly under Bhist were to 

take up positions at ‘Grove’ and cover the road, facing Munshi Bazar. Company HQ and 

the Section comprising 3-inch mortars were to deploy at ‘Grove’. While platoon 
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commanders were being briefed for their tasks, troops sank to the ground and rested 

their tired feet. Some industrious men opened their packs and extracted their haversack 

breakfast. They consumed the packed ‘puris’, with great relish. After the short halt, 

Platoon Commanders moved their troops towards the allotted positions.  

Both ‘Masjid’ and ‘Diggi’ were located on pieces of raised ground and they effectively 

dominated the fields of ripening paddy. When my Commando Platoon and No 2 Platoon 

under Khati reached within about 200 mtrs of our objectives, we were pinned down by 

intensive volley of automatic fire from the enemy. We hugged the ground in the dry 

paddy field, but there was no cover. Over the din of firing, I shouted at my Platoon to 

attack, rose and started running towards an enemy BMG that was firing from near the 

‘Masjid’. I glanced back and it was an awesome sight to see my brave soldiers also rise 

to their feet, under withering enemy fire and follow me.  Half way, I yelled for the 57 mm 

recoilless rifle (RCL) to be brought forward. Hav Mohan Singh and another jawan 

crawled through the ripe paddy crop with the RCL gun and its ammunition. I pointed out 

the enemy BMG, that was firing from behind a bush, on the left, immediately adjacent to 

the ‘Masjid’, Hav Mohan Singh took aim and fired the RCL gun with a loud blast. But the 

round went wide and hit the ‘Masjid’. [8] 

I shouted at my small band of men and we continued to engage the area with rifle and 

LMG fire. In the mean while Hav Mohan Singh took better aim and fired. The second 

RCL round scored a direct hit, destroying the enemy BMG gun pit. Other enemy 

soldiers were seen running away. As they ran, they were cut down by accurate bursts of 

LMG fire from my Commando Platoon. Immediately I formed my troops into a staggered 

assault line and moved forward with our weapons on our hips. I ordered them to fire at 

will and shots rang out from SLRs of my assaulting commandos.    

In the meanwhile, No 2 Platoon, had also risen from the paddy fields and they began 

their assault on Diggi Area. Suddenly, out of nowhere bursts of enemy automatic fire 

swept them. The Platoon commander, A JCO was thrown to the ground. His 2 i/c, also a 

JCO, was hit by a bullet. Seeing both the JCOs go down, the platoon again went to 
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ground and adopted lying positions in the paddy field. However, the wounded JCO 

staggered to his feet and shouted to the men to charge. Seeing them charge, the 

enemy abandoned their positions and ran off. During the melee, No 2 Platoon 

Commander was shot through the shoulder and his three Section Commanders were 

either killed or wounded. Though we suffered heavy causalities, both platoons managed 

to secure foot-holds on their respective objectives, and held on relentlessly. 

By then, both the 3-inch mortars had been deployed properly in ‘Grove’ and they began 

to rapidly engage the enemy. Hell seemed to have broken loose and there was firing all 

around. With loud bangs, high explosive (HE) mortar bombs began to explode around 

‘Diggi’ and ‘Masjid’ as our BMG gun fire also swept the area. Most of the enemy troops 

got up and ran back, but a few brave Pakistani soldiers stood steadfast and faced the 

attackers. 

After a fierce close quarter fight with these enemy defenders, the two platoons including 

mine, captured ‘Masjid’ and two bunkers of ‘Diggi’. Enemy firing continued unabated 

from the other two bunkers across the stretch of water. Meanwhile, the main road from 

Munshi Bazar to Shamshernagar had come under the domination of Road Block Force. 

By 9 AM, the A Company Group had suffered 19 casualties - six soldiers were killed 

and 13 wounded. Meanwhile, enemy parties had begun to work their way around the 

flanks of Road Block Force, in an effort to surround and remove the serious threat. 

Just then, an enemy convoy with troops (probably reinforcements) was seen hurtling 

along the road and heading from Munshi Bazar to Shamshernagar. The convoy was led 

by an olive green coloured ‘Kaiser’ Jeep, that was followed by two lorries loaded with 

troops. The two lorries were probably carrying reinforcements to boost the enemy’s 

strength in Shamshernagar Area. Alerted by sounds of firing, the enemy vehicles 

attempted to speed through the Road Block position. With excited shouts, men of No 2 

Platoon and my Commando Platoon engaged the vehicles with all our weapons. Quite 

unbelievably, a HE bomb fired from a 2-inch mortar exploded in the leading lorry that 

was loaded with troops. The lorry careened off the road, caught fire and was completely 
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destroyed. The direct hit with a 2-inch mortar bomb was a stroke of good luck and the 

men cheered wildly as the truck burned in a roadside ditch and sent up plumes of thick, 

black smoke. [9] 

The explosion caused serious casualties and a number of enemy soldiers were even 

flung off the burning lorry. The second lorry, that was following the ill-fated one, ground 

to a halt and enemy soldiers jumped off and took up firing positions on the road. From 

Area ‘Grove’, our MMGs fired long bursts into the enemy troops as they were rapidly 

jumping from their lorry. The MMG fire caused many more casualties. Heaps of dead 

bodies could be seen piling on the road. Some enemy troops had taken up positions 

below the embankment and were seen returning fire at our positions. They engaged us 

with 2-inch and 3- inch mortar HE bombs. Huge columns of black smoke billowed up 

from the burning enemy lorry, while the Kaiser jeep sped off towards Shamshernagar, 

leaving the enemy leaderless. Despite this, the few enemies left alive rallied around 

their JCOs, and started to crawl forward towards us using natural cover. 

There was great expectancy when artillery fire was called from guns located in India by 

Capt Dhanoa, FOO with ‘A’ Company. Soon, distant explosions were heard as the in-

coming shells fell almost 1800 - 2000 meters short of the enemy positions and exploded 

harmlessly. Since the IA artillery guns had been firing at maximum range, a chilling 

reality dawned on Dhanoa and rest of us that we were far beyond the range of field 

artillery guns firing from India.  We had to now manage on our own, that God only 

helped those who helped themselves. 

The enemy’s determined efforts to continue the fight perhaps put our Company 

Commander Maj Bisht into a quandary. He may have also been unnerved by the fact 

that we had no artillery fire support, while the enemy could easily bring a fusillade on 

our heads any time. He ordered me on radio to collect both platoons, break contact with 

the enemy, and crawl back to Area ‘Grove’. 
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Shortly afterwards, firing from the enemy decreased, and the two the platoons with me 

in trail began to crawl back through the flat and open paddy fields. On seeing this 

movement, enemy soldiers charged, firing with all their weapons, closing in for the kill. 

With full knowledge that his actions would invite certain death, Sepoy Bishram Singh of 

No 2 Platoon, on his own initiative, took position at ‘Diggi’, lying prone in firing position 

behind his LMG and began to fire long bursts at the enemy to help cover the retreat of 

his colleagues. While blazing away with the LMG, he was struck by enemy bullets in the 

left shoulder and arm. Despite his wounds, this brave jawan kept the enemy at bay, till 

he was sure that both platoons had occupied their new positions at ‘Grove’. Thereafter, 

the sounds of the LMG died out, perhaps he had exhausted his ammunition. His 

stomach was ripped open by another well aimed burst of enemy automatic fire and he 

was killed instantly. Sepoy Bishram Singh knew he could not escape a fatal end when 

he volunteered to stay behind and cover the move of his comrades. It was an 

exceptional act of supreme courage. He knowingly gave up his life to allow his 

comrades to retreat to Area ‘Grove’. 

All day long our position at ‘Grove’ was subjected to enemy shelling by 120 mm 

mortars, from their positions at Shamsher Nagar Airfield just north of us. The enemy 

also quickly brought reinforcements from Maulvi Bazar / Munshi Bazar to launch two 

determined counter-attacks from that direction. Due to our accurate fire from several 

quarters, and lack of any sensible cover, the enemy suffered heavily during these 

counter-attacks and withdrew towards Munshi Bazar to re-group. We had been fighting 

for many hours and our men had almost run out of ammunition. To conserve precious 

ammunition, Maj Bhist ordered the LMGs to engage the enemy with only ‘single round’ 

fire. In addition, all troops were given instructions to engage the enemy at the closest 

range, so they were sure of hitting the targets. 

The remnants of No 2 Platoon were by now under my command along with what was 

left of my own Commando platoon besides remnants of the valiant Mukti Bahini guerrilla 

section under Lt Waki, and what was left of the pioneers. Lt Waki and his band of few 
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guerrillas, as also the pioneers, had fought shoulder to shoulder with us, equalling our 

own zest, grit, and valour, silently suffering the depredations of war that we were all 

being subjected to. The Mukti Bahini were different from my Kumaoni troops, as chalk is 

to cheese. But in the heat of war, they had developed an uncanny camaraderie with my 

troops, and we were equal brothers in arms, in every way. It is unfortunate that I cannot 

remember their names now, all except Lt Waki [10]. 

 We held our position with tenacity even when the enemy completely encircled the 

‘Grove’. Hav Hari Shankar, from No 2 Platoon, led from the front and fought off the 

advancing enemy with visibly raw courage. Soon he was killed by a burst of fire in the 

chest and stomach [11]. I too was wounded, multiple injuries on both legs from shell 

fragments, but crawled about from one gun position to other, partly to get first hand 

appreciation of the situation, but mostly to cheer up my men.  Right through the fighting, 

we managed to drag the wounded backwards, and behind the cover of a bush where 

we had made a makeshift medical post. Sep (NA) Muni Lal Mahato fearlessly moved 

about ‘Grove’ administering morphine and lifesaving first-aid. A number of lives were 

saved by his selfless devotion [12] & [13]. 

Around midday, one of our own fixed wing Air Observation Post (Air OP) aircraft came 

above our position and circled about lazily in the sky. The enemy stopped all 

bombardments perhaps to prevent discovery of their location by the Air OP aircraft. 

They stopped paying attention to us and turned their ire against the aircraft, engaging it 

with intense small arms automatic fire. However, they soon gave up the effort as no 

damage was being inflicted. We used this respite to regroup and tend to the wounded. 

After a while the aircraft turned and went out of sight. Immediately the enemy started to 

pound the ‘Grove’ with 120 mm mortar fire. Like an Albatross, the aircraft reappeared, 

well north of us, towards the airport. The enemy mortars fell silent once again.  We 

prayed for the aircraft to stay, but soon it went away and we were back on the receiving 

end of the mortar barrage. [14] 
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At about 4 PM, the enemy subjected our position to a concentrated severe mortar 

bombardment. About 300 bombs of 120 mm mortar exploded on ‘Grove’. The 

bombardment left the position pock-marked with deep, smoking craters. Radio sets 

were destroyed and our communications between A Company as well as with Brigade 

HQ within India were severed. The vicious bombardment was followed by another 

fanatical counter-attack. Fortunately for us, perhaps as a result of the good spotting by 

the Air OP aircraft, the Brigade swiftly moved one 5.5-inch medium artillery gun well 

forward near to BSF’s Bolsip post. This single arty gun started to engage the enemy 

positions rapidly, but in a non-coordinated random manner.  Though it did not do the 

enemy much harm, it helped augment our morale. The enemy continued to rain mortar 

bombs into area ‘Grove’, while our medium artillery shells exploded in the paddy fields 

with shattering bangs. Gunner S V Venugopalan, Artillery Radio Operator, performed a 

splendid job of somehow repairing his radio set and made contact with the single 

artillery gun position at Bolsip which continued with it’s fire support adding to the melee 

at ‘Grove’ [15].   

Without any warning two mortar bombs exploded near me in rapid succession. I was hit 

by more shrapnel and flung onto my back. There was heavy dust in the air as I 

struggled to get back on my feet. I felt a sharp pain at the back of my head, right wrist, 

elbow and my right leg. Looking down, I saw that blood was beginning to seep through 

my shirt sleeve as well as trouser leg, while drops of blood dripped from my head. 

Realizing that I was wounded, I looked around and spotted Sep (NA) Muni Lal Mahato. I 

beckoned to Mahato and asked him to speedily bandage my wounds before the next 

salvo of bombs slammed into my position. As I was getting myself bandaged, the 

enemy launched another counter-attack and some attackers nearly broke into our 

defended position. I pushed Mahato away and staggered to the front line. 

Thereafter, savage hand-to hand fighting took place and the enemy was stopped at the 

edge of ‘Grove’. Even the wounded men grabbed their weapons to engage the charging 

enemy. In the heavy fighting, L Hav Man Singh (MMG Section Commander), Hav 

Mohan Singh (RCL Section Commander) and nine OR were killed. The ferocity of the 
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enemy attack was such that besides me, within minutes, Khati and nine ORs were also 

injured [16]. Sub Bhura Singh was wounded for the second time that day. Despite the 

setbacks, the enemy was hurled back and they moved into distant head grows that 

were beyond the range of MMG fire. Having observed the repeated enemy counter-

attacks being launched on Commando Platoon, Maj Bisht accompanied by Sep Basant 

Singh (radio operator), dashed through heavy shelling and came to Commando Platoon 

position at the forward edge of ‘Grove’. After brief discussion with me, dousing me with 

reassurance and encouragement, he along with his radio operator dashed all the way 

back to where he came from, right through intense small arms fire. It was leadership at 

its best. I went back to doing whatever I was doing, perhaps fighting for my life and that 

of those who were under my charge, learning soldering as I went along! 

L Nk Inder Singh (ex ‘D’ Company), a Section Commander of Commando Platoon was 

directing the fire of his section when a mortar bomb exploded near him . He was thrown 

about twenty feet into the air and landed on me. I noticed that a piece of shrapnel had 

pierced his gullet and Inder was desperately gasping for air.  Blood gushed out with 

every breath. In desperation, I tried to unsuccessfully block the flow of blood with my 

thumb as more mortar bombs exploded around us. Inder sucked in a long rasping 

breath and his eyes glazed over. His lips turned pale as he died in my arms. Covered in 

blood, I handed Inder’s dead body to Sep Ram Singh (Burmia). I was beset with 

uncontrolled anger. Despite my wounds that debilitated me, I rushed to the defensive 

perimeter, took over a LMG and began firing rapidly at the assaulting enemy, all the 

time yelling and cursing, very volubly. It perhaps had a salutary effect on my team and 

they too started shouting and cursing volubly and all of us together brought intense fire 

on the enemy.   

As 120 m HE mortar bombs were raining down on ‘Grove’, through the dust haze I saw 

Sep Gokal Nand jump about in pain and shock. His left arm had been severed above 

the elbow by mortar bomb shrapnel and he was rapidly losing blood from the flailing 

stump. I wrestled Sep Gokala Nand to the ground, ripped off his lanyard and wound it 

tightly around the stump to stop the bleeding. Luckily, a lull in the incoming mortar 
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bombs permitted me to set the wounded Sep down in the bomb craters. Quite suddenly, 

I felt dizzy from my own loss of blood and so I sat with a forward LMG detachment and 

took some sips of water from a Sepoy’s water-bottle. Not giving up the fight, the enemy 

remained at a safe distance and continued to fire at the road-block position. After the 

day’s fighting, it was a great relief when the sun began to set and shadows lengthened. 

The complete Area ‘Grove’ was pock marked with craters, where enemy’s 120 mm (HE) 

mortar bombs had exploded during the intense bombardment (around 300 bombs fell in 

about half an hour). Due to my own serious injuries and loss of blood, I was feeling like 

a zombie. 

By night fall, Venugopalan, the Artillery Radio Operator, managed to repair one of the 

radio sets and patch into the Brigade Net. The Brigade Major, I was told, passed 

instructions to Maj Bisht, over the Artillery Radio Net, to return to India and re-join the 

Battalion. Having successfully completed its task of creating a diversion and preventing 

unrestricted induction of reinforcements that could have jeopardised the capture of 

Shamsher Nagar, the ‘A’ Company Group was to now fight its way out of the enemy’s 

encirclement and undertake the difficult trek back to India. 

Just as Maj Bisht passed orders for the move through a runner, a fierce enemy counter-

attack drove a wedge between my troops and ‘A’ Company Group. To find a safer 

ground, I had moved my troops and a small part of ‘A’ Company, with most of the 

casualties from the ‘Grove’ to a large bamboo clump, towards the railway line. During 

our move from ‘Grove’, we continued firing and had to occasionally take ‘lying position’ 

behind the small embankments that bounded the paddy fields. The movement was very 

slow since there were large number of wounded men with me. In this process, I lost 

complete touch with Maj Bhist as well as the A Company Group. Darkness surrounded 

us with an occasional para flare that the enemy fired to locate us. 

As there was no communication with Maj Bisht, I was in a quandary, unsure of what to 

do. So, I asked the wizened old Senior JCO of ‘A’ Company, Sub Sultan Singh [17] 

what I should do. The SJCO shrugged his shoulders and said, ‘You are now in 
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command. Do as you please’. As a Subaltern that was perhaps the first time the thought 

came to me that I could be in command. That life of so many, the good name of my 

Unit, victory in war, the image of my country, all of it could be in my young and 

inexperienced hands. I called Lt Waki, the only other officer with me, though from Mukti 

Bahini, and ordered him to take four Sepoys with him to reconnoiter, rendezvous with 

Maj Bhist if possible, and bring back orders for me. 

The enemy continued to fire at us, rather blindly, and we continued to return the fire 

while Lt Waki ran off towards the ‘Grove’. Waki returned in half an hour and reported 

that he had seen large numbers of the enemy swarming over ‘Grove’. There was no 

trace of Maj Bisht or ‘A’ Company. When the enemy began to fire at his party, Lt Waki 

had quickly moved back to find me [18]. 

Having confirmed that Maj Bisht and ‘A’ Company had left the ‘Grove’, I gave orders to 

my men to commence our retreat back into India. We had fought enough, almost all 

were injured and there was no fight left in me because of the pathetic condition of the 

wounded that included me. We picked up our gear and weapons and moved off, almost 

backtracking the way we had come, with lesser wounded persons helping the wounded. 

The stars were bright but it was pitch dark. We moved in fits and starts, stopping often 

to evade what we thought were enemy. Every hay stack, bund and tree appeared to be 

an enemy till we came close enough to discern what it was. On many occasions we did 

encounter enemy search parties. We went to ground, covered the mouth of the 

groaning wounded and blended with the wheat and tea bushes. We did not fire any 

weapons even though the enemy did, at random, to provoke us to fire back and reveal 

our position. It was a remarkable night march, mostly crawling on our stomach, dragging 

the wounded as well as heavy weapons behind us. All the more difficult because each 

of us were wounded. 

At around midnight, we came upon a large enemy party in the tea gardens. A Paki 

officer had spread a map on the bonnet of a Jeep, and was bending over it in the dim 

light of a hand-held torch-light, with three JCOs around him. The Paki soldiers were 
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standing around their vehicles in the darkness. The enemy was studying the map, trying 

to assess the escape route taken by the columns of our Road Block force. Though my 

instincts told me to spray the enemy with automatic fire, I realized the folly of it.  We 

went to ground and once again played dead with our hands muffling the groans of the 

badly wounded and totally exhausted men. After a while, the Pakis got back into their 

vehicles and roared off in the opposite direction. 

The return was torturously slow and the wounded kept moaning in pain. Slowly the 

darkness was dispelled and the eastern sky began to light up. I was leading the column 

when just before dawn I came upon a stone pillar. In the darkness, I ran my fingers over 

the stone pillar. The deep inscriptions read ‘EAST PAKISTAN’. On the other side of the 

pillar, the inscriptions read ‘INDIA’ followed by ‘BP’ and a number. I realized it was a 

‘border pillar’ on the IB. Great joy and relief spread through the column. The men 

quickly crossed to the Indian side and sank to the ground, to rest. 

The column had crossed the IB near Bolsip BOP, close to the spot from where we had 

entered East Pakistan. With some difficulty I got the men were back on their feet and 

the party moved on in the cold, early morning darkness. They found a field telephone 

line and followed it to the BSF Post at Bolsip. The surprised BSF sentries opened fire on 

our party, mistaking us to be an enemy patrol. After shouted identifications, the firing 

stopped. Fortunately, there were no further casualties or injuries due to friendly fire. The 

BSF post was very hospitable and they made us as comfortable as they could including 

the customary cup of tea for all. Using the field telephone at the post, I informed Maj 

Pandit, the Brigade Major (BM), about our return to India. BM wanted to know the 

details of the road-block action and the whereabouts of Maj Bisht’s group. I asked for an 

ambulance, and informed him that almost everyone with me, including me were 

wounded. Promptly, vehicles were sent to Bolsip BOP and wounded personnel were 

admitted to ADS.[19]      

On 1 Dec, our ‘Road Block’ action figured in news bulletin on Radio Pakistan. They 

claimed that a rogue Battalion of Indian Army had penetrated deep to the south west of 
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Shamshad Nagar and that a Paki Brigade had annihilated the Indian Battalion with loss 

of 40 Paki lives. They did not say how many Pakis were injured.  The Paki radio 

broadcast made my CO smile, though our situation at that time was grim. My CO was 

fond of saying that each soldier in 4 Kumaon was equal to four Paki soldiers. So 

perhaps he was right, ‘A’ Company of Maj Bhist must indeed have seemed like a 

Battalion to the Pakis. In the Road Block operation, A Company lost 21 men and 32 

were wounded. The Road Block Operation helped the Brigade capture Shamshad 

Nagar and move on to Sylhet, with 4 Kumaon in the vanguard. 

Afterwards, for more than four decades I have often wondered what was the purpose 

and what did we achieve in the Road Block Action - in the overall context of that war to 

liberate Bangladesh. It is now certain that long before the war began, Lt Gen Sagat 

Singh, the IV Corps Commander, had already figured out in his mind how he was going 

to Liberate Bangladesh, by the blitzkrieg from Ashuganj, Narsingdi, hopping right over 

the mighty Meghna river using helicopters, onwards to Tungi and Dacca.  But to achieve 

that strategy, he perhaps had to draw the Pak Army into a forward defence and 

neutralise them, to prevent them from running back to Dacca. So perhaps Sylhet was to 

be mother of all battles and before he reached Sylhet he had to go through the door at 

Shamshad Nagar. And the back door key to Shamshad Nagar was perhaps in the 

hands of Maj Bhist and his ‘A’ Company Group of 4 Kumaon.   

Though I am in a wheelchair now, because of the injuries sustained at the ‘Grove’ that 

became a bother in old age, I am glad I helped Maj Bhist close and lock the backdoor 

and hold on to that key along with my brave Commando Platoon and the mighty Mukti 

Bahini guerrillas of Lt Waki.  Besides, I could not have asked for a better ‘battle 

inoculation’ that led to a very adventurous and long military career. Maj Bhist and I, 

along with the other officers and men of 4 Kumaon continued to fight at Shamesher 

Nagar and afterwards the mother of all battles at Sylhet. But that is another story. But by 

then I had become a seasoned combat veteran from the ‘Battle of ruddy Grove’!! 

If I were young once again, I would perhaps like to go and do it all over again. 
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End Notes 

 

1. My CO at that time was Lt Col Lakha Singh. The 2i/c was Maj DPS Raghuvanshi. Maj BK Sharma was 

the Adjutant. The Company Commanders were Maj YS Bisht, Maj Mahendra Singh, Maj Narendra Singh, 

Maj ID Khare and Maj DK Dhawan, SM. Capt HC Sah, 2nd Lt MPS Khati, 2nd Lt BS Rawat, 2nd Lt RS 

Sandhu, 2nd Lt BS Jodha, 2nd Lt Virendra Singh were the other officers with me in 4 Kumaon during 71 

war. 

2. Maj Ranghuvanshi. 

3. Under the supervision of Maj Dick Dhawan, senior ‘Company Commander’ 

4.Brig NA Salick, VrC, Capt Anil G Parab and Capt (later Lt Gen) Satyevir Yadav (all from 4 Kumaon) had 

been involved in planning and conduct of operations of Mukti Bahini forces in East Pakistan, though they 

were operating under cover. 

5. It was a green coloured flag with a red disc in its centre. The map of East Pakistan in gold colour, was 

stitched onto the red disc. The flag was hoisted at ‘Kailashahar Pocket’ and was probably the fore-runner 

of the present flag of Bangladesh. 

6.Later COAS. 

7.The GOC’s predictions came true!, 4 Kumaon was later awarded ‘Battle Honour of Shamshernagar’. 

8.Hav Mohan Singh (the RCL Hav) had a close physical resemblance with Hollywood actor Omar Sharif. 

In the unit he was always jokingly called ‘Omar Sharif’.  Mohan Singh was killed during fighting, later in 
the day, along with Hav Man Singh (the MMG Hav). 

9. Sometime while I was growing up at RIMC, my father presented me with an Agfa Click –III camera, 

which tuned me into a keen photographer. I carried the Click-III with me everywhere, right through NDA, 

IMA and into war. The pictures are from that Clcik –III, taken at random during breaks in action. I also do 

water colour paintings and the illustrations were done from memory, immediately after the war.  

10. I never met Lt Waki after the war and do not know what happened to him. 

11.Hav Hari Shankar’s son was born after his father had been killed at ‘Diggi’.  He followed in his father’s 
footsteps and today serves with honour in the same ‘A’ Company of 4 Kumaon. 

12. Sep (NA) Muni Lal Mahato was later ‘Mentioned-in-Dispatches’. 

13. A week later, my Battalion was ordered to advance from Shamsher Nagar to Maulvi bazar. On the 

way we stopped at the Road Block site. The dead bodies of 15 comrades killed during the fierce fighting 

were recovered from the paddy fields – they lay where they had fallen. Sep Bishram Singh’s body was 
found at ‘Diggi’ with deep gashes in the stomach, caused by bursts of automatic fire. His LMG had been 
removed by the enemy. The dead bodies were collected from Road Block site by Sub Maj Shamsher 
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Singh and cremated with military honours at Kailashahar. Sepoy Bishram Singh was later awarded a 

posthumous ‘Sena Medal’ (SM). 

14. Afterwards, I heard that the Corps Commander Lt Gen Sagat Sigh was on board the Air OP aircraft 

and that he had come to witness first-hand the fierce battle of Shamsher Nagar taking place north of us. 

He had the uncanny knack of turning up at the right time at the right place, becoming the ‘game changer’, 
turning defeat into victory. 

15. Gunner S Venugopalan was later Mentioned- in - Despatches. 

16. 2 Lt (later Maj) MPS Khati was severely wounded in the enemy mortar firing. His father (Sub Bhopal 

Singh) had served in the Unit during World War II in Malaya and Singapore. After the war Khati was 

transferred to 2 Naga, where he met an untimely end in a road accident in 1988, between Pathankot and 

Yol. 

17. Sub Sultan Singh was popularly known as ‘Langariya’, because an earlier leg injury caused him to 
limp 

18. Later Maj Bisht briefed me that he had made every effort to find me. And when he could not, he 

presumed that I was dead. He then took ‘A’ Company and moved deeper into enemy territory, towards 

Munshibazar, before starting their ex-filtration back to India. 

19. A Company Group under Maj Bisht also reached India safely, at BSF’s Bolsip post after a few hours. 
He too had a similar and perhaps more arduous return journey. 
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11 

Battle of Shamsher Nagar 1971 

KL Gulati 

 

One Pakistani company of Baluch troops was well entrenched in Shamsher Nagar-

Chatlapur complex. They had made strong defences consisting of a ring of well sited 

concrete bunkers all around the complex. Two dominating double storey buildings well-

fortified were inside the rings of defences. Task assigned to the unit was to clear this 

complex to ensure that the enemy cannot launch attacks on Indian territory from that 

base. All plans and preparations were made for a silent approach and clearing of the 

complex. 'B' Company was to capture the Manager Bungalow complex and 'D' company 

was placed as reserve. Soon after crossing the START LINE, Bravo Company came 

under intense enemy MMG fire and suffered heavy casualties. Major Lil Bahadur 

Gurung, despite being wounded in the leg, continued to lead the assault and exhorted 

his men to press forward. While assaulting a bunker, he received yet another burst of 

MMG fire on his thigh. Undeterred, Major Gurung crawled forward with a handful of his 

men and destroyed one of the enemy MMG Bunkers with grenades. However, in the 

process, he received another burst of MMG fire and was badly wounded. Inspite of 

being severely injured, Major Gurung had the courage to come on air and say, “I am no 

more Tiger, launch another Tiger, commit DELTA”, as Delta Company was reserve to 

Bravo Company. 

The adjoining bunker was assaulted by Sepoy Kaur Singh, who tried to pull out the 

enemy Machine Gun by holding on to its barrel. The enemy inside the bunker pulled it 

back, as a result of which Sepoy Kaur Singh got drawn into the loop hole but did not 

leave the barrel and fell in front of the loop hole. He got a gun burst in his head and 

died. His hands were charred when we retrieved his body. The enemy panicked and 
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abandoned that bunker also. 

Sepoy Shadi Samundri, who was with Sepoy Kaur Singh, got a MMG burst from the 

side in his abdomen and fell on his back on the slope in front of the bunker with his 

intestines hanging out, but still intact. Sepoy Gulab Chand of the Medical Platoon 

crawled up to him, put his intestines back with the help of cotton and covered it with a 

shell dressing and cotton. To stop the bleeding, he placed Sepoy Shadi Samundri’s 

ammunition pouches on it. He could not evacuate him due to the enemy firing on that 

fixed line. Later, self and Sepoy Gulab Chand crawled upto him and got him down to a 

dead ground because of which Sepoy Shadi Samundri survived. Sepoy Gulab Chand 

with the help of radio operator also attended to the injuries of Major Gurung by 

improvising a tourniquet with a sten gun sling. 

As the enemy was still holding out against Bravo Company, the Commanding Officer 

launched Delta Company under Major SP Sharma to capture the heavily fortified 

Manager’s Bungalow, where a foothold had been established by the gallant actions of 

Major Gurung and his men. Meanwhile Commanding Officer, in addition to my platoon, 

gave me one more platoon under Subedar Jaswant Singh and asked me to close in on 

the Manager’s Bungalow from the North. 

I briefed Subedar Jaswant Singh and asked him to follow with his platoon in a single file 

formation. As it was a dark night, complete silence was observed so that the enemy 

could be surprised and would not detect our movement from that direction. I met Major 

Gurung, who briefed me about the enemy deployment. I gave first-aid to severely 

injured Major Gurung and to Sepoy Kaur Singh, who had a bullet in his head and was 

lying just outside the Manager’s Bungalow. They had been trying to retrieve Pakistani 

Medium Machine Gun from the bunker. Since he had suffered heavy blood loss, Major 

Gurung breathed his last. 

I reorganised the available Bravo Company men into a platoon under Subedar Kishan 

Singh and placed this newly formed Platoon to the left of the captured Machine Gun 
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Bunkers. I placed the Platoon, which was under Subedar Jaswant Singh, to the right of 

the bunkers. My own platoon in the middle of these two platoons. Troops under me 

were deployed in a strong formation for attack from North of the Manager’s Bungalow. 

I ordered my men to lie low on the ground and take cover behind the tea bushes as the 

enemy was continuously firing. I took a rocket launcher along with a detachment of two 

soldiers, Havaldar Mukhtiar Singh (now retired) and Naik Jagdish Singh Rana (now 

Honourary Captain, retired). We marched right into the enemy bunkers, taking refuge 

behind the captured enemy bunkers on the opposite side and started firing rockets at 

the Manager’s Bungalow. The MMG Bunkers still held by the enemy. We took turns to 

fire at the enemy. The ammunition exhausted and the heavy firing by the enemy still 

continued. We had to lie down to protect ourselves from enemy firing. I requested Major 

SP Sharma, the Delta Company Commander for more rocket ammunition from 

company HQ. It was difficult to move around but we decided to reconnaissance the area 

to find a place from where we could physically assault the bungalow. We crawled to our 

platoon area, where we had placed the 57 mm RCL detachment of Lance Naik Kapur 

Singh along with ammunition. Soon, it was day break and the sun had come up. I took 

refuge behind a tree alongwith Lance Naik Kapur Singh and fired at the Manager’s 

Bungalow and the bunkers under enemy control. We kept on engaging the enemy with 

rockets till their ammunition exhausted.  

Meanwhile, more rocket ammunition arrived from company HQ, which I had asked from 

the Company Commander. It was dangerous to move, however alongwith Lance Naik 

Kapoor Singh, I crawled towards the Rocket Launcher Site.  

Unluckily, while crawling back to the Rocket Launcher site, Lance Naik Kapur Singh got 

shot in his eye by the incessant enemy firing and had to stop, but rest of us continued 

moving towards the site. There was intense firing and grenade throwing by the enemy. I 

got badly wounded in my left leg by a splinter of a hand grenade. I still continued to 

move; finally, we reached the Rocket Launcher Site. We started firing Rockets at the 

enemy housed in the fortified Manager’s Bungalow using the fresh ammunition, which 
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had arrived from the company HQ. The ammunition was again exhausted. It was now, 

no longer possible to get more ammunition from company HQ because of the pitch-dark 

night and heavy enemy firing. 

I began the reconnaissance of the area for physical attack. While carrying out the 

reconnaissance, I found enemy-owned Chinese-made rocket launcher along with a 

large quantity of ammunition which had been abandoned by them while withdrawing into 

the Bungalow for protection. Our team got in to the enemy ammunition dump site. We 

started a fresh round of firing at the bungalow and the enemy bunkers around using the 

enemy rocket and ammunition, taking refuge behind a tree. This Chinese-made enemy 

rocket launcher was mechanically operated. We kept on firing till 12 noon the next day, 

having fired for many hours continuously from night till noon the next day. All of sudden, 

due to the firing of rockets, the Manager’s Bungalow caught fire. The fire could be seen 

from far away. The Pakistani soldiers had suffered heavy losses due to our firing.   

Suddenly I observed a shirt coming out of an enemy Bunker hanging over a Rifle. It was 

the sign of Enemy Surrender. I told my men not to fire. I shouted at the enemy to come 

out of the bunkers leaving behind their weapons. The enemy numbering 1 JCO and 13 

OR surrendered. 32 enemy soldiers lay dead in the bunkers around and two charred 

bodies lay in the building, one on the top floor and one halfway down the stairs. We took 

the surrendered Pak soldiers to the Company HQ. 

The Manager’s Bungalow had been captured. The Charlie company under Major 

Mohinder Singh had captured the Tea Factory complex in a very daring move with 

many casualties. The battle of Shamsher Nagar (Chatlapore Tea Factory), thus came to 

an end. 
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Photographs During Operation 

 

 

 

SUBEDAR JASWANT SINGH OF 10 MAHAR WITH ONE OF HIS 

SECTION COMMANDERS IN    NT      N G  ’S   NG   W 
AFTER ITS CAPTURE 

CAPTURED PAK BUNKER – POISONED PANJIES IN FRONT OF 

BUNKER CAN BE SEEN 
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Come True: Soldier’s Wishes 

Operations at Boyra, Chaugacha, Burinda and Siramani 

Kanwaljit Singh 

 

Advance into Enemy Territory: Skirmishes at Boyra  

Millions of refugees from erstwhile East Bengal (Bangladesh) had poured into India as a 

result of gruesome genocide and atrocities committed by the Pakistan Army on behest 

of its government. It caused havoc to adjoining states of India, especially West Bengal, 

Agartala and Bihar. A bitter decision had to be taken by India, and thus, to keep a check 

along the borders of any mischief by the Pakistanis, Indian Army was deployed in a 

forward posture. 9 Infantry (Inf) Division (Div) of 2 Corps, was made responsible for 

Boyra salient, and operations from the South West. 9 Inf Div had on its ORBAT 32, 42 

and 350 Inf Brigades (Bdes), 45 CAV less a squadron (sqn) and one sqn of 63 CAV. 

During first and second week of Nov 1971, 1 JAK RIF of 350 Inf Bde and 19 MARATHA 

LI of 42 Inf Bde were tasked to secure specific areas. 4 SIKH, on the ORBAT of 350 Inf 

Bde, under Lt Col (later Brig) DS Sidhu trained Mukti Bahini cadres. Maj (later Lt Gen) 

NPS Bal, the Second in Command, undertook a secret mission to reconnoiter route and 

prepare plan to attack Jhingergacha. 4 SIKH, relieved 1 JAK RIF.  

Hostile environments lead 4 SIKH capturing border outpost of Barni. Then on 17 Nov, it 

advanced six kilometers into enemy territory to secure a ‘bandh’ Makapur – Hijuli – 

Ballabhpur – Naodapara by a company each, viz, ‘A’ Company under Maj BS Chahal, 

‘B’ under Maj RP Awasthy, ‘C’ under Maj SS Duggal and ‘D’ under Maj Kanwaljit Singh 

(Author), respectively. Many incidents of firing, patrol skirmishes, quick counter attacks 

by the enemy, and strafing and bombing by Pak F-86 Sabres ensued. Enemy carried 
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out intense shelling of the entire area. The stench of blood and explosive was all over. 

Panic was writ large on the faces of the civilians. 1 JAK RIF fought heroically to capture 

Maslia. 42 Inf Bde moved to the area of Garibpur. 19 MARATHA LI supported by 

elements of 45 CAV (PT-76) advanced to Sadipur – Jamira. 14 PUNJAB infiltrated 

further. 

Sketch 1: Showing Overall AOP 

Bold Scramble to Chaugacha 

On 20th Nov, 4 SIKH was ordered to advance fast, lean on Kabadhak River and capture 

Chaugacha, deep in East Bengal. The Unit moved in two columns in a blitz, supported 

by armour. Enemy’s 38 Frontier Force Regiment less two companies supported by 
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elements of Recce and Support Battalion was deployed astride the road bridge at 

Kabadhak. It was a bright day time and the assaulting troops were subjected to intense 

accurate artillery fire, air attacks, and a heavy fusillade of direct firing weapons, 

including sustained MG fire from a raised ‘bandh’ along the river. Enemy had elevated 

his home side of the ‘bandh’ three feet higher, which dominated the entire area by 

observation and fire.  

After covering 15 Kilometers without any break or rest, when the assaulting troops were 

just 500 meters from the bridge, the enemy blew it. Own side of the river was captured 

suffering quite a few casualties, some exceptional acts of bravery and sacrifices came 

to light. On capture of own side of ‘bandh’, deployment of the companies was in the 

order they had moved in assault, ie, ‘D’ besides the road at the destroyed bridge site, 

‘C’ immediately left of it, ‘A’ further left two kilometers away defending a ferry site and ‘B’ 

in depth along the road.  

At night, enemy in a daring move crossed the river and occupied some portions on the 

Southern side of the demolished bridge. He then had to be evicted first by a platoon 

each of ‘C’ and ‘D’ Companies, under Maj SS Duggal, supported by a troop of tanks, 

directed by Maj NPS Bal. The ding-dong battle on Kabadhak was fought for three days.  

‘D’ Company, which was subject to maximum fighting throughout, was withdrawn two 

kilometers to village Kangsaripur for the required rest and recoup, its one platoon, 

however, was left behind on the ‘bandh’, under ‘C’ Coy. On 22 Nov, enemy’s Sabres 

had already carried out two attacks on the bridge site and Kangsaripur, when Maj Bal 

came for a visit to ‘D’ Company. The Sabers again came for the third time at 1450 h and 

spent almost 20 minutes, diving at leisure and strafing at will. LMGs in AA role were 

firing back at them, when one of the aircraft was hit, leaving a plume of fire and smoke. 

While its wreckage fell a little away, its pilot ejected and was caught in ‘D’ Company 

area, rescued by Maj Bal and Maj Kanwaljit, since the locals were becoming more 

violent. The pilot was none else but Flt Lt Parvez Q Mehdi, who later became Pakistan 

Air Chief.  
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Brig HS Sandhu, Commander 350 Inf Bde, qualified 4 SIKH action, ‘a Master Stroke’, 

while Maj Gen Dalbir Singh, GOC 9 Inf Div appreciated it as ‘Brilliant’. He informed the 

Defence Minister on his visit to the formation that, “4 SIKH was always ahead of 

everybody by 24 hours.” Concurrently, little further South, 14 PUNJAB moved fast to 

Garibpur, where Pak forces employed their armour and all that they had, but ‘Punjabis’ 

fought one of the splendid battles and defeated the far superior enemy, inflicting 

numerous casualties, both of men and tanks. 

On Night 22/23 Nov, unknown to the enemy, 4 SIKH ferried across the river upstream in 

shifts in a country boat. Chaugacha, an enemy prize stronghold, with ample stocks of 

war materials was captured by the courageous Sikhs.  

Sketch 2: Battle of Chaugacha 
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Capture of Burinda by 4 SIKH on 06 Dec, Forced Pakis Abandon Jessore 

The battles were ensuing all over from various directions in East Bengal. Indian Forces, 

achieved breakthroughs at places of resistance, outmaneuvered, took calculated risks 

and thrashed Pak forces well and proper. In the South West, 9 Inf Div was 

spearheading advance; it relentlessly attacked and pushed back a stubborn enemy, 

who then reinforced the outer ring of Jessore cantonment with troops not only from the 

rear but also, deploying those falling back from forward areas. The line of Barakuli, 

Chhotakuli, Matsyranga, Burinda, 8r, Kaemkola and Manoharpur was prepared 

formidably, taking full advantage of ‘bandhs’, water bodies, ponds and thick foliage. 

Mines and booby traps were laid everywhere tactically. From 24 to 28 Nov, in 9 Inf Div, 

many minor and major adjustments of deployment of troops were carried out. 

Immediately after Battle of Chaugacha, 4 SIKH was pulled back to Boyra and then 

moved to general area Daspakhia. Supported by Divisional artillery and armour, 1 JAK 

Rif launched a chivalrous frontal attack on Burinda, but was defeated by a tenacious 

enemy comprising of almost three companies’ strength, drawn from Pak 6 and 12 

PUNJAB.  4 SIKH was then tasked to clear this formidable position.  

The Unit studied the terrain and decided to launch a surprise flanking attack on night 30 

Nov-01 Dec, Company by Company, capturing bit by bit. ‘D’ Company was launched 

first to capture Matsyranga. The Company attacked meticulously, using fire and move 

tactics with two platoons up, the third platoon as reserve moving immediately behind, 

launched a silent attack until close to the objective and then dashed on with a full 

throttled ‘Jaikara-Bole so Nihal, Sat Sri Akal’, achieving total surprise; the enemy one 

platoon strength abandoning a highly defensible position. Meanwhile, remaining 4 SIKH 

troops shouted ‘Jaikaras’, armour creating noises to depict an attack with full artillery 

support. The ruse worked; a wedge was created between enemy defences. The 

Company held out at Matsyranga with tremendous will power against enemy’s 

devastating day and night fire, Burinda edge being just 30 meters away. A bomb landed 

directly on a makeshift bunker, shattering its wooden top, burying the company 

commander. Fortunately, men saw it and dug out smiling Kanwaljit, smeared all over 
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with the mud. The reason of enemy’s accurate artillery fire was revealed on the second 

day when men found a ‘maulvi’ in a hidden bunker in the village mosque. He had a 

wireless set connected to the enemy HQ at Jessore. A tremendous ingenuity indeed. 

‘A’ Company was lunched thereafter on 02 Dec, but somehow it was delayed in its 

assault and that gave almost a day and night to the enemy to consolidate his positions. 

Subsequent action on 04 Dec, though tedious, but was overcome by a chivalrous dash 

by ‘A’ Company, duly assisted by ‘D’ Company. The assault thereafter was followed by 

‘B’ Company who lashed onto the enemy with ferocity, platoon and section 

commanders leading. They suffered numerous casualties but captured a substantial 

portion of the objective. On 05 Dec, ‘C’ Company carried out an enveloping attack, 

embroiled in hand-to-hand fight with a running enemy. Burinda was captured by sheer 

grit and determination. Numerous praiseworthy actions took place, individual exploits of 

bravery were witnessed, and junior leaders displayed marvelous deeds of leadership 

and sacrifice. Capture of Burinda stronghold, in the middle of enemy defence system, 

broke his back and he panicked, deserting well prepared and well stocked defences of 

Jessore; Pak 9 Inf Div panicked and withdrew to Jenida, its 107 Inf Bde to Khulna. 7 

PUNJAB, in their APCs and 2 SIKH LI made a daring dash and secured Jessore 

unopposed on 07 Dec. Pak soldiers’ self-structured myth of being the toughest 

exploded in their faces.   

Same day, 4 SIKH was moved to secure Durgpur - Malanchi. 32 Inf Bde was moved 

towards Khulna. Once Phultala was cleared, 350 Inf Bde was moved there.  

The local Bangladeshis came in hordes with presents of coconuts to express their 

gratitude. They narrated horrible stories of atrocities, loot, mass rapes, and torture by 

Pakistan army and expressed their relief and satisfaction to witness the rout of their 

merciless marauders and perpetrators of ‘shatanic’ deeds. 
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Sketch 3: Battle of Burinda 

The Battle of Siramani (Khulna) 

Pak 107 Inf Bde fought some heroic battles with resilience and determination. 

Ultimately, it was pushed back by the resolute Indian Forces from the borders and 

formidable positions in-between to its ultimate cocoon – Khulna. Its continuous accurate 

artillery fire, medium, field, light and especially 60 mm mortars (Chinese) had played 

havoc throughout. The stocking of ammunition was mind boggling. Brig Muhammed 

Hayat Khan was fighting a resolute last-ditch battle, independent of Jaffna-Dhaka 

forces, with a brigade of five battalions. The ground conditions were severely averse to 

an attacker. Khulna had sea on one side, swamps on the second, and Bhairav River on 

the third. The only direction from which attack was possible was from the North. All the 
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avenues from this direction were prepared masterly and defended by a well-entrenched 

enemy, making use of the ground to his best advantage, utilizing the industrial buildings 

which dominated the area in front and provided protection. Mines had been laid in depth 

all over; counter attacks assisted by armour had been rehearsed. Pak forces deployed 

were 6 PUNJAB, 12 PUNJAB, 15 FF and 22 FF. Khulna itself was held by 38 FFR 

besides all supporting elements of Bde HQ. The garrison thus was undoubtedly 

intimidating. 

Plan and Execution 

It was planned that 1 JAK RIF shall provide a firm base along the Bhairav river, from 

where 4 SIKH shall move cross country to establish a road block. The main forces by 

then shall launch an attack to link up.  

4 SIKH moved along the Bhairav River in single file and got deployed in the small 

corridor, secured by 1 JAK Rif. To avoid being entangled in fighting with the enemy right 

at start of the assault, 4 SIKH moved a little further. Enemy had prepared contingency 

positions to be occupied in any eventuality. Thus, if at all there was any element of 

surprise it was only in the initial stage. The task of 4 SIKH therefore entailed literally, 

launching an attack from the easterly direction, fighting its way towards road Jessore-

Phultala-Khulna as an objective, 1,500 meters in depth, establish a road block, and then 

exploit further 500 meters to the railway line. The attack was being planned, two 

Companies up in a conventional manner. Here, Maj Kanwaljit convinced the CO, that 

conventional attack would not take them even up to short of the road block objective, 

what to say of reaching across the road. He suggested, a Company-by-Company attack 

on a narrow front, each providing a firm base to the next, as was done at Matsyranga - 

Burinda. This was ultimately accepted. Maj RP Awasthy’s ‘B’ Company was launched 

first at 2000h, achieved surprise and was able to bite the first 500 meters with a 

determined move against enemy’s fire. The second firm base had been secured.  

By the time, Maj SS Duggal’s ‘C’ Company was launched, enemy had got wind of this 

unexpected direction of attack and had hastily readjusted their deployment into already 
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prepared contingent positions. Admiringly, Duggal’s men blazed into enemy positions 

and despite casualties, captured their objective - another 500 meters. The to and fro fire 

duels continued without any break. As his Company was in the process of reorganizing, 

enemy mounted a counter attack assisted by only one tank, a Chaffe that they had in 

their kitty. It was a precarious situation. A dare devil act of Havaldar Shamsher Singh 

knocked it out with 3.5 in RL, which he fired from a distance of only 20 meters, his crawl 

of almost 100 meters remaining undetected. ‘C’ was in firm control of the situation by a 

little after midnight on 17 Dec, fighting for almost three hours. It captured a number of 

weapons, besides destroying an enemy tank.  

The enemy by now had readjusted his position adroitly and also had moved into a 

couple of concrete industrial buildings that dominated the area effectively. His total 

attention now was towards the attack that had developed from the East. He was very 

sensitive to any movement, thus guiding Para flares and massive fire not only on ‘C’ 

Company but the entire area up to the ferry site. Duggal and Kanwaljit studied the 

situation, almost crawling from left to right, along the hastily prepared defence line by ‘C’ 

Company. Appreciating a very delicate situation, Kanwaljit decided to move his 

Company a little further to the right limb, accepting change in direction of attack. This 

facilitated fire support from ‘C’ Company, besides lesser fire from the enemy. However, 

this increased the distance to the road, and thus requiring more fighting.  

‘D’ Company started with fire and move, one platoon on the ground and the other 

moving in spurts. Enemy lit up the area repeatedly with para-flares, making the 

assaulting troops freeze again and again. Enemy had scattered limitless anti personal 

mines which could be seen and avoided. The enemy unleashed salvos of coordinated 

fire with ferocity. Kanwaljit ordered platoon in support role to lie down behind any bush, 

construction material, or stones they found and fire back. To their good fortune, they 

found a small hut on their right flank, in which they deployed their medium machine 

guns to support the attack effectively. The din and sound of the enemy fire, the clatter 

and boom-boom, was so intense that the CO remarked, “Nothing will be left of this 

Company.” He ordered Duggal to engage the enemy with whatever weapons he could. 
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Kanwaljit requested for maximum possible artillery support which he got, though by 

error the first salvo was on their own heads. Enemy started abusing and the ‘Khalsas’ 

responded in chosen language, inviting accurate bursts of fire from the enemy. Soon 

the ploy was understood and enemy’s each abuse was answered with a volume of fire.  

A frontal attack would have been suicidal. The fiery tussle and move ahead meter by 

meter continued for almost two hours. The enemy then suddenly up stuck and withdrew 

to the safety of high-rise buildings. Here 2 Lt HS Thakur, Nb Sub Nirmal Singh and Hav 

Gurdev Singh displayed singular leadership and bravery by leading their platoon 

maneuvers from the front. Though the enemy fire from the buildings was immense but 

at places non effective since plunging, and thus a godsend for the attackers. It was 

closing on to dawn and aimed fire by the enemy during day would have been 

devastating. Kanwaljit rearranged his fire support, and with about 50 men; attacked the 

last bit of 100 meters, at a run, firing with their weapons, with full throttled ‘Jaikaras - 

Bole so Nihal, Sat Sri Akal’ and entered two adjacent buildings. There was hand to hand 

fight, bayonets brandished and piercing the enemy bodies, ultimately enemy 

surrendering to the superior will. The road was less than 50 meters from there; suitable 

positions were taken to bring maximum fire on any movement on the road. Enemy 

troops from the front had started trickling back in fast moving vehicles. ‘D’ Company 

brought on heavy fire on the enemy trying to flee away, enemy’s captured weapons with 

ample ammunition added to the fire fusillade. ‘D’ Company apprehended 11 Prisoners 

of War, including their Company Commander, killed 21 Pakis and captured 4 RCL 

jeeps, a truck and enormous ammunition and weapons.  

Maj Kanwaljit Singh had been wounded the previous day by a shell and was advised by 

the RMO to be evacuated, but he had refused to go since he did not want to miss out on 

the final charge by the Unit. He went into the attack with the help of a stick and was 

virtually lifted from the injury side by a sturdy soldier. The same day Maj BS Chahal was 

wounded by shell splinters in his hand and chest, and was evacuated, just hours before 

the attack. Maj Partap Singh Jhakar, OC Support Company, had already been 

evacuated since wounded. ‘A’ Company, now under Lieutenant HS Ahluwalia moved 
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from ‘D’s location towards railway line. As luck would have it, the moment he reached 

the road he got a shell splinter on his head. Bleeding, he was being evacuated when he 

insisted that first wounded men be taken to the rear. While the brave soldiers of ‘A’ 

Company were engaging the enemy towards the railway track, Capt SB Gawaria, hardly 

knowing anybody in the Company, was sent to join it. He pressed forward firing an LMG 

himself, shouting to the men to follow him. He got a burst in his hand; his forefinger was 

blown off yet he kept going. The undaunted ‘A’ surged forward and captured the railway 

line. The enemy had been cut off completely by 7a.m, after an agonizing battle that 

lasted throughout the night for each inch of the field. Own casualties were evacuated 

with speed.   

In captured ‘D’ Company area, there were 21 dead bodies lying about, though some 

more were along the road. Men initially hesitated to collect the enemy bodies but on just 

a goading, got onto the job along with Pak prisoners of war. All dead were buried 

respectfully in the trenches, their recognition signs duly secured outside as per the lists 

prepared by their fellow soldiers.   

Surrender by Enemy Brigade Commander 

Meanwhile, as per plan, 9 Inf Div launched a major attack by infantry and tanks to 

establish the link up with 4 SIKH. Suddenly, a jeep with four personnel, furling a white 

flag appeared from Khulna side. A Pakistani Lieutenant Colonel, Salim Malik, CO 12 

PUNJAB (Pakistan) accompanied by a Subedar Major got down with their hands up, 

approached Maj Kanwaljit and saluted; (Kanwaljit remembered how shabbily they had 

been treated in similar circumstances in 1965 by the Pak soldiers at Khemkaran). Yet, 

he shook hands with the fallen. Salim Malik expressed his Commander’s desire for 

surrender. The message was conveyed to Lt Col DS Sidhu who reached there in 

minutes. Meanwhile, Brig Muhammed Hayat Khan, who already had been conveyed the 

instruction, reached there by 0930 hours. Brig H S Sandhu arrived almost same time 

and gave a dressing down to the enemy commander. Paki Brig was then moved to the 

Div HQ. Maj Gen Dalbir Singh, GOC 9 Inf Div, ordered for a formal surrender ceremony 
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in Khulna town. He also ordered that honor to enter Khulna shall go to the Company 

establishing road block. Meanwhile, there was a clamor among units to race and exploit 

the situation and run for Khulna. With squadron of T-55s, under Maj Gulati having 

arrived, ‘D’ Company, XXXVI SIKH, mounted the tanks and lead the victory march to 

the town.  

The move to Khulna was rather slow because of thousands of Bangladeshis having 

swarmed the entire area shouting heart rending slogans of ‘Joy Bangla’ They bowed 

with folded hands, waved, eyes moistened with happiness, emotions surging and 

offered or threw green leaves or crumpled withered flowers that were available. Some 

held crudely stitched green flags with orange patches in the center – that for their 

National flag of an independent country. Happiness looked rather strange on their 

agonized weeping faces, emaciated lacerated bodies, wrapped in tatters. There were 

few cars with families standing outside, including some foreigners, waving vigorously 

expressing their gratefulness and happiness. The eyes of the victorious moistened 

many times for the glory achieved after a gruesome campaign, and to see deep 

appreciation of the people emancipated. 

It was 17 Dec; Pak 107 Inf Bde had fought an independent battle and had resisted 

laying down their arms till a day later than overall surrender of Pak forces in East 

Bengal, perhaps hoping rescue by sea. Thanks to Duggal’s ingenuity, he mustered a 

Toyota car, and with Maj Kanwaljit, they managed to witness the surrender ceremony. 

The venue was full of hundreds of Indian army and air force personnel and thousands of 

civilians. Brigadier Hayat Khan was marched to Maj Gen Dalbir Singh, seated dignified. 

The former saluted, laid his pistol and belt on the table and then his epaulets were cut. 

There was uproar of ‘Joy Bangla’. Our hearts swelled with fulfillment. The Indian Forces 

had done the country proud. XXXVI had carried out its tasks with elan, to the 

appreciation of all.  
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Sketch 4: Battle of Syamganj and Siramani 
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‘ ’ C      ’ XXXVI  I  
Victory March



Section II 

Pakistan’s 

Miscalculations in 

the Western Sector 

Most Befitting Response 
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Battle of Wanjal 

  SK Sinha 

Wanjal is a massive feature that lies to the south of Tangdhar in Leepa Valley of Jammu 

& Kashmir. It is about 1400 meters long and 600 meters wide and was held by a 

Company of 16th PoK Battalion and Tochi Scouts, as part of the continuous defences 

along the CFL (Cease Fire Line). It was well fortified by extensive minefields and 

obstacle systems. 

3 BIHAR volunteered for the offensive task at Wanjal feature. On 13 Dec 1971, Lt Col 

Parminder Singh, Commanding Officer, 3 BIHAR was given the task to capture the 

formidable feature of ‘Wanjal’. 
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Map 1: Plan of Wanjal 

 

The Plan 

 

The Wanjal feature was to be attacked at 11.30 PM on 15 December. This meant 

approaching it during pitch dark, cold and windy night along a narrow route which was 

filled with mines and was under shelling. ‘B’ Company, commanded by me, was to 

secure the forming up place at 10 PM. The assault was to be led by ‘D’ Company under 

Major SP Bakshi, who had won a Sena Medal not long ago in Mizoram. His company 

was to be followed by ‘A’ and ‘C’ Companies. In the meanwhile, the seasoned 
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commandos of the battalion under 2nd Lt Anand Dev Singh were tasked to penetrate 

through the Pakistani defences and after going stealthily along a difficult and narrow 

track, cut- off Wanjal from the rear before the main assault. 

The Attack 

I was leading ‘B’ Company as Company Commander and secured the forming up place 

at 10 PM as planned, after which three rifle companies advanced towards Wanjal along 

the narrow spur. At the firm base, two Other Ranks (OR) were killed and ten wounded, 

due to heavy Pakistani shelling. Amidst this heavy shelling, the medical officer 

established an aid post and the battalion signal platoon established a telephone 

exchange near a dry tank.  By the time, the leading company of Major Bakshi reached 

close to the objective, it had suffered 22 casualties (all OR) due to mine blasts. The 

men, grim and determined, moved towards the objective slowly but steadily despite the 

fact that mines were reducing their numbers. Added to the danger of mines, was enemy 

artillery and mortar fire. The men fell one after the other, but they carried on fearlessly. 

No sooner the leading man fell, his place was taken by another Bihari. 

Wanjal was strongly held and well-fortified by extensive wire and mine obstacles.  

Pakistani troops holding it were repeatedly told by their commanders that this feature 

was not to be lost to Indian troops at any cost. This came out later when the prisoners 

captured at Wanjal were interrogated. In fact, a challenge and an abusive message 

from the Wanjal company commander (Pakistani) was intercepted by 3 Bihar on the 

radio set just before the attack was launched. 

About this time, 2nd Lt Anand Dev Singh was leading his commandos through Pakistani 

defences behind Wanjal.  He went through cautiously, established a firm base and next, 

cut the telephone line to the Wanjal post. Naib Subedar Inder Dev Singh, who was the 

second-in-command of the commando platoon, captured one Pakistani OR from one of 

the trenches at Wanjal during the night. Both AD Singh and Inder Dev Singh were 

Mentioned-in-Dispatches for cutting-off Wanjal from the rear. 
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Major Bakshi and his ‘D’ Company closed to the Wanjal defenders, soon after 11.30 PM 

of  15 Dec 1971. When the leading platoon was within 30 meters of the defenders, one 

light machine-gun was holding up further advance. A medium machine-gun fire had 

already taken four precious Bihari lives.  At this stage, 2nd Lt IN Jha with Naik Raj Rup 

Bhakt, Sepoy Dharam Nath Singh, Sepoy Ram Chander Pandey and three other men 

moved from a flank and crawled to the light machine-gun bunker— they threw hand 

grenades into the bunker and killed the Pakistanis inside. In this daring attempt, Naik 

Raj Rup Bhakt received a burst from the machine-gun and laid down his life in the 

service of his country, regiment and battalion. 2nd Lt IN Jha was also wounded in the 

arm but this did not deter him from leading his men further. For their daring act in 

silencing the machine-gun, Naik Raj Rup Bhakt and Sepoy Dharam Nath Singh were 

Mentioned-in-Dispatches. Sepoy Ram Chander Pandey, who captured the light 

machine-gun, was awarded the Sena Medal. On 16th Dec 1971 the Batallion, later on 

annexed Bijaldhar and Eagle Post adjacent to Wanjal, and had captured seven sq km of 

Pakistan occupied territory of Jammu & Kashmir. 
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14 

A Victory Squandered: Battle of Chatrana 

(Shakargarh) 

SP Sinha 

 

Although war with Pakistan had appeared imminent as early as middle of 1971, mainly 

in the East, orders to concentrate forces in Punjab, so as to adopt a defensive posture 

at short notice, were passed only in October. 39 Infantry Division, which consisted of 33, 

87 and 323 Infantry Brigades, was moved from its peacetime locations, to secure their 

designated firm bases. The Division less 87 Infantry Brigade had secured area Samba - 

Hiranagar, while 87 Brigade comprising of 14 Rajputana Rifles  

(14 Raj Rif), 9 MAHAR and 3/9 GR took up defences in general area Bamial – Narot - 

Parol. 

3/9 GR moved out from its peacetime location at Palampur on 12 October, the day after 

the end of Dasain celebrations and took defences in general area of village Narot. We in 

the Battalion could sense the war clouds, but none of us had any idea when the balloon 

might go up and how the war may develop. 

For the next two months we prepared our defences; the quartermaster and his team 

made daily visits to the ordnance depot at Pathankot, to demand and draw deficiencies 

of equipment, weapons and other war like stores authorized on Battalion’s war 

establishment (WE). What I remember, of the days of waiting before start of the war is, 

Battalion had its full authorization of equipment, clothing, weapons, spare parts, radio 

batteries, telephone cable, digging tools and camouflage nets; unlike 1965 when we 

went to war with critical deficiencies. 
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The start of the war was preceded by pre-emptive air strikes on Indian airbases on the 

evening of 3rd December, reminiscent of Israeli airstrikes that had crippled the Egyptian 

air force. Pakistani aircraft bombed Pathankot airfield; I saw plumes of smoke spiraling 

up, but not much damage was done except a few craters on the runway. On their return 

flight, the enemy aircraft dropped three objects in our defended area, that turned out to 

be empty fuel tanks discarded by them. 

36 Infantry Division operations, to develop thrust towards Shakargarh, started on night 

5/6 December with the establishment of bridgehead across Ravi River in Lasian 

Enclave. The Engineers built two bridges over Ravi, one class 9 and the other class 40, 

without any enemy interference. 115 Infantry Brigade supported by 14 Horse advanced 

on Axis Thakurpur – Nainakot - Shakargarh on night 9/10 December and secured the 

eastern bank of Bein River without much resistance by 13 December.   

While 115 Infantry Brigade advanced along Nainakot - Shakargarh Axis, 87 Infantry 

Brigade was placed under command 36 Infantry Division. 3/9 GR (less ‘C’ Company), till 

then holding a defended sector in area Narot, was ordered to advance on foot and 

concentrate at Mile 4 Road Ikhlaspur - Shakargarh on Night 12/13 December. The foot 

column had to cross a number of rivulets, Ujh, Tarna and Bachera. The Battalion 

reached Mile 4 around 0400 hours and dug down. ‘F’ & ‘A’ echelon vehicles had 

crossed River Ravi over the bridge that was constructed by Engineers. Vehicles were 

parked on both sides of the road, thus presenting easy target for enemy’s morning air 

patrol. Three enemy ‘Sabres’ spotted the vehicles and strafed for 20 minutes around 

0945 hours. One ‘F’ Echelon 3 Ton Lorry was destroyed and two Other Ranks were 

killed. Ammunition in the lorry kept bursting for hours. A lesson learnt – get vehicles off 

the road under cover when halted. Thankfully, troops had dug down that saved 

casualties. I and Lt Swittens, my company officer, had narrow escape from air bursts by 

jumping into the nearest trench.   

‘A’ & ‘B’ Companies cleared Badwal and Bhatti by early morning on 14 December. The 

presence of Centurion tanks of A Squadron 16 Cavalry speeded up operations; there 
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wasn’t much resistance except early warning elements. Enemy’ early warning team 

suddenly opened up with MMG fire from Sahpur Chinjora. Surve’s company cleared the 

village supported by fire of Centurions; enemy fled across the Bein River leaving behind 

one Medium Machine Gun. 

Around 1000 hours on 14 December, Brig Tahal Ramani ordered A Squadron (Maj Arun 

Gautam) to force tank crossing in general area of ford. The plan was to push through 

one Rifle Company, if crossing was successful. The attempt was abortive, as one tank 

was disabled by an anti-tank mine and the other bogged down. The tanks were 

recovered after ceasefire on 6 January ’72.  

The situation hereafter moved very fast. It was suddenly decided to attack Shakargarh 

on night 14/15 itself. It so happened that about noon on 14 December air observation 

post (OP) with 36 Infantry Division reported movement of a large number of vehicles 

going west from Shakargarh. The Divisional Commander inferred from this report that 

enemy was abandoning Shakargarh and so decided to attack Shakargarh on night 

14/15 December itself. This hasty inference was to have disastrous consequences on 

3/9 GR attack on Chatrana. It later turned out that the enemy was in fact reinforcing 

Shakargarh.  

The Brigade Commander briefed his ‘O’ Group around 1445 hours. The attack on Night 

14/15 December was part of 36 Infantry Division’s two-pronged attack on Shakargarh; 

115 Brigade attack from South, from its firm base at Nainakot and 87 Infantry Brigade 

attack from East, from its base at Sahpur Chinjora.  Capt Arun Dubey who was artillery 

OP affiliated with the Battalion and had attended Commander’s briefing was to 

reminisce later, “Col Sarin (CO) asked for at least one day’s reconnaissance before the 

attack but was denied.” Our objective was Chatrana, a village on the outskirts of 

Shakargarh. 

The attack started at 1900 hours; we waded across Bein River, which was a shallow 

rivulet with only ankle-deep water at most places and crossed the minefield on the west 

end of the rivulet; the leading guide reeling down white tape for others to follow. Enemy 
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brought down heavy artillery fire. It had cleverly sited firing nests in the minefield; one 

such was destroyed by my company.  Our artillery had also started neutralizing the 

objective. There was heavy fighting on the objective, which was defended by Pak 19 FF 

Battalion. For some time, the entire battlefield was illuminated with pyrotechnics, flares 

and tracer bullets. In a hand-to-hand fighting, Lance Havaldar Joginder Singh Sen killed 

three enemy soldiers with his khukri, for which he was awarded Vir Chakra. The 

objective was captured by 2100 hours and the Battalion began consolidating. Enemy 

counter attacked but was beaten back. By midnight, ammunition was running out and 

there was no news of the second phase of the Brigade attack. We could hear enemy 

tank noises in the distance; it was ominous. The possibility of our tanks coming across 

Bein River had faded. Later we came to know that a safe lane for tanks and an 

alternative crossing place across Bein River was to be cleared by Engineers. We did not 

see any element of Engineers on 14th December or thereafter.  

Around 0130 hours on Night 14/15 December, CO learnt that the attack of 115 Brigade 

on our flank had failed and the second phase of attack by 14 Raj Rif had been called 

off. CO requested the Brigade Commander to send reinforcement and a few tanks 

across, before first light. Around 0400 hours on 15 December, Brigade Commander 

finally told the CO that it was not possible for tanks to cross the river and the Battalion 

must withdraw before day break. It was heart breaking to withdraw from the objective 

that was captured at great cost. We began withdrawing around 0445 AM and by late 

evening most had returned including those who had lost their way or were day lighted. 

Capt Shekhar Pant (Regimental Medical Officer) had a harrowing time treating and 

evacuating wounded.  We spotted a dead body lying on sand bar in the rivulet. The 

body was retrieved under cover of effective artillery fire.  

After ceasefire on 17 December, there were three flag meetings with Pakistani 

counterpart; as mutually greed, our two tanks were retrieved on 6 January ’72. On the 

same day, Pakistan handed over 26 dead bodies of our soldiers killed on the objective 

and were buried at Chatrana. The bodies were exhumed and brought wrapped in new 

blankets and were given due honor before handing over. The dead bodies were 
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cremated with military honors at Bamiyal, a village on the Indian side of the border. 

Battalion Panditji carried out Hindu rituals of cremation; the pyres were lit by Capt AK 

Pait. The remorseful occasion is embedded in the memory of Abani Pait. The night of 

14/15 December will remain etched in the collective memory of the Battalion as lost 

opportunity. Having fought with remarkable courage, having suffered 2 JCOs and 31 

OR killed and 2 officers, 3 JCOs and 46 OR wounded, the Battalion (3/9 GR) was 

ordered to withdraw for reasons beyond its comprehension.  

Call it fog of war or hasty evaluation of battlefield intelligence or unnecessary haste in 

ordering attack without adequate preparation, call it whatever you will, the end result 

was traumatic for the Paltan. We did get three Vir Chakra and one Sena Medal and one 

mention-in- dispatches and Theatre Honor ‘J&K 1971’, but it was hardly a compensation 

for what could have been. Had we been reinforced and RCL guns and anti-tank mines 

lugged by the reserve Battalion, the outcome of battle had the potential to change the 

course of war in Shakargarh sector.  

Sketch of area of operations of 3/9 GR across International border in Shakargarh Sector 
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15 

Battles of Losar, Laleali, Shingo River Valley and 

Sherqui La 

Sashi Kant 

 

 

Capture of Losar Post 

The 1 JAK LI Militia (Sher-E-Kashmir Battalion), since its raising as a volunteer force 

in 1948, had proved its mettle in various operations. One of the major operations 

fought by the Battalion during 1971 was ‘Operation Cactus Lily’ wherein the Losar 

Post was to be captured and is accounted as the Battle Honour for the Battalion. 

Apart from the eastern frontier, the Indian Army was involved in skirmishes along the 

western frontier also.  Sher-E-Kashmir Battalion had the elite opportunity of an active 

involvement in operations along the western front. During the 1971 Indo-Pak war, the 

Battalion was commanded by Lt Col D S Thapa, PVC and was deployed in 

Kanzalwan (Gurez Sector).   

Conduct of Battle 

The Battalion was deployed in a defensive role along the Cease Fire Line (CFL) 

holding a total of 11 picquets/posts, guarding the line of communication from 

Sonarwani, Gurez that is guarding the important bridges on the Kishan Ganga River.   

Attack on Losar 

‘LOSAR I’ was an enemy picquet located at a height of approximately 13,200 feet 

opposite own post ‘PANT’— it was a formidable feature with bunkers spread in linear 

fashion, dominating the CFL, and also the spur jutting out of own post that is, ‘PANT’.  

This picquet was strongly held by enemy and was supported by 3 Medium Machine 
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Guns (MMGs) and a section of 3-inch mortar.  A total of about 65 men were in 

defences at LOSAR I.   

On receiving orders from the Headquarters, 19 Infantry Division carried out a 

successful attack on LOSAR I picquet on 5th and 6th of Dec 1971—two rifle 

companies ‘C’ and ‘D’ consisting of 80 personnel each and commanded by Major 

Mahesh Subba and Major PS Dhadwal respectively were tasked with raiding LOSAR 

I. The attack was planned for the intervening night 5/6 Dec 1971.  ‘D’ Company was 

assigned the task of attacking from the direction of own post ‘PANT’; ‘C’ Company 

was detailed as reserve and was located near own post HANUMAN.   

Enemy defences at LOSAR I were contacted by ‘D’ Company by 0645 hours.  The 

leading platoon of the company commanded by Subedar Kesar Singh cleared and 

destroyed four enemy bunkers and inflicted about 10 causalities on the enemy and 

silencing one MMG.  The second platoon commanded by Subedar Abdul Hamid, 

moving from a flank, approached the enemy defences, thereby, destroying 3 enemy 

bunkers and inflicting 6 casualties on the enemy.  The 3rd platoon commanded by 

Naib Subedar Shamas Din was withdrawn due to intense enemy MMG fire.  The 

enemy brought down accurate and concentrated fire of small arms, 3 inch mortars, 

MMGs and grenades.  At this stage, two out of the three platoon commanders had 

been wounded and the resistance became intense.   

It was at this stage that ‘C’ Company was launched.  The Company was ordered 

attack on LOSAR I from east.  Advancing along Kishan Ganga River, the Company 

swiftly moved towards its objective.  Climbing a height of 2,500 feet in full moon night, 

the leading platoon led by Subedar Hira Singh rushed towards the enemy bunkers— 

the platoon successfully cleared two enemy bunkers and killed five Pakistanis; 

another platoon led by Nb Sub Nissar Ahmed, successfully cleared six enemy 

bunkers and inflicted heavy casualties on the enemy.  The enemy on the other hand, 

brought down effective fire of MMGs sited on the flank, on the company.   
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The same night another enemy picquet─ DURMAT I─ fired heavily with MMGs and 3 

inch mortars, on own post BHIM.  ‘B’ Company commanded by Maj AK Chopra gave 

a befitting reply.  Effective and accurate mortar fire by own mortars located at BHIM 

silenced the enemy fire. The enemy suffered 26 killed, 39 wounded and 15 bunkers 

were destroyed. The Battalion also made a great sacrifice and suffered 11 killed and 

15 wounded.  

The gallant action of the undermentioned individuals were recognized and they were 

decorated with gallantry awards:- 

 Lance Naik Janak Singh, VrC (Posthumous).    

 Lance Naik Malik Mohd Iqbal, VrC (Posthumous). 

 Sweeper Sonaullah, Sena Medal.  

 

After the attack on LOSAR I, the enemy was furious and subsequently tried to seek 

retribution by sending a commando party to raid own section post at Tota Bridge—  

Tota was an important bridge as it connected the valley of Kanzalwan and Gurez.  

This raid was countered by effective fire and also by timely reinforcement of the 

section by the commando platoon of the Battalion led by Capt RN Gangopadhyay.   

In recognition to the gallant acts of the Battalion and its achievements, the day has 

been recognized in the Battalion history and is celebrated every year as ‘LOSAR 

DAY’ on 06 December. 

 

Battle of Laleali and Picquet 707 

Battle of Laleali and Picquet 707 was fought by the Battalion from 03-09 Dec 71. The 

battle is a unique example of the defensive battle conducted against all imaginable 

military hazards. 8 J&K Militia was the ‘only unit’ that held on to its defences West of 

Munawar Tawi River— a victory that we till date cherish.  
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The task allotted to the unit was to hold defences in area bounded by Piquet707, 

Laleali, Dewa and NathuaTibba.  

 

Laleali was one of the finger tips located at the end of Kalidhar ridges merging into the 

plains of Punjab (Pakistan).  The area is hilly with undulating folds in ground and plain 

patches stretching at the foot of small hillocks; the hill feature provided good 

observation over open plain patches; therefore, it was an ideal location for fighting a 

defensive battle.  

 

The battalion moved to the Chaamb Sector and was deployed as under:- 

 

 ‘A’ Company (Coy) at Piquet 707 under Maj AK Sharma. 

 ‘B’ Coy as reserve along with Battalion HQ at Nathua Tibba with Maj SC 

Bhasin as Coy Commander (Cdr). 

 ‘C’ Coy at Laleali under Maj Virendra Kumar. 

 ‘D’ Coy at Dewa under Ma JVS Mangotra as Coy Cdr and with Capt SK 

Mondal as Forward Observation Officer. 

 The Battalion Headquarters was moved from Dewa to Nathua Tibba on 

3rd December 1971. 

 

The unit had one first line, one second line and 15 days War Wastage Reserve 

ammunition stocked at every piquet before the commencement of war. 
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Sketch Showing the Deployment of 8 J&K Militia During 

the Battle of Laleali in Dec 1971 

 

 

Source: JAK Li Regimental Centre 

 

On 03 Dec 1971, at approximately 2100 hours, the enemy launched an attack with 

one infantry battalion supported by tanks and succeeded in over-running a part of our 

defences at Picquet 707 after suffering heavy casualties.  The Commanding Officer 

(CO), Lt Col (Later Brig) Jasbir Pal Singh, VrC, SM reached the location with the 

Commando Platoon and led a daring counter attack and courageously regained the 

lost defences by 0300 hours on 04 December 71.   

Over the next three days, the enemy made several attempts to capture the Dewa post 

but the Battalion successfully repulsed those attacks—the enemy managed to cut-off 

both axes of maintenance to the unit. On the intervening night of 06/07 Dec, an attack 

on the Laleali post led to a bitter hand to hand combat until the enemy was pushed 

back by a determined C Coy. 
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Again on 08 Dec, the enemy launched a brigade size attack at the Dewa post, but this 

time was supported by a squadron of tanks and artillery. The enemy attacks were 

quite determined and after almost seven assault wave and around 300 casualties,  

the enemy succeeded in gaining a foothold at the Dewa piquet. In this assault they 

lost seven tanks. Lack of replenishment forced the deployed troops to withdraw from 

Dewa Post and reach point 1886.  Subedar Kali Dass volunteered to cover the Coys 

withdrawal, and stayed back, dominating the ground with a machine gun. The brave 

JCO stepped out of the trench firing bursts from the machine gun till his ammunition 

was exhausted and he achieved the goal of covering his Coy’s withdrawal admirably, 

at the cost of his own life; even the enemy was impressed by this brave son of the 

soil. His body was returned alongwith badges of rank. 

 

Laurels Achieved 

 

In the entire Division, it was only 8thBattalion of The Jammu and Kashmir Militia that 

did not allow the enemy to capture strategic ground on the Western bank of Munawar 

Tawi. The main axis of maintenance fell into the enemy hands in the early hours on 

05 Dec 1971.  However, the Battalion held on to its defences, fought magnificently 

and added a new and glorious chapter in the history of 8 J&K Militia.  The following 

gallantry awards were won by the unit:  

 Vir Chakra   - 3. 

 Sena Medal   - 2. 

 Mention-in-Despatches - 4. 

The unit was bestowed with the Battle Honours of Laleali and Picquet 707 for its 

indomitable courage against heavy odds.  This battle honour is also being celebrated 

as a Theatre Honour by 10 Infantry Division.   

A quote from a Demi Official letter written by Maj Gen TS Shergill, GOC 10 Infantry 

Division aptly describes the courage shown by our brave hearts.   
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“Yours is a very special Battalion which held on in this divisional sector, when all else 

fell away in defeat and despair.  The steadfastness of your Battalion is what even 

today gives us a considerable advantage in this sector – not merely tactical or 

operational but inspirational.” 

 

Battle of Shingo River Valley 

 

9 Jammu and Kashmir Militia (now 9 Jammu and Kashmir Light Infantry) was one of 

the six infantry battalions to be deployed in the Battle of Shingo River Valley. 

 

The Battalion was assigned the task of capturing Point 13620 and Sherqui La in 

Shingo River Valley— the capture of these objectives was an integral part of the plan 

of battles in Shingo River Valley. 9 Jammu and Kashmir Militia alongwith 2/11 Gorkha 

Rifles captured Point 13620 on 09 Dec 1971 and captured Sherqui La Complex, 

consisting of six heavily defended localities, on 15 Dec 1971. 

 

The Unit was actively engaged in the battle of Shingo River Valley under the 

command of Lt Col Roshan Lal. The unit fought creditably with distinction in this 

operation. The Battalion captured seven posts, captured over 25 Sq Km of territory, 

suffered many casualties (and also inflicted heavy casualties on the enemy  121 

Independent Infantry Brigade Group  vested with the following tasks — 

 The primary task was to maintain the CFL in Kargil Sector from Zozila to 

Hiniskut (Defensive Task). 

 It was also tasked to capture territory between River Shingo and River 

Indus. The aim was to deny observation and domination advantage to the 

enemy on the line of communication that is Srinagar- Leh from Zozila to 

Hiniskut (Offensive Task). 
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Plan of Battle: Shingo River Valley 

For offensive operations in the Shingo River Valley, the Battalion was given specific 

tasks that is to capture Point 13620 (Point 4211) and Sherqui La.  

Battle of Point 13620 (Night 8-9 December 71) 

9 J&K Militia less two companies plus one company ex 2/11 Gorkha rifles was given 

the task of capturing Point 13620 by D plus 5 in Phase 6 of Brigade operations plan. 

Point 13620 consisted of two objectives vis. Point 13620 and the Saddle. The 

operation was planned in two phases. 

Tactical Importance of Point 13620.     Point 13620 is the most dominating feature 

in Kargil Sector; it dominates road axis Srinagar - Leh and overlooks the entire Valley 

of Kargil. It also dominates, at places, road Kargil-Batalik (Road axis to Indus 

defended area). Alongwith Hathi Matha - Hathi Paon complex it found a formidable 

sentinel of enemy defences in Shingo Valley. Continued holding of Point 13620 by 

enemy, interfered with effective ingress by own troops in Shingo River Valley. 

Tactical Importance of Saddle.      This enemy post was situated on the Saddle 

formed by Black Rocks and Point 13620. It protected and dominated the route of 

maintenance to Point 13620 and guarded the approach to Gunderman in Shingo 

Valley. Its capture by own troops would open link-up routes to Shingo Valley. The key 

to the fall of Point 13620 lay in capture of the Saddle. 

Capture of Saddle - Night 8/9 December 1971 

It was assessed that enemy had deployed a strong section and a detachment of 

MMG at this post. There were concrete field fortifications at Saddle and enemy 

resolutely maintained MMG and small arms fire from these positions inspite of own 

artillery and mortar firing. 
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On 8 Dec 1971, Maj Kashmir Singh, Officer Commanding ‘C’ Coy took out a strong 

protective patrol consisting of 01 Officer (himself), 01 Junior Commissioned Officer 

(Nb Sub Sultan Mohd Khan) and 12 Other Ranks to carry out a recce of the enemy 

disposition at Saddle, if required by drawing fire, harass the enemy and select the 

route of assault. Maj Kashmir Singh and his patrol probed close into the enemy 

defences and found a fold in the ground where the enemy’s fire was not effective. 

Making the best use of this opportunity, he pressed forward the move of his patrol to 

consolidate this advantage. While Nb Sub Sultan Mohd Khan and two Other Ranks 

engaged the attention of the enemy with small arms and LMG fire, Maj Kashmir Singh 

with the remaining patrol crawled upto the enemy bunker, lobbed grenades inside and 

sealed the only exit of the bunker. The enemy troops gallantly resisted the capture. 

However, by sheer guts and use of hand grenades, the post was finally captured at 

0215 hours on 09 Dec 1971—two nights in advance than the planned date. 

 

During the capture of Saddle, Maj Kashmir Singh, Nb Sub Sultan Mohd Khan and 

Sepoy Baldev Raj received bullet injuries. The enemy also suffered casualties and 

even some were taken as prisoners. 

 

Capture of Point 13620 

Due to the capture of the Saddle, the tactical situation opposite Point 13620 had 

changed. The patrol of 9 Jammu and Kashmir Militia made efforts to move to Point 

13620 but they could not make much progress as they were under complete 

observation and fire of the enemy. However, they were able to get a lodgment on the 

slopes between Point 13620 and Saddle. A reinforcement of one Junior 

Commissioned Officer and 18 Other Ranks was sent to consolidate the gains of Maj 

Kashmir Singh. By noon on 09 Dec 71, it was reported that the enemy was thinning 

out from Point 13620. 
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The General Officer Commanding 3 Infantry Division— Maj Gen SP Malhotra (later Lt 

Gen SP Malhotra, PVSM) immediately decided to seize the opportunity and made 

most of the situation by changing the plan to capture Point 13620 at once i.e on 9 Dec 

71 instead of 10-11 December 71 as planned. Coy Cdr ex 2/11 Gorkha Rifle was 

immediately ordered to rush a company from Black Rocks and capture Point 13620 

assisted by the troops of 9 J&K Militia. The situation warranted a risk. Four air strikes 

on Point 13620 on 7 and 8 December 71 had demoralised the enemy. The occupation 

of Saddle had cut-off the enemy’s routes of maintenance and the out-flanking 

advance of our troops (5/3 Gorkha Rifles and ex 2/11 Gorkha Rifles) along the banks 

of River Shingo had cut-off the enemy rear. 

 

A determined assault by the combined troops of 2/11 GR and 9 J&K Militia under Maj 

Kashmir Singh finally wrung the death knell of the citadel of Point 13620 at 1300 

hours on 09 December 71. 

 

Battle of Sherqui La 

9 J&K Militia, post the capture of Point 13620, was given the task of capturing Sherqui 

La. The Sherqui La Complex consisted of six posts. One enemy company with 

section Mortars and three detachments of MMGs were deployed on these posts. 

 

Sherqui La was the most important enemy post opposite Indus defended area. It is a 

pass between the valley of River Shingo and River Indus, and thus provides a link 

between the two valleys. It is located on one of the Jhunkar ridges that forms the 

watershed between the Indus River and the Shingo River. The occupation of the 

Sherqui La by the enemy would give them the base from where they could take 

offensive action easily on either side of the watershed. It also connected the enemy’s 

defences on Indus River with those on Shingo River. Own occupation of Sherqui La 

would not only deny the enemy approach for his offensive action but also make his 

defences, on South of Indus River, vulnerable and provide own troops with an 

approach to the rear of the enemy at Belargo. 
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After the fall of Point 13620, the enemy had taken up strong defensive positions 

astride Shingo River in general area Brielman-Gangam and was offering stiff 

resistance to own troops advancing along East and West Banks of Shingo River. To 

threaten the enemy in his rear, capture of Sherqui La was considered imperative;  the 

capture would be a tactical gain which would help in the capture of Bielargo and 

thereafter facilitate the advance of troops along Shingo and hasten up the collapse of 

enemy defences at Brielman-Gangam Complex.  

 

Capture of Sherqui La 

The most suitable approach to assault Sherqui La was from the direction of Jhunkar 

along the crest line of ridge Jhunkar - Sherqui La - Point 4549. It initially involved a 

climb upto 4600 meters and then rolling down over a down-gradient assault. It 

provided a covered approach upto Assembly Area— suitable concentration area in 

Sarche Brok, Forward Assembly Area at Thumb and Forming Up Place (FUP) at 

Finger MU 059806. Troops left Assembly Area at 1800 hours on 13 December 71. 

Between Assembly Area and FUP, the troops had to move across steep Nullahs and 

difficult gradient which was made more difficult by extreme cold climate— lower than 

minus 10 degrees centigrade. The assault commenced at 0430 hours on 14 

December 71.  

 

The terrain dictated that the assault should be launched in echelons. At 0430 hours 

on 14 Dec, the troops left the FUP for assault on the Listening Post (LP). The leading 

Platoon came under heavy enemy fire from LP by 0500 hours, as the LP was on a 

cliff and direct assault on it was not possible. Maj KB Thapa with Havildar Ghulam 

Rasool Molvi’s Platoon closed in with the enemy by fire and movement. The enemy 

fired LMG and 2-inch Mortar from LP and MMG from Sherqui La. With support of own 

MMG from a suitable place, Maj KB Thapa assaulted the LP and ‘A’ Company 

captured LP at 0600 hours on 14 December 71. 
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On capture of Sherqui La LP, Maj Shashi Kant realised that post Sherqui La was still 

about 1000 meters away and it was getting day light. He decided that the assaulting 

troops must be pushed as forward as possible taking the advantage of twilight. It was 

felt that if the intermediate area was not secured then, the enemy may bring forward 

some elements at night to interfere with the main assault on Sherqui La. He, 

therefore, moved forward under effective enemy fire and deployed a platoon of ‘D’ 

Company on tactical feature, 400 meters away from the enemy LMG positions from 

where assault on Sherqui La could be launched. 

 

The plan was to assault Sherqui La simultaneously from the East and South with one 

Platoon of ‘A’ Company holding the base. Maj KB Thapa with his two Platoons was to 

get into the depression from the East, captured Point 30 Browning and get into the 

rear of the ‘citadel of Vickers’. Maj RS Rawat with ‘D’ Company was to assault from 

the South, climb over the rocks and cause the capture of Sherqui La. 

 

The assault in echelons was rammed home with grit and determination under heavy 

enemy fire. Causalities were considerably high during the assault., After about two 

and a half hours of grueling flight, Sherqui La was captured at 0015 hours on 15 Dec 

71. 

 

During the period between 15 Dec and 17 Dec1, ‘A’ and ‘D’ Companies captured 

enemy posts at Sherqui La, Saddle, Post 10 A, Point 4549 and Water Point (supply 

dump). This consolidated the success on Sherqui La and opened routes to Belargo 

Nullah for an offensive into the Shingo Valley. 
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Reminiscences of a Subaltern: ‘Battle of Parbat Ali’ 

KK Sharma 

 

 Memories of war, battles and skirmishes are strongly etched in a soldier’s memory, 

even though years would have passed by.  There are some things of the ’71 War which 

I don’t seem to forget and the memories return over and over again. To me the war 

started when the “Mukti Bahini” programme was underway and one fine morning I too 

received my posting order to join the same. Though surprised and taken aback since I 

hardly knew Bengali, I started preparing to join them in the East, when by evening I 

received the cancellation order followed by the posting of our Commanding Officer (CO) 

Lt Col Dasgupta to the same outfit. I was on JC course when Lt Col Mehta, the new CO 

of the Battalion took command and moved to its concentration area Harsani on the 

Western frontiers. Our course was curtailed and I moved to join the Battalion with 

excitement and eagerness to take over the command of a Company (Coy) and lead it to 

war. However, I was disappointed since the CO desired that I hold the post of Adjutant 

for the duration of the war. 

 Our operational role required us to operate in the desert terrain for which we had 

successfully trained ourselves earlier in the year. With only sand dunes everywhere, the 

desert terrain has very few landmarks. The only significant landmark was the railway 

line running from Munabao on our side to Naya Chor in Pak which had been functioning 

in peace time. The enemy on the border was a small detachment of troops located near 

Khokrapar, called the Ghazi camp. Our operational task required us to infiltrate behind 

the Pak defences at Ghazi Camp and capture Bhitala to its west, block the flow of 
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reinforcements, destroy the withdrawing enemy, and then link with the other two 

Battalions of the Brigade advancing north and south of the railway line.  

 3rd Dec 71- the ‘balloon’ is up and the code word has been received. The Battalion has 

moved to forward concentration area Padmara close to BP 810-811. The Battalion is 

grouped into two combat teams – Combat Team A – Armoured Squadron with ‘B’ Coy 

mounted on it and D coy on jeeps fitted with MMGs. Combat Team B – Foot column of 

‘A’ and ‘C’ Coys led by Second in Command Maj Singha. The CO is with Combat team 

‘A’, and I am leading the F echelon vehicle column, following the route taken by Combat 

team ‘B’. 

 It is dark, can’t make out things. Radio silence has been broken but there is constant 

interference by the enemy. Sent messages to all columns, to change to reserve 

frequency. We cross the border at 0300 hours on night of 3/4 Dec. There are sounds of 

intense shelling and sporadic firing floating through the eerie silence of the night. I 

signal the vehicles to move and the revving of engines of vehicles makes quite a 

humdrum in the night regardless of the enemy. Capt Surinder is leading my column, and 

I find that the movement of vehicles has stopped. I rush to check and find that the 

vehicles, though fitted with balloon tyres still find difficult to negotiate a steep gradient. 

We get the men together and push all the vehicles through to move ahead. 

 I learn that the Combat Team A has captured Bhitala by first light of 5th Dec, and we are 

approximately 12 kms inside Pak. I also come to know that our Brigade (Bde) 

Commander (Cdr) Brig Kataria has been badly injured when his vehicle ran over a 

landmine. The command of the Brigade has been temporarily taken over by Cdr 330 

Infantry (Inf) Bde who are also operating in the same area. We also receive orders to 

move ahead and secure Parcheji Veri as fast as possible. 

 It’s dawn and as I look across, I view a desolate countryside with shrubs, cactus and 

dunes and dunes of sand. There are no visible hutments or human beings. We trudge 
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this unknown country with old and obsolete maps, basing our movement on compass 

bearing, maintaining our direction towards the west and parallel to the railway line.  

 In my column is a water truck with 1000 liters of water, which I am guarding zealously to 

make it available to the men after the battle. Since the advance has halted, I seek some 

shady cactus to catch two winks for a while. As I doze off, I notice some passing infantry 

soldiers of the neighbouring Brigade clambering on my water truck. I rush towards them 

shouting. They beg for a little drop of water. I see that their lips are dried and 

dehydrated. I tell them to drink from my water bottle and not from my water truck.  They 

turn away.  

 The forward troops have reached SAKNA on night of Dec 6th/ 7th, and as they 

progressed closer to Parcheji Veri, they were strafed by the enemy aircrafts. I get a call 

from the CO to send the Forward Air Controller (FAC) to come and join the forward 

troops. The FAC consisting of Capt Dastur and Flt Lt Feroz have been with my column 

since we started. I brief them on the map with strict instructions to travel north till they hit 

the railway line and then move westward after contacting the CO. They are off in their 

jeep with their radio sets and all the codes. Couple of hours later, I have no news of 

their linking with the Battalion and I get worried (It was revealed later that they were 

captured by the enemy as they travelled West and returned only at the end of 

hostilities.) 

 I see SIKH Battalion troops, part of our Brigade moving parallel to us. I also hear the 

rumbling sound of enemy aircrafts. I shout to my boys to leave the vehicles and go to 

the ground. Two Sikh soldiers carrying a bucket slung on a pole resting on their 

shoulders approach closer to me and I find that the rumbling sound was actually coming 

from them. I ask them, ‘what is it’, and they tell me that they are preparing tea. Inside 

the bucket is a burning stove with a kettle on top of it. I admire their ingenuity and spirit. 

As we halt, they come with a small cup of tea for me and I feel so grateful and so 

brotherly. Far away from our own kith and kin, they are my brothers in arms. 
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 The Battalion has firmed in South of Parcheji Veri and has encountered opposition from 

a massive sand dune ahead of it. Since contact, patrols led by officers Ganpathy, Sigar 

and Dalal are probing enemy defences. The new Bde Cdr Brig Vankunga has taken 

charge and has come forward to review the situation. The Battalion along with 10 SIKH 

has been ordered to capture this feature which it was presumed to be Parbat Ali as on 

map. I am way behind, but am able to watch this massive feature which also has some 

shrubbery. The attack is scheduled at 0300 hours of night 10th/11th Dec. Sporadic firing 

and shelling has started. The objective was secured by first light of 11th Dec and it is 

revealed that there is yet another massive sand dune behind this feature, which seemed 

to be the real Parbat Ali. The captured feature is termed as Apex and possibly was just 

a screen position of the enemy. 

 Once again patrols led by Officers and JCOs are probing the defences. The Bde Cdr 

has again given his orders for the attack by 10 SIKH and 2 MAHAR. Our objective is 

Parbat Ali Bump and Finger to the West of it, while 10 SIKH would capture left Bump 

and Depth Spur. The CO has planned to attack by two Coys- ‘A’ Coy under Maj Patil to 

capture Parbat Ali top, while ‘C’ Coy under Maj Battu to capture the Right bump of 

Parbat Ali. ‘D’ Coy under Maj Sarda to capture Finger in Phase 2 of the attack. ‘B’ Coy 

under Maj Jagdish to provide firm base. The patrols have revealed that the enemy has 

laid extensive minefields. The H hour of the attack has been fixed for 0300 hours. 

 I wait in the night alone as the troops have moved away. My Tac HQ is established at 

Apex. We are out in the open with barely any cover. The enemy has started sporadic 

shelling on Apex, where I am located. The shelling seems to be edging closer, I call my 

men to move into the hillside of the dune. As I shift to a safer place, a barrage of shells 

fall at the earlier place I was and it seems to be a very close call. 

 I wait in the darkness for messages from the assaulting coys and the CO, while there is 

intense shelling and machine gun fire. The whole atmosphere smells of burning cordite 

and there is intense haze which has engulfed the area of the battlefield. Finally, by 5:45 

a.m., the assaulting Coys give their code word ‘HELEN’ for securing their objectives. At 
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this time, I hear my CO ordering ‘D’ Coy to move in for Phase 2, for the capture of 

Finger. A little later, I learn that Maj Sarda of ‘D’ Coy has been injured, as the enemy 

had counter attacked and Maj Berry has moved to take charge. I also learn that counter 

attack has been repulsed due to timely and bold action of JCO Platoon Commanders, 

which surprised the enemy, who ran away leaving their 3-inch Mortars and a few men, 

who were taken prisoners. By 7 a.m. the Pakistanis were seen running towards Naya 

Chor. By 8 a.m. on 13 Dec, Parbat Ali and its other features were strongly held by the 

Battalion even though the enemy reacted by strafing the area. 

 Some elements of the Administrative Echelon have also joined me with food and water 

for troops. I have been asked to move forward and linkup. I move with a column of five 

vehicles. Surinder and I sit in the water truck and lead the convoy along the passage, 

the troops had taken for the assault. As we moved ahead, the vehicle following us hit a 

mine and blew up. One of the sepoys was thrown out, while the driver and another boy 

were crushed under the vehicle and there was no scope to pull them out. We had to 

wait for the sapper team to clear a lane to enable us to move forward which was 

possible only by evening. 

 A cease fire has been announced by the Government from 17th Dec. There is constant 

reaction by either side to dominate the “No Man’s Land”, which results in machine gun 

and small arms fire. On 31st Dec, the Chief visited us in the battle area of Parbat Ali 

which was a big morale booster. In the lineup of Officers, he sees a subaltern and asks 

him as to how much service does he have. 2/Lt Arun replies “Just two months Sir” and 

the Chief exclaim “two months and you have fought a war; you are a very lucky young 

man.” He goes around meeting a few men in the trenches. We line up for a photograph 

with the Chief along with the captured arms and ammunitions. The Chief gives us a 

‘shabash’ and leaves with his cavalcade. 

 Inspite of the ceasefire, the enemy has been constantly trying to outflank in the open 

areas of the desert. The SIKH LI Battalion to our north was vastly stretched and ‘B’ Coy 

under Maj Jagdish was allocated to them.  He was leading a strong patrol, when he was 
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surrounded by the enemy. Jagdish briefly spoke to me on the radio informing that two 

boys have been killed. Then the communication was cut off. We felt enraged. Three 

days later we were handed over the bodies which bore marks of torture. The others 

were taken prisoners. 

 There are some rumours of withdrawal. After Maj Jagdish’s death, I have taken over ‘B’ 

Company and occupied the defences at Parbat Ali. A bunch of press reporters are 

visiting the Forward Defended Localities to record the withdrawal of troops. I have been 

told to enact the withdrawal but come back as soon as they leave, as tactically it would 

be inappropriate and unsafe. My troops start filling the trenches as the reporters reach 

the top of Parbat Ali. I lower the National and Regimental flags after saluting the same 

and the troops file past with their arms and equipment with me at the tail. As soon as 

the reporters leave I rush back to redo my defences. 

 Finally, we get the order to withdraw. While the Battalion would be withdrawing, my 

company is required to be part of the minimum force to keep the frontage intact, when 

the contact is broken. Though thin on the ground, I am in full control to thwart any 

enemy’s attempt. Next morning after the Battalion’s withdrawal, my forward section 

rings up to inform, that two enemy officers were standing in front of their post 200 mtrs 

away and were waving a white flag asking to meet an officer. I am suspicious but agree 

to meet. They are both of the rank of Capt and wish to know if we are leaving. I deny 

and don’t reveal much, saying we have no such orders. 

 Before we start our final journey homewards, I pick up the sands of Parbat Ali in a bottle 

and write “The blooded grains of sand in the memory of the brave and valiant soldiers of 

2 MAHAR. This small memento will serve to remind us of the sacrifice of our soldiers in 

the Battle of Parbat Ali. 

 As I near Munabao, my thoughts go to the men who are no longer with us and their 

families. Also, for those that are still the prisoners with the enemy. Their families would 

remain in traumatic conditions till a final word is received of their whereabouts. As we 
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reach Munabao I see a large number of press reporters assembled to cover the 

withdrawal and this time I don’t have to fake and hide behind a dune. We are finally 

back home. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 HOISTING THE NATIONAL AND REGIMENTAL FLAGS ON PARBAT ALI AFTER ITS 

CAPTURE ON 13 DEC 1971. SEEN IN THE PICTURE ARE LT COL SD MEHTA CO 2 

MAHAR, LT GANAPATI AND SEP SAMBHAJI SARVAGODE 
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 GEN SHFJ MANEKSHAW, MC, COAS MEETING THE BRIGADE COMMANDER AND THE 

COMMANDING OFFICERS OF THE INFANTRY BATTALIONS ON         31 DEC 1971. SEEN 

SPEAKING TO BRIG VANKUNGA. LEFT OF HIM ARE             LT COL KC KALEY, CO 10 

SIKH, LT COL BASANT SINGH, CO 10 SIKH LI AND LT COL SD MEHTA, CO 2 MAHAR 

 OFFICERS OF THE BATTALION AND THE COMMANDING OFFICERS OF THE 

BRIGADE WITH THE CAPTURED ARMS AND AMMUNITION BELONGING TO 39 FF 

AT PARBAT ALI 
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Battle of Jayshree (Chittibatti): Uri Sector 

Ashok Kapur and  Harjeet Singh 

 

 

“7 Sikh Light Infantry had been given the task of capturing Jayshree. They mounted the 

attack at 10 minutes past midnight on 05 December 1971 and by 2.30 AM had 

succeeded in clearing the position. However, once there, they came under heavy and 

sustained fire from the neighbouring posts and so were forced to withdraw when 

counter attacked”.1 

                               —KP Candeth  

In 1971, I was commanding ‘C' Company of 7 SIKH LI in Uri. However, on 28 October 

1971, I was made Commando Platoon commander— this was the time when we used 

to often hear about the activities of Mukti Bahini in the East. As soon as I took over as 

Commando Platoon commander, I continued to prepare the platoon for a possible task 

for the capture of Jayshree feature [Point (Pt) 10944] in the Uri Sector.  

 

Background to the Operation 

Jayshree is a massive feature on the Pir Panjal range of mountains in the Uri Sector of 

Kashmir. The ceasefire line (CFL), existed prior to the 1971 war, and divided the feature 

with the major portion in Pakistan-occupied Kashmir. According to the terms of the 

Karachi Agreement 1948, regular troops were to maintain a distance of 500 metres from 

the CFL. The feature was considered important due to its relative domination along the 

Bedori- Kandi watershed. It overlooked the Indian picquets on either side and it afforded 

observation over the Uri bowl. The feature was approximately 3,500 metres from the 

nearest Indian post at Pt 10860, while it was only about 800 metres from the nearest 

Pakistani post. 
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It was decided, in September 1971, that all dominating features along the CFL would be 

occupied by own troops, if not held as posts by either side before the war— This was 

part of the concept to hold and develop launch pads for future operations. Since 

Jayshree was in the area of responsibility of 7 SIKH LI, the battalion was tasked as 

follows: -  

 To occupy Jayshree by the commando platoon on commencement of

hostilities and further build up to a company plus by employing the

reserve company of the battalion. OR

 To attack and capture Jayshree, if already occupied by Pakistani

troops on commencement of hostilities. The commando platoon was

placed under command ‘A’ Company, 7 SIKH LI for this task.

Planning for the Attack 

‘A’ Company along with the Commando platoon rehearsed moving up to the Forming 

Up Place (FUP) along with all available personnel of the Support and Administrative 

companies who were to assist in the move forward of reorganisation stores. However, 

during some of the practices the troops went up on Jayshree feature itself. 

On 21 October 1971, a few days before I took over as commando platoon commander, 

some Pakistani troops were observed atop Jayshree. On 25 October 1971, we again 

noticed some Pakistani troops who had crossed over to own side of the CFL. On orders 

from the HQ 161 Infantry Brigade, 81 mm mortar fire was opened from Nanda Post 

where an 81mm mortar section was deployed. The Pakistani troops quickly withdrew to 

their own side. Again, on 26 October 1971, we observed some Pakistani troops moving 

on the Jayshree feature. I was ordered by the Commanding Officer (CO) Lt Col RK 

Mehta, to take a patrol with 20 Other Ranks (OR) with one LMG and an MMG and to 

occupy a suitable position along the CFL, to push back the Pakistani troops who had 

crossed over to our side. When we reached the feature and halted to deploy our 
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weapons, the Pakistani troops opened fire on us. For some time, I did not know if the 

fire was on us, as it was not effective. However, soon the enemy MMG fire was close 

enough and we took up suitable positions to open fire in retaliation. Our mortar position 

at Nanda was already at 'stand to' and the enemy was engaged effectively. I stayed 

there from 1500 hours to 2100 hours till I was ordered to return. A ceasefire violation 

(CFV) was lodged by both sides the next day.  

  

Commando Platoon Action - Night 3/4 December 1971 

The battalion came to know about the outbreak of the war when, on the intervening 

night of 3/4 December, the Pakistan artillery opened up to engage our picquets at about 

2000 hours on 3 December. The shelling was, however, not very effective. We had no 

idea that the war would break out the same day. On the day, I only had 20 OR of the 

commando platoon present with me when the war broke out. 

 

At 2230 hours, orders were received from the Brigade Headquarters to despatch the 

commando platoon to capture Jayshree. This was felt to be a tall order as the plans 

envisaged its capture and subsequent holding by a company. Around midnight, I was 

ordered to lead the commando platoon to Jayshree to confirm if the feature was still 

unoccupied and, if so, to hold it.  

We moved out at 0100 hours on 4 December and were in the close vicinity of the 

objective by 0300 hours. The party was divided into three groups— one group remained 

in the centre to provide covering fire while the other two groups, along with me, tried to 

get to the centre of the objective from the eastern flank. At 0400 hours, when we were 

approaching the enemy sentries, one of my men stepped on a mine and his leg was 

blown up. The platoon Havildar, Makhan Singh, who was with the section went ahead to 

evacuate the OR and he ended up stepping  on the  mine himself. The enemy was 

alerted and both groups were pinned down by enemy fire. I assessed that there were 

approximately 25-30 enemy troops in the area. The information was passed to the 

Battalion HQ and the CO apprised the Brigade Commander of the situation. The platoon 
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was ordered not to open fire but to remain in the close proximity and determine the 

exact strength of the enemy. At approximately 0500 hours we were ordered to pull back 

to a nearby feature and observe enemy activity as the attack by ‘A’ Company had been 

planned for that night. We did as was ordered.  

 

The Attack on 4/5 December 1971  

We spent the entire day of 4 December 1971 on the slopes of Jayshree. I was ordered 

by the CO to secure the FUP for ‘A’ Company which was to attack Jayshree that night. I 

had already established line communication with the Battalion HQ and could be 

informed about progress of ‘A’ Company, commanded by Major Ramesh Badlani. ‘A’ 

Company arrived in the FUP at 0045 hours along with the Commando JCO and the 

balance of my platoon. The planned H Hour was 0510h, but we had to advance the 

attack by five minutes as waiting in the FUP was causing heavy casualties due to 

enemy artillery fire, which had opened up.  

 

There was tremendous excitement, but some fear too, and I could see the men trying to 

overcome it by humour and the religious fervour evoked by Major Ramesh Badlani. The 

attack progressed slowly as we had to go in section echelons, behind each other. I was 

in the FUP with Major Ramesh Badlani when, due to heavy artillery and MMG fire, the 

first platoon suffered heavy casualties. The attack almost broke up, but Major Ramesh 

Badlani collected the next platoon and rushed forward asking me to come along with the 

third platoon, leaving the commando platoon with my platoon JCO who would join us in 

the last phase of the attack. As we moved forward there were more casualties. 

However, in the ‘heat and fog’ of the battle we kept moving forward till we reached the 

centre of the feature. I joined up with Major Ramesh Badlani and we pressed home the 

attack. 

 

Major Ramesh Badlani was killed by enemy MMG fire during the attack. I now only had 

Naib Subedar Prakash Singh and six OR with me in front and the rest of the troops 

were all over the objective. Since Jayshree is a huge feature, approximately 400 metres 
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by 300 metres on top, it became essential for me to take stock of the situation. The CO 

and the Brigade Commander– Brigadier KK Nanda, were at Rustam Post monitoring the 

battle. The Forward Observation Officer with the company– Captain JS Virk, was behind 

at a vantage point taking a shoot. I made Naib Subedar Prakash Singh hold the position 

in front while I started siting the weapons. As I was on Jayshree Left, siting the 

weapons, I found Naib Subedar Prakash Singh's party being pushed back by the enemy 

counter attack.  

 

The Company was immediately ordered by the CO to pull back to the area of the FUP 

as there were no reserves to follow us up on Jayshree.  

 

During the heat of the battle, I felt that we were participating in an exercise as we kept 

moving forward. However, when most of the section commanders of the forward two 

platoons were wounded or killed, the men started going to ground. I found that without 

section commanders, platoon commander or their leaders, the men did not know what 

to do — as long as the momentum of the attack was maintained, the attack went like an 

exercise and pressed home with vigour. However, when there was gap after the death 

of the forward section commanders, the desire to push forward had also diminished.  

 

The Pakistanis refer to Jayshree as Chittibatti, derived from a cluster of huts on the 

eastern slope of the feature. The Pakistani company commander responsible for 

holding the feature was Major Muhammad Afzal, of 14 POK Regiment. In an article 

written later, he revealed that the 7 SIKH LI attack could not achieve surprise, as early 

information of the assault had been gained by a reconnaissance patrol of his company 

and that they had made adequate preparations of the defences, including overhead 

protection for the defences.  
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Battle of Jayshree: Dispositions Prior to Operations 

 

Map is representative (Not to scale) {Height of features is in feet} 

Source: Author 
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Battle of Jayshree: Conduct of Attack 

 

 

Map is representative (Not to scale) 

Source: Author 
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18 

Battle of Pul Kanjri: Post the Ceasefire 

Tarlochan Singh Kalra 

The intervening night of 17/18 December 1971 was rather a very cold one— covered 

with thick fog and mist— a very normal view of an open area in Punjab. After retrieving 

own land near the border just before ceasefire time, it was sheer grit, determination and 

unwavering inspiration of Major NS Koak combined with resolute courage of valiant men 

of 2 Sikh Regiment, who remained undeterred and held on as a solid rock, in spite of a 

series of fierce counter attacks by Pakistan Forces at Pul Kanjri village, near Attari-

Wagah border in Amritsar (Punjab). Pul Kanjri is a legendary village located on a high 

ground near Attari- Wagah border at Amritsar. A dominant feature in the entire area and 

was held by our BSF Company Headquarters for administrative purposes before the 

start of 1971 war. On commencement of hostilities by Pakistan on 03 Dec 1971, the 

location was vacated to make defences more compact on Ditch-cum-Bundh (DCB - a 

man-made obstacle system), and area ahead.  

At around 1745 hours on 17 Dec 1971, 2 SIKH deployed on DCB was ordered to 

recapture Pul Kanjri, since ceasefire between India and Pakistan was to become 

effective at 2000 hours that evening. 

Major Koak was tasked to muster maximum strength from his ‘C’ Company deployed 

at Dhanoya Kalan without denuding its responsibility of keeping adequate strength 

to hold on to company defences. Keeping in mind the availability of 

men, Major Koak made a quick but simple plan to send a section strength commanded 

by 2/Lt Choudhary to area of Temple for deception purposes and himself lead, 

mustered strength of 30 men, to move along a drain, going 

from Dhanoya Kalan to Pulkanjri, 800 metres away. Fire plan was made hastily.  
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Pul Kanjri Attack: 17/18 Dec 1971 

On the D-day, at 1900 hours, troops from ‘C’ and ‘D’ Companies, who were to simulate 

attacks from West of Temple, were positioned. They opened fire on the enemy along 

with Jaikaras. The high spirits of these troops made enemy to believe that main attack 

was coming from that direction. To retaliate, the enemy shifted few Medium Machine 

Guns (MMG) and some other weapons to this direction and unleashed artillery and 

mortar fire. Meanwhile, Major Koak with just 25-30 men had set off to ‘recapture’ Pul 

Kanjri.  While advancing, Major Koak and his team came under heavy enemy shelling. 

Nevertheless, undeterred they kept moving slowly but steadily towards 

the objective. Soon, they came across a mud wall, just 20 metres from 

the objective; Major Koak realised that at this juncture he had only 24 men with him and 

just 10 minutes more before Ceasefire became effective. Therefore, he could not afford 

to lose any more time. He saw a Pak MMG detachment located close to mud wall— it 

could have played merry hell with our assaulting troops. However, seeing 

the Khalsas so close, the detachment seemed to have got a bit jittery. It soon uprooted 

itself from there and started running homewards. In a split-second decision Major Koak 

shouted ‘Jo Bole So Nihal’ and led with whatever strength he had for an assault on to 

the objective, infiltrated into the enemy's defences and started fighting with small arms 

and hand grenades.  

In Phase 1, Section plus strength was sent to clear trenches on his left flank. A hand-to-

hand fight ensued. It threw the enemy off balance, thereafter forcing them to abandon 

their bunkers and flee rear wards, while with other section he reached close to the 

village. However, soon the enemy became very active and opened all their weapons 

against assaulting troops. It was at this particular movement that 6'4" tall, with good built 

and handsome looks, Lance Naik Shangara Singh pounced at the loop hole of enemy 

bunker and silenced two machine guns which were stalling our move further. With 

a machine gun still in his hands (pulled out from the 

loophole), Lance Naik Shangara Singh attained a real hero's death. Some others too 
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laid wounded.  During this phase itself Major Koak received bullet injuries in his arm, 

while Naib Subedar Gurcharan Singh, and Havildar Gurdev Singh were wounded.  This 

surprise attack had stunned the enemy.  Incidentally, the bullet in Major Koak’s arm 

remained lodged for about 17 hours before his team came to know about it— the firing 

from both sides stopped at 1300h on 18 Dec 71. 

In Phase 2, inspite of injuries sustained, Major Koak and some men kept on moving 

around and were able to fool the enemy in believing that a major force had arrived on 

their defended locality.  Having established a foothold, Major Koak managed to get 

some more men who were lost during their move for the attack— 4/5 men sustained 

minefield injuries and thus were escorted back to main defences. This further depleted 

the available strength with him. Meanwhile, 2/Lt Choudhary with his section strength and 

MMG detachment providing fire support from the Temple, were directed to move to Pul 

Kanjri Base location.  

By about 2015 hours, Major Koak had only about 19 able bodied men and a MMG 

detachment at Pul Kanjri base. Suddenly, a counter attack came from enemy side. It 

surprised Major Koak, but he and his men took immediate position and fired back with 

artillery and battalion mortars.  Two more counter attacks, of about platoon plus strength 

each, came between 2300 hours and 0100 hours. These also were tackled with 

accurate Artillery and Mortar support— it seems that the enemy suffered heavy 

casualties and retreated. 

Unknown to Maj Koak and his men, Capt Rizvi, Pak Coy Commander with his entire 

communications intact (Line and Radio) was still in his command post. He kept on 

telling his Commanding Officer (CO) (43 PUNJAB) to counter attack. A renewed attempt 

was made by enemy at 0200 hours with about company strength. Enemy did extensive 

shelling but Major Koak and his men were lucky to survive heavy damage because they 

were widely disbursed. The brave Sikhs repulsed all attacks.  Majority of injured 

voluntarily stayed back, manned bunkers and kept shouting Jaikaras in order to 

simulate greater strength to the enemy.  
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It seemed that the enemy made this a prestige issue. Having failed in their attempt, 

reinforcements in form of 15 PUNJAB were got from Harbanspura near Lahore. A fifth 

counter attack with elements from 43 PUNJAB and 15 PUNJAB was launched before 

first light of 18 Dec. This was a three- pronged attack with a Company from each side. 

In an hour-long fierce battle that ensued, enemy suffered heavy casualties. However, 

enemy was able to move to some trenches and positions close to us. Our troops’ hold 

on ground became almost untenable. It was at this critical juncture that Major Koak 

asked for ‘Red-Red-Red fire’. Ceasefire having come into play; it became difficult to get 

permission for Artillery fire. Seeing the delay, unit mortars came to rescue by firing 

heavy salvos on enemy troops who were still in open. Major Koak started shouting for 

imaginary companies to surround assaulting enemy troops from various directions. 

Maximum artillery and own mortar fire followed.  Enemy was caught in the open and 

suffered heavily—All this rattled the enemy. By daylight at about 0630 hours on 18 Dec 

1971 Major Koak saw a Pakistan Officer with raised hands wanting to surrender; some 

others also followed. By about 0900 hours, pressure from the enemy side slackened but 

finally the exchange of fire ceased from both sides at about 1300 hours. At about 0130 

hours, the enemy acknowledged defeat and raised white flag from their side, wanting to 

collect the mortal remains of their troops. Brave and courageous men of 2 SIKH had 

lived up to prayers of their Tenth Guru and Regimental motto ‘“Nische Kar Apni Jeet 

Karon”. 

During a flag meeting, few days after the war was over, Lt Col Mohd Iqbal, CO 43 

PUNJAB of Pakistan met Lt Col SC Puri, CO 2 SIKH and told him “Well Colonel as one 

soldier to another soldier, I would like to compliment you on your excellent outfit. Your 

men fought heroically and were distinctly superior in the battle”.   

For very conspicuous, courageous, bold and gallant action, Lance Naik Shangara Singh 

was later awarded MVC posthumously. The Unit was also awarded one Vir Chakra, two 

Sena Medals and four Mentioned-in-Despatches. On the crucial night of 17/18 
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December 1971, it was to the credit of Major Koak and his handful men to recapture the 

lost territory of Pul Kanjri. I hope his story continues to motivate the young soldiers.  

Gen SHFJ Manekshaw, MC, honouring Major NS Koak with Sena Medal and 

Pulkanjri Memorial near Attari Border in Amritsar 
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19 

The Battle of Parbat Ali 

KC Kalley 

 

The politico-diplomatic environment by the end of August 1971 indicated remote 

possibility of a political settlement between East and West Pakistan, catalysing India’s 

propensity towards the military solution. India escalated the support to Mukti Bahini in 

East Pakistan, and border skirmishes increased in frequency and intensity. Pakistan 

responded to intensified activities in the East by ordering mobilization in the West to deter 

India from the war in the East. The Indian Army deployed in a gradual and phased manner 

along the Western border. Considering East Pakistan to be the centre of gravity where 

the war was to be won or lost, India planned a swift Offensive - Strategy in the East and 

an Offensive - Defence in the West.  

 

10 SIKH, part of Southern Command was based at its peace tenure location in Pune 

under 85 Infantry Brigade, 11 Infantry Division. In October 1971, orders were received 

to move to Barmer in Rajasthan and carry out desert familiarization training, which we 

had also done the previous year. About 150 years ago, the British had built a narrow-

gauge railway line connecting Bombay – Ahmedabad – Barmer - Muna Bao – 

Khokrapar, across the Thar desert to Hyderabad in Sindh. After the partition of India, 

Muna Bao became the last railway station in India on this railway line and Khokrapar the 

first station across the international boundary in Pakistan. The rail line had been 

uprooted in several places but was still usable after repairs. Running South of the rail 

line was an un-surfaced track which accompanied the rail line all the way to Hyderabad 

in Sindh. It was claimed by some locals that this track became a gravel track some 

distance into the border. The border itself was marked by a huge sand dune running 

North to South and located about 4 kilometers East of Khokrapar. The track and the 

railway line passed through a gap in this dune. There was a deployment of about a 
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company of Pak Rangers at this location which was known as Gazi Border Post, which 

dominated the rail line, the track, and Khokrapar. 

On 03 Dec, 1971 the war was declared between India and Pakistan and the Indian Air 

Base at Uttarlai, near Jodhpur in Rajasthan was rendered inoperative by a PAF 

airstrike. Meanwhile, 11 Infantry Division was assembling near Muna Bao for its 

breakthrough through Gazi Border Post and further advance into Sindh. The Divisional 

Military Police  was busy assembling vehicles into order of March when a hostile 

airstrike developed over this column, and all hell broke loose. I had anticipated such an 

eventuality and had earlier ordered that no vehicle of 10 SIKH would form part of any 

line- up of vehicles. MT platoon under the Adjutant quietly disappeared into a gap 

between two nearby dunes and emerged much later, without any scratch. However, the 

solitary track on which we depended remained shut down for a day or two. 

Capture of Gazi Post 

10 SIKH was ordered to capture Gazi Border Outpost and open up the route for further 

advance, which we did by 0600 hours on 05 Dec 1971. Inside the enemy territory, the 

scene was austere. There was no development whatsoever. On sand dunes near 

Khokrapar there were some concrete bunkers, some of them stocked with ammunition, 

the remainder empty. There was no vegetation, no trees, no buildings except for a small 

three-room railway station, no people, and not even stray dogs. The place was forlorn 

and without water. After a brief halt, advance was resumed. Everyone was looking for 

the gravel track, but there was no such track. On 6 Dec, Commander 85 Infantry 

Brigade and his Intelligence Officer (IO) travelling in a jeep, ran over an anti-tank mine. 

Unfortunately, the IO was killed, along with the radio operator. The Commander was 

seriously injured. The Commanding Officer (CO) of a Field Artillery Regiment, and 

another officer from his unit travelling in another jeep also ran over a mine and were 

seriously injured. Their jeep driver unfortunately got killed. Both these vehicles had 

deviated from the main path and were travelling on a subsidiary path. The lesson that 

emerged was this, that the enemy wanted us to use only one track; the one he was 
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using. But even on this track we lost a Recoilless Jeep along with the gun due to a mine 

blast. On the morning of 07 Dec, we were hit by enemy aircraft who kept on trying to get 

at our tanks but, fortunately they were unable to claim a hit. By this time, we were well 

inside the enemy territory. On the early morning of 08 Dec, the vanguard company 

reported some movement on a massive dune. We immediately took to ground and a 

patrol under the IO was sent to verify. Sure enough the sand dune was occupied by the 

enemy and by the size and location of the dune it appeared to be a company or 

company plus on the dune.  

 

I was in no particular hurry to engage with the enemy at that juncture, as there was a 

greater need to replenish our resources before we struck. However, the enemy had 

other ideas and subjected us to three air attacks and shelling by artillery and mortars 

besides machine gun fire. He was asking for trouble and he was going to get it. So on 

the night of 10/11 Dec at 0315 hours, Charlie and Delta Companies of 10 SIKH were 

launched to put the enemy out of his miseries. I got the success signals from both the 

companies by about 0440 hours. And as it dawned on 11 Dec 1971, we got our first 

glimpse of that very beautiful sand dune, Parbat Ali, whose name was discovered from 

a just captured one - inch enemy map along with a Demi-Official Letter addressed to a 

Pakistani Major of a unit, written by Lt Gen AAK Niazi, who, poor fellow, was beginning 

to feel the summer heat in faraway Dhaka, although it was the middle of winter. Such is 

life-what can you do? The feature which we had just attacked was actually a well sited 

screen position deployed by the enemy, screening a good view of the minefield, the 

Parbat Ali and the entrance to Naya Chor.  

 

Plan of Attack for Capture of Parbat Ali 

By 12 Dec the new Commander of 85 Infantry Brigade had already arrived and had got 

a feel of the battle. He gave out his order for the attack on Parbat Ali from 1100 to 1330 

hours on 12 Dec 1971. The Battalion “O” group received orders at 1430 hours and 

shortly got ready for its most important and historic assignment to date.  
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The Battalion plan for attack was very simple. In Phase 1, Delta and Bravo Companies 

were to capture Left Bump and Forward Spur respectively. In Phase 2, Alfa was to pass 

through Bravo Company and capture the Depth Spur. Charlie Company was to be in 

reserve and help in the man carriage of stores meant for reorganization, as also to help 

in the evacuation of casualties from the minefield. Guns were on call. Artillery and 

mortar targets had been registered. There were four fire units; three field and one 

medium in-support. “H’ hour was scheduled for 0300 hours on night 12/13 December 

1971. Just about everything was ready for the big event (For plan of attack see sketch).  

Sketch: Plan of Attack: Parbat Ali 

By 0300 hours, both Delta and Bravo companies reported that they were in the forming-

up-place (FUP) and had obtained their compass bearings and were ready to move. The 

word was given. For about 20 minutes, each minute of which appeared to last an 

eternity, there was an eerie silence. All sorts of uneasy thoughts raced across the mind. 
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Have they started moving? Had they lost their way? Why didn’t they speak? What 

happened to the enemy? And so on. Then it happened. One cannot say exactly what 

triggered it off. Suddenly all hell broke loose, from almost all directions, simultaneously. 

It was an awesome sight. Tracer bullets raced across the darkness, the sudden 

instantaneous flash of artillery and mortars on Parbat Ali, the flares and star shells, the 

chatter of small arms, the deep measured barking of machine guns, the racket and 

cacophony of an infantry night attack. The sight and sound have been considered to be 

beautiful by some. For a moment, the fate of the battle hung in balance. Screams of 

pain and anger could be heard over the radio. And then, something most unexpected 

happened. Over the radio, a string of Punjabi abuse, earthy, fulsome, even endearing at 

that moment, in full cry. At that moment I knew that Phase I was going to be a success.     

By 0430 hours, both Delta and Bravo companies reported the capture of Left Bump and 

Forward Spur respectively. The enemy was by now choking with anger and frustration. 

He threw everything he had at Parbat Ali, and for a moment I thought that poor sand 

dune would sink under the weight of so much metal. But it still stood there proudly, 

waiting for our second phase, almost conquered but not humbled. And so, Alfa 

Company was launched into attack at 0515 hours, after the enemy had somewhat 

worked off his fit of rage. Bravo Company flashed lights to guide Alfa to the proper 

place. While passing through Bravo Company, pleasantries and compliments were 

exchanged. Parbat Ali had been a walk over, a piece of cake. Undoubtedly, Bravo and 

Delta Companies had encountered stiff opposition, but they had prevailed; had they 

not? And so, with this glow of premature victory warming their mood, Alfa went towards 

Depth Spur- and Trouble- with a capital “T”.  

Having been rudely awakened and ousted from their positions by Bravo and Delta 

Companies, the enemy initially fled, but were rallied and re-formed in strength of about 

two companies plus. This force was now forming up for a counter attack behind the 

height of the sand dune, and thus not visible to Alfa Company. Alfa, by the way, were 

toddling nonchalantly towards Depth Spur, a feature whose exact dimensions could not 

be ascertained before the attack. The first ominous warning of enemy presence became 
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known when the Artillery officer, Captain IJ Reddy, heard some strange sounds 

including what he thought, were the words “Yah Ali”.  And as Alfa crossed the crest of 

the sand dune, ‘Yah Ali’ it was, with vengeance and fury, just about 20 yards away. Alfa 

Company and the enemy force literally collided against each other. However, the joke of 

the season was that the enemy was as surprised, if not more, to see Alfa as Alfa was to 

see the enemy. It was a mutually happy mood consternation on both sides. The enemy 

by then had convinced himself that our attack had stabilised and nothing else was on 

the way; Alfa was first off the mark. Without much ceremony, they plunged head long 

into the ranks of the enemy, lobbing 2 inch mortar shells and hand grenades as they 

went. There was stunned, shocked disbelief on the part of the enemy at this bit of cheek 

and impudence. Before they could recover their composure, Alfa was piercing them like 

a hot knife through butter. A hand-to-hand skirmish for about 15 minutes followed, when 

utter panic gripped the enemy and he fled in disorder, leaving behind his dead and 

dying. Alfa got in some good shooting at “Bhaagta hua Dushman”. This was indeed the 

Infantry man’s ideal dream, a copy book encounter. 

The possession of Parbat Ali, as can be imagined, was a matter of prestige. The enemy 

was not prepared to give it up until he had done his damnedest. A second counter 

attack of about two companies now swung into action, this time coming in from the 

South West, that is, almost from the rear. Time now was about 0630 hours, 13 

December 1971. The brunt of this attack broke on Commanding Officer’s party having 

the usual one section for protection. By now, ammunition stocks were alarmingly low. A 

frantic message was sent to Bravo Company to break up the enemy attack by machine 

gun fire, but Bravo reported that it had exhausted its ammunition. The protection section 

did the best it could to beat back the attack, but the odds were against them. Any 

attempt to reinforce the protection section was set at naught by the enemy, who had by 

now closed to about 50 yards and was bringing in aimed small arms fire against any 

attempt to reinforce. The question of bringing down artillery fire was ruled out due to the 

close proximity of own troops. Things were looking grim. Our boys were being bowled 

over like nine-pins by enemy small arms fire. At this stage, the sweetest voice in the 
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world (normally one’s wife’s) in the shape of Major Gill speaking from the forming-up-

place came over the radio, seeking permission, (IF YOU PLEASE!) to blast the B’s with 

his Medium Machine Guns. Permission was granted with obscene alacrity, and soon the 

fat was on the fire once again. A platoon of Rajputana Rifles, also nearby, chipped in 

with their Medium Machine Guns and happy hunting was had by all. This unexpected 

turn of events for the enemy, his not being aware that there was still something in the 

forming-up-place (FUP), cooked his goose for him for the second time: And that was 

that.    

Pig-headed that he was, the enemy came in for a third try, this time with tanks. This had 

the possibility of becoming very serious indeed. Our own Recoilless Gun (RCL), (the anti-

tank gun) were still on the far side of the minefield. One RCL jeep got blown up while 

trying to get across (this was the second). One of our own tanks had also blown its track 

and was now stranded like a sitting duck in the middle of the minefield. So, we were 

minus any anti-tank weapon except for the pea shooters which go by the name of rocket 

launchers. Thus, at about 0940 hours on 13 December, Alfa Company which was the 

forward most company heard the ominous clank-clank and the jeep throated whirr of 

enemy tanks on the move-towards him. The tanks were still about 3000 yards away, 

raising clouds of dust. Frantic messages started flying to and fro. There now followed an 

amazing sequence of coincidental events. It has truly been said that luck has a great part 

to play in any action. A flight of three of our aircraft, on a strike mission, chanced to see 

the clouds of the dust raised up by the tanks. Without further delay, they made a number 

of passes at the tanks and probably got one. The aircraft then went away. Enemy tank 

movement started up again and by now they had closed to about 600 to 800 yards away 

from Alfa. Some accurate shooting by our medium artillery (taken by Reddy) stopped 

them in their tracks. Just then, our own tanks clambered up, having crossed through a 

lane which had just been completed. Wah! What a stroke of luck! 

That was the last we saw of the enemy, till we met him in person, beaten and 

humiliated, after the ceasefire.  

 



Section III 

Subalterns: Baptised by Fire 
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Memoirs of an Injured Subaltern in the Battle of Hilli 

AB Nanavati 

 

In early 1971, East Pakistan was under colonial rule of West Pakistan [now Pakistan] as 

Bangladeshis had given Sheikh Mujibur Rehman’s Awami League Party a thumping 

majority to govern both Pakistans. The Awami League was banned; Sheikh made 

prisoner and Pakistani Armed Forces [mainly Punjabis] seized control of Bangladesh 

and started committing atrocities. India, as neighbor, could not remain a silent spectator 

as millions of refugees poured into states bordering Bangladesh. International appeals 

to overcome this problem did not bear any fruits and in April 1971, Mrs. Indira Gandhi, 

the Prime Minister, asked our COAS, Gen Manekshaw to launch our Army to liberate 

Bangladesh.  Gen Maneshaw asked for six months’ time to make preparations for 

advance into the riverine terrain of Bangladesh. The Indian Army started stocking and 

training Muktibahini initially and from September onwards, aiding them to capture 

frontier posts. We passed out on 14 Nov 71 [one month earlier] from the Indian Military 

Academy at Dehradun as war with Pakistan was imminent [Bali ke Bakre]. Here is my 

recollection of those heady days in battle. 

Diary 

25 Nov 71. I reached Hasimara [West Bengal] by train from Surat to join my bn, 22 

MARATHALI (HYDERABAD) after a short leave of 10 days. I had written a letter to the 

unit about my arr but was annoyed on not finding any reception. We subalterns were 

high headed on commissioning – only to be crushed to mother earth by ragging on 

joining the unit [We learnt later that in the Army, a Major knows everything, a Captain 

knows something and does something and a Subaltern knows nothing and does 
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everything]. A Punjab Unit [Actor Hrithik Roshan in movie Lakshya] was in our location 

who sent a 1 Ton vehicle to pick me up and on reaching, was briefed that my unit had 

gone to Bangldesh frontier 2 months earlier [The Indian Army was aiding the partisans 

[Muktibahini]. My unit’s rear party gave me warrant to travel to Raigunj [NW West 

Bengal] along with a helmet and a sten gun. 

26 Nov. I reached Raigunj Transit Camp of 20 Mtn Div. Halted overnight. 

27 Nov. I started in a convoy going to 202 Mtn Bde loc. Had lunch at Rear Div HQ. The 

staff officers asked me about my paltan to which I pleaded ignorance, mistaking it for pl. 

I learnt that unit is called paltan and they boosted up my pride with information that 22 

MARATHALI is a fine unit. We reached Bde HQ in the evening and the Brigade Major 

put me up in a hut. 

28 Nov. At 2 am, I was awakened by 2IC of my unit, Maj Rai and asked to get ready to 

join the unit. He was moving ‘B’ Coy from another sect to join the unit. Enemy shelled us 

with his Arty during the night. I borrowed some sten amn from my senior, Lt Shinde. We 

reached the unit at Naopara and I reported to the Adjutant, Lt Kharb. Lt Col 

Swaminathan, the CO, interviewed me and sent me to ‘D’ Coy. Maj Patil, the Coy Cdr, 

ordered a bunker to be made and detailed sahayak Borde to look after my meals, 

washing of clothes etc. 

29 Nov – 2 Dec. We were in defence at Naopara with Pak posts about a km away. 

They had launched attack on my unit a few days earlier with a battalion in early hours of 

morning but it was broken up by our heavy small arms fire and arty shelling. I missed 

enemy fleeing from the battle! It was a great morale booster for men – it is suicidal to 

attack in daytime against a well trenched position in modern wars. Statistics show that 

more casualties are caused by arty fire rather than small arms – no wonder Gunners 

feel they win wars! In reality, it is Infantry [Queen of the battle] and Armour 

accompanied by mechanized infantry who overrun and occupy enemy defence. There 

was constant shelling with minor casualty on our side during this period – infantry’s 
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basics of digging down whenever taking up defense against enemy where mortar and 

arty shelling are likely. A tree next to my bunker was split in half by an arty shell. I spent 

a night at a listening post ahead of the unit to give early warning of enemy’s attack. I 

improved the shallow trench by digging to keep awake.  In early morning, there was 

delay in relieving us resulting in daybreak and en could observe us retreating. Intense 

mortar/arty fire resulted in a small splinter injury in my left arm and in buttock of another 

subaltern with whom I was chit-chatting in a shallow communication trench. We 

reported to the doctor when the shelling subsided and were rebuked for not getting 

inside a bunker during shelling. I wrote long letters to home and friends but hardly any 

replies - though there was immense joy on receiving ‘dak’ - highlighted in ‘Sandeshe 

aate hain’ song in movie ‘Border’. We kept improving our defence and carried out 

patrolling at night to learn more about the enemy defence. 

3 Dec.  Taking a cue from Israeli success in destroying Egyptian air force on ground in 

1967, the Pak AF carried out daring raids on Indian airfields along the Western Border 

in the evening, after last light. Our luck held and there was hardly any damage as Pak 

bombs missed our airfields. Mrs. Gandhi declared emergency at midnight. 

4-8 Dec. On Western Sector, Pakistan repeated its bold Armoured advance in Chhamb

Sector (near chicken neck) as against Indian advances in Barmer and Amritsar Sectors. 

On Eastern Sector, the green signal enabled Indian Army advances towards Dhaka 

from all directions. Mastery of skies and blockade by Navy broke enemies’ morale and 

enemy withdrew without fight. However, Hilli Sector was a different story. There was a 

stalemate.  

Ni 9/10 Dec. The CO gave out verbal orders for attack in the afternoon of 9 Dec. PT 76 

tanks arrived at our location and fired at enemy positions. We cursed our Armd Corps 

brethren as Pak Arty retaliated and caused damage to our defence. 2 Pegs of rum were 

given to men to fire up. I was a non drinker then and happy with Gulab Jamuns. Panditji 

and Maulviji [we had 50 % Muslim Troops] went around saying ‘God is with you’. I was 

attached with Subedar Vishnu Jadhav’s platoon of ‘D’ Coy to capture Bada Changram. 
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We advanced in extended line at 10 p.m. from the Forming Up Place (FUP). We 

advanced silently and reached about 150 yards short of the objective when there was 

machine gun fire from enemy and all hell broke loose with arty and mortar shelling from 

both sides (learnt later that noise produced by accidental dropping of an amn box had 

alerted the enemy and had fired his HMG resulting in firing from both sides). I could not 

see enemy firing flashes in front of me and thought that everyone had become trigger 

happy as I too had fired a few rounds before my sten got jammed. I had my bayonet 

and 2 hand grenades though and advanced through the objective. Suddenly; I found 

myself alone beyond the objective with open space in front and realized that NO ONE 

was with me! [Learnt later that troops had gone to ground on commencement of firing 

and in the morning, had carried out mopping – killing a few and capturing 9 prisoners]. I 

started coming back to reunite with my coy when a person came out from a hut and 

fired at me. One bullet hit me in the chest and I fell down. Realising that I would die, I 

walked back to the FUP. A guide took me to the Regimental Aid Post where the doctor 

examined me, administered morphine and evacuated me immediately. The stretcher 

bearers took me to road head from where ambulance carried me to field hospital. I was 

operated upon - the front portion was patched up and the bullet was removed from the 

back. 

10-16 Dec. I regained consciousness 36 hours later and rest of the war days were 

spent at base hospital at Siliguri.  I learnt later that our successful attack had led to 

collapse of Hilli Defence and 202 Mtn Bde was able to advance unhindered up to 16 

Dec when our unit contacted enemy line of defence again near Fatehpur. The Indian 

Army had reached Dhaka from North East and East and instrument of surrender was 

signed by Gen Niazi, Commander of Pak forces in East Pakistan. 

Aftermath 

The first major war won by our armed forces after independence resulting in liberation of 

Bangladesh is celebrated as Victory Day on 16 Dec. Undoubtedly, this was the finest 

hour of Indian Armed Forces. 
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Experiences of a Battle Casualty Subaltern in Battles 

of Fakirahat Bridge, Pachagarh and Khansama 

SK Bedi 

I, Gentleman Cadet (GC) Sudhir Kumar Bedi, 48 Regular, Indian Military Academy 

(IMA), Dehradun, had trained hard to excel in the military subjects. Given the intense 

training regime at the IMA, we were totally unaware of what was happening and brewing 

since Feb 1971 between Mrs Indira Gandhi, Field Marshall Manekshaw and the Cabinet 

Committee.  

It was around Oct 1971, that we heard through grape vine that our Passing Out Parade 

was being advanced, from first week of Dec1971 to Nov 1971. Even the war 

drums/rumours started becoming loud, that the Indian Army is training Mukti Bahni to 

fight their War of Independence in erstwhile East Pakistan. It was at that time; we were 

exploring options to join which ‘arm’ and which regiment. Within me, it was crystal clear 

that I will join the Infantry; and as regards the Regiment, it could be the Gorkhas or the 

Garhwalis, being of my height. I thought, I will feel at home and will not have to ‘look up’. 

I was such a fanatic for infantry, that when my Company Commander, an officer from 

the Cavalry, suggested to me to opt for ‘Armoured Corps’; I said ‘I want to be with men 

and not machines’. I ultimately got 21 RAJPUT. Once, rumours became open secret; in 

‘gup shup (gossip)’, I said, I too should have been in operations…I could have been 

given 4 RAJPUTS which is already in Bangladesh, Hilli Sector. 

Passing out Parade was scheduled on 13 Nov 1971. No let-up in standards. Night 13/14 

Nov1971, midnight, was the pipping ceremony. We congregated in Chatwode Hall. Mr 

Jagjeevan Ram, Defence Minister, was to preside over the ceremony. He spoke a little 

but he shouldered us with all the responsibilities, possible. The clock struck 12 
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o’clock….lights went off….my parents anxious and happy, slipped the ribbon covering 

the single star on my shoulder. GC Bedi was pipped as IC 25436 2/Lt Sudhir Kumar 

Bedi, posted to 21 RAJPUT. Date of Commission was designated as 14 Nov 1971. 

I was given 10 days Casual Leave and then was to join my Unit. Nearest Railway 

Station Dimapur was in ‘far east India’. I wrote a DO (Demi Official Letter) to the 

Adjutant giving my ETD (Expected Date of Departure) & ETA (Expected Date of Arrival). 

Boarded the train for Dimapur. Total excitement. At Kishengunj, nearer to Bangladesh 

Border, the train had a scheduled halt. Suddenly, a head with olive green pee cap and 

shoulders with a pip, craned his neck and asked, is there any Lt Bedi in this 

compartment. I said ‘Yes’. He asked, have you been posted to 21 RAJPUT (Ekkis). I 

said ‘Yes’.  He said ‘You have to get down here’. There seemed to be no choice but to 

say ‘OK’. He bade the Jawans to unload my luggage from the compartment. Next 

moment, four Jawans in battle order rushed in. The train blew the whistle to leave. Their 

actions became live wire. They folded my ‘holdall’ and almost threw it on platform. They 

dragged my black trunk; my ‘trademark’ and quickly unloaded it. As it was early 

morning, I was still in my ‘Lucknavi kurta payjama’. I, got down from train in the same 

dress. People thought, I have been apprehended and they became inquisitive 

spectators till they were told to disperse. I was told to change in uniform at waiting room. 

I came out in flashy ‘sam brown’ uniform. The receiving subaltern, of course senior to 

me, introduced himself as ‘Manjunath’.…. A little reserve though. All tied up, we 

cramped into Willys Jeep. A little conversation and he coolly tells me, tomorrow will be 

our first attack on the enemy. It was a surprise for me; too little time for contemplating 

this opportunity. For a while, I thought ‘from frying pan into the fire’. Then I learned that 

the planned attack had been cancelled, since the battalion was deficient of Light 

Machine Guns, Helmets etc. We reached our concentration area. All ranks were in field 

dress. They were busy, but the unit Pundit ji was called. He did ‘tilak puja’ and I was 

inducted in. A little interaction and it was decided that I will be in Battalion HQ. The first 

duty assigned to me was to man the telephone… a job, I always preferred to avoid. But 

I had no choice. There was always a call to attend….tiger / lamb / pigeon / big tiger …. 
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Got fed-up. Then I learnt, I was posted to Bravo Company but the Company 

Commander, Maj Chillhar dissuaded the CO, Col Ahlawat that I should not be sent to 

him, being too new. I desperately wanted to see him and was able to locate him in far 

off fields. He was sitting near a trench in a thatched hut. I sat down in front of him cross 

legged and requested him to accept me in his company. I assured him, that I will not be 

a liability to him in any way. He agreed and rang up the CO. I was thereafter appointed 

as the Company Officer Bravo Coy, 21 RAJPUT. Maj Chillar ordered the concerned 

soldier to issue a Sten gun and other paraphernalia to me. I was given a Helmet of 

World War II, design which I fondly called ‘chapati’ helmet. My ill-fitting helmet proved to 

be a boon to me, later, as I took part in the operations. Thus my induction was 

complete….. exciting /dramatic / interesting. 

Battle Experience 

21 RAJPUT was part of 71 Independent   Mountain Brigade, having a Squadron of 

Armour, equipped with PT76 amphibious tanks and adequate Artillery support. Enemy 

had deployed 48 Punjab, with Battalion Headquarters at Saidpur, to deny Haldibari - 

Domar- Nilphamari - Darwani- Saidpur, Amarkhana – Pachagarh - Thakurgaon – 

Kantanagar, and Birgunj – Khansama - Darwani axes to the Indian Army. As per plan, 

the Brigade was to capture Pachagarh. In that, the Battalion was tasked to lay blocking 

positions (not necessarily roadblocks) and thereafter clear / capture area of Pachagarh 

South, upto bridge over Karatoya river, on orders. To ‘firm in’ for establishing blocks in 

South of Pachagarh, the Battalion was to cross the International Border and capture 

Fakirahat Bridge which was enroute to Pachagarh.   

Battle of Fakirahat Bridge 

The next day, that is night 25/26Nov1971, I was sent on patrol, with a section. As a 

special consideration, an experienced Junior Commissioned Officer (JCO) and 

Intelligence Havildar were also detailed in the patrol party. The patrol was successful 

because we were able to draw fire and locate weapons. The debriefing went off well. In 

addition, I told the CO and the Adjutant that on firing 2-inch mortar, there was splash of 
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water. The attack was launched on 26 Nov1971, 1900 hours onwards by ‘C’ Company 

from the far side (rear) of the bridge. Amidst huge fire, the assaulting company, 

launched the attack from rear. The assault troops suddenly came across waste deep 

water, impeding the speed of the assault. Undaunted as they were, they captured 

Fakirahat bridge. I wondered thereafter, had the CO known that there was water on far-

side (as reported by me), would he have planned to attack that bridge from that 

direction.  

Therefore, in hindsight, I drew an especially important lesson for rest of my life; that is, 

even if important aspects / inputs / pieces of information are missed out in the plan; yet, 

if it is executed resolutely, with positivity and analytically; it succeeds beyond doubts. 

However……ifs/buts play up time and again. 

Battle of Pachagarh 

The advance to Pachagarh was gruelling because of enemy interference. Yet, Ekkis 

succeeded to ‘firm in’ South of Pachagarh. It was to establish blocks as per plan. 

However, morning of 28 Nov 1971 was very quiet. Around 0900 hours, one Mukti Bahini 

youngster reported to the Adjutant that Pachagarh Sugar Mill was unoccupied. CO took 

the cue and decided to send Capt PN Chakraborty (Chak) with a platoon from his coy 

and troop of tanks to occupy it, if unoccupied. I too wandered towards Battalion HQ out 

of inquisitiveness. I heard what was told to Chak. I was excited and whispered ‘I too 

want to go’. The CO either heard me or understood my expressions and instructed 

Chak to take me also; along with my platoon. I was happy. I went back to my company 

commander and told him. He listened to me and gave certain tips. I liked him because 

he had no apprehensions about me from the time, he accepted me. At that time, the 

platoon had radio set RS 88, and we were trained on that, in the IMA. I disliked them 

because they were not very effective. Therefore, I requested my company commander 

for RS ANPRC 25. He readily agreed and till today, I am grateful to him because of his 

wise decision. Finally, we were: Chak (Commander, myself (2IC), artillery OP, two 

platoons, troop of tanks and artillery. In short, as per my learning in IMA, it was an ideal 

example of ‘recce-in-force’. 
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The Task Force (TF) moved tactically towards Sugar Mill of Pachagarh, along with 

motivated and enthusiastic boy of the Mukti Bahini. He was our guide. TF halted at a 

tactically safe distance from the Sugar Mill. In front of the Sugar Mill, we saw a metaled 

road. It was raised and had embankment. There were two/ three storied Staff Quarters 

in front of the Mill and across the road. The Mukti Bahini guide was sent ahead to give 

information. He could go close to the mill since he was dressed as local / villager. On 

the side of the mill, there was an open field. He crossed the field right in the middle, but 

no enemy was seen, nor did he attract any fire. Everything around was sunny and quiet.  

Chak ordered me to take a section through the field and try to go beyond, to round off 

any body seen escaping. He positioned himself in Sugar Mill which gave him a platform 

as vantage point. Troop of tanks was positioned behind the Mill.  

On orders, I, along with my section moved quickly across the field. My radio operator 

with ANPRC 25 stuck to me like a shadow. No activity, as we crossed the field. We took 

position at the embankment, being a defiladed position. We were purely tactical. We 

started observing the area around the Staff Quarters for any signs of enemy. 

Incidentally, there were bunkers ahead of the Staff Quarters and two on the road 

embankment. I ordered one jawan to occupy the bunker on the road, in front of us, 

being unoccupied. With lightning speed, he jumped across and was in the bunker. The 

next moment, a Jawan saw some movement in a bunker approximately 100 yards 

away.  I decided to move alongside the embankment, came opposite the bunker and 

lobbed the grenade. As soon as the grenade was lobbed, there was terrific fire from 

Machine Gun (HMG/MMG). Very effective, but being defiladed to them by embankment, 

we were safe. I crawled back to the remaining section. I saw that the Jawan who had 

taken position in the bunker has been shot because the barrel of his rifle was still and 

there was no response from him. I became sentimental, my ‘first command’ to him and 

he was dead. But, in a fraction, every emotion disappeared as the burst of LMG landed 

on the road surface, just a meter away, sending splinters of concrete and cement flying 

all over. The big question was how to move across the road since their automatics and 

guns were trained on us. It was now evident that the enemy was firing from roof top of 
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Staff Quarters. I then saw a culvert on the road, approximately 150 yards to the right, in 

the opposite direction. Without losing any time, I lobbed a grenade on the bunker.  

I decided to take support of the troop of tanks. Luckily, I had carried ANPRC 25 from the 

company. So, I was on ‘order group’ (command net of the group) net, where Chak, 

myself, troop commander and the CO could converse effectively. I asked them to fire at 

the Staff Quarters, from where we were coming under effective fire. The tanks punched 

a hole in the Staff Quarters of their choice. Probably, they had not yet positioned 

themselves as per battle situation and they could not see the Staff Quarters which I was 

indicating. In this melee, I got hit. My helmet made clanking sound but felt alive and 

safe. Little blood trickled from my head to face. In excitement the radio operator kept the 

‘presser switch’ depressed. CO could hear and he felt I have been injured. I said that it 

was not so and that I needed reinforcements ie, balance of my company and others. 

Amidst all these confusions, I ‘lost my shirt’ and asked the troop commander to position 

the troop so that the tanks could aim and fire at the ‘only yellow building of Staff 

Quarters where enemy MMG was deployed. The troop commander, another subaltern, 

replied acrimoniously. CO was on the listening watch. He ordered the troop commander 

to do as the youngster (that is self) was guiding. As the tanks moved into battle 

positions and fired effectively on the target, we decided to move through the dry culverts 

to bunkers ahead of Staff Quarters. The CO decided to build up on the favourable battle 

situation. The reinforcement came in. The complete battalion moved from ‘firm base’ to 

the Sugar Mill area. The area Pachagarh South was declared captured. I was before the 

CO, as dusk was creeping in. CO appreciated my actions and said “very lucky”. 

Everyone else made it a point to stress that I am incredibly lucky. I felt odd, because I 

felt, I had acted bravely and with above average tactical sense. However, the mystery 

unfolded itself when I raised my hand to take off my helmet. One of my fingers got cut. I 

felt something wrong and used the other hand too and took off my helmet. When I saw, 

no wonder luck played a greater role than my bravery or tactical execution….the ‘ill-

fitting chapatti helmet’, as referred above was torn apart, suggesting that two bullets had 
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gone through it, leaving a cut on the apex of my pate… thus, the blood trickled from the 

head to the cheeks. 

The battle of Pachagarh, as per my perception, is replete with lessons. It could be very 

inspiring for the young officers, JCOs and NCOs as it was to me for the rest of my life, 

and   till date. The lessons were: 

a) Allocation of troops to task: the Task Force for reconnaissance in force was 

balanced in composition. 

b) Effective Communications, inter and intra Task Force. Had Maj Chhilar not been 

benign enough to allow me to take ANPRC 25, the outcome of the battle / task of 

Ekkis would have been completely untenable. Due to effective communications, 

correct and timely decisions were taken to capture Pachagarh. 

c) Battle Drills: Infantry Fire and Move Tactics was effectively adopted, and it 

minimized our casualties. 

d) Infantry Tank Cooperation: Was very effective. I put into practice everything I 

learnt at IMA, instinctively. Synchronisation / netting of tank and infantry radio 

sets were timely. Target indication was put to acid test. When the tank(s) 

identified the target, the balance of the battle started tilting in our favour. 

e) Integration of Communications and other arms. Artillery effectively broke the will 

of the enemy to stay long and fight. 

f) Identification of Friend / Foe. We were not in communication with the 

reinforcements which were coming to us. Initially, the leading elements of 

reinforcement thought that we were the enemy and they were firing from hip. We 

took the risk of coming out in the open to identify ourselves. Luckily, it worked 

and there were no casualties. 

I was awarded Sena Medal (Gallantry). General Manekshaw became Field Marshal and 

he flew to review investiture parade at Lucknow. Sena Medal was pinned on my chest 

by this great soldier… the Sam…. And am proud of it …. In all humility…. ‘All were 

brave, but few were recognised’. I owe my achievement to Ekkis. 
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Battle of Khansama 

Our Brigade had worked on several options, and they were being analysed in detail. But 

to a youngster, that I was, it was: to patrol, advance, contact, attack, harbour, eat – 

puree/bhaji – adrak tea – gannas – and sleep. Battle of Pachagarh and the narrow 

escape got into my subconscious mind and never bothered me. I had replaced the 

chapati helmet with a new one. But kept it as a souvenir in B echelon.  

Soon, I learnt that Ekkis has been tasked to capture Khansama. To me, it was yet 

another attack.  But I always tried to listen to planning for the capture of Khansama. The 

options of attacking in day and night were also discussed. Mind you, it was felt that day 

attack at 1000 hours had element of surprise and therefore H hour was to be 1000 

hours 13 Dec 1971. Troops to task were also done and ‘B’ was to be the right assault 

company. The other planning aspects, like patrolling / reconnaissance on choppers over 

objective / securing of crossing places over Bhuri Teesta river / establishing bridge head 

/ securing of FUP; all planned. 

My company was deployed near Beergunj, in wait. I and my company commander Maj 

Chhilhar were sitting under a tree, mulling over the impending attack. I lay on my ground 

sheet. I was a bit uneasy. I sat down. It came to me, if I have a pin pulled grenade in my 

hand and am hit on that hand; as it happened to Nk Raja in Fakirahat attack…his hand 

was blown off. Then I saw my lifeline, it was pretty long and clear….I thought about this 

because, Lt Manjunath VrC, had said, that his lifeline was too short and unfortunately he 

had been shot in advance to contact over Bhuli Nadi…. Ultimately, I went back to what I 

had learnt from my parents: recite Gayatri mantra, the only mantra I knew. I did seven 

times and wished, whatever may happen but it should not damage a single bone of 

mine; thereby wishing to be fit for ‘fauj’ for a long inning. Thereafter, I checked my 

equipment, which was not a very smart fit. I asked for grenades, as I felt more confident 

with them. Ate ‘shakkar and namkin pare’. At times, I would take it from the bag of my 

company commander who had a little appetite. I think I slept like a log till I was woken 

up to leave for the attack. Our battle procedure was ‘tickti-boo’ (meaning perfect) and 

fortunately it had no interference from the enemy till the Forming Up Place (FUP). While 
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we sitting at the FUP, pending the assault, my sahayak, a caring soldier, gave me 

breakfast. For a change I declined, smilingly and said ‘breakfast objective par’. The 

watch ticked 1000 hours. The war drums started rumbling…. the air strafing and 

dropping of ‘Napalm Bombs’…..the shelling by all possible artillery guns in the area, the 

roaring of the medium guns was energizing and the grunting and clanking of tanks was 

encouraging… the ‘battle symphony’ made me feel as if it will be a cake walk…may be 

that enemy will run away. 

At 1000 hours, the first step was taken and there was a roaring war cry ‘Hanuman ki 

Hoon Pyare’…. The whole assault line of B Company was live wire, including the senior 

JCO and the Company Commander…. Every step forward boosted more courage 

though enemy Mortar shelling dispelled death with ‘near miss’ landings. One could save 

himself from the artillery shells, if one is alert. The enemy fire came alive. The MMG 

bursts were whizzing past while we were assaulting through open fields. I saw the first 

impediment and that was a thick hedge at the end of open fields; and beyond that was a 

building… a small brick and mortar house. I immediately pulled the pin to throw the 

grenade. As I took position to throw, I heard an automatic firing. The next moment I fell 

on my back. I looked left, LNk Vijay had also fallen next to me, wobbling blood from his 

mouth. I called out to him. He fluttered to answer me, but he lay still thereafter. 

However, the battle was alive all around. The harvested field and the mini embankment 

(medh) were luckily strong enough to give protection and the hedge thick enough to 

prevent enemy to aim at me and fire. The bullets were whizzing past, and shelling was 

continuous. My leg was trembling incessantly and was bleeding. Could neither go 

forward nor could go back into open fields where the enemy shelling was too effective. 

Next step was to control the bleeding and trembling of the leg. Sub Niranjan, as he was 

going past, threw a field dressing and I opened some rope (sutli) tied round 2-inch 

Mortar of Vijay. I tied it like tourniquet on my thigh and felt better. The next prayer was 

that objective should get captured or else I will have to make herculean effort to skirt 

around the medh & the hedge; to be with the company. Falling into enemy hands was a 

deathly option. That moment itself the ‘death knell’ for the enemy sounded. The armour 
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fetched up. To my dismay, it did not recognize me. Finally, I succeeded, how; I do not 

remember, but it was another miracle.  

The objective got captured. An exemplary victory. An example of bravery and 

professional excellence. In this, all types of operations, battle procedures, tactics, battle 

drills were exercised and put to test…..and were successful. My Battalion, the 21 

RAJPUT was honoured with Battle Honour and Theatre Honour. 

Chain of Evacuation 

As I was seriously wounded, I was first picked up by jawans, and then given first aid, put 

on bullock carts till shore of the river, on to a boat and from there, on ambulance to a 

forward medical centre. Following the chain of evacuation, I was finally evacuated to the 

Base Hospital Lucknow, my home-town. An excellent example of, chain of evacuation. 

Throughout there was empathy and affection. I was too young. The senior patients at 

the hospital persuaded the doctors to evacuate me soonest to Lucknow. 

Consummate Innings 

What more, I could have asked from the Almighty. I was baptized into Army, in a 

manner, which probably could be a dream of any soldier: Commissioned earlier than 

many others…got inducted into battalion in most interesting way…..saw and 

participated in the battles of the unit….escaped death as narrowly as it could be…. two 

bullets went through my helmet, leaving scratch on my pate ………got wounded…. The 

Gaytri mantra was so well answered, that the Gun Shot Wound in the knee was 

miraculously clean…..the gyrating bullet did not chip off a single bone in the complete 

bone complex and it went through and through….. reached back to my parents after a 

stint, from 24 Nov 1971 to13 Dec 1971, in War, which liberated a race and created a 

nation- Bangladesh and took part in battles fought by Ekkis, of RAJPUT REGIMENT; 

the unit which knows no failures. 
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22 

Surrender of Enemy at Sylhet and Beyond: 

Memoirs of a 2nd Lt 

VS Tonk 

 

My Course i.e., 48 Regular Course IMA, passed out from the Academy on 14 

November, 1971, a month earlier than planned. I was commissioned into 6th Battalion 

The Rajput Regiment. All Infantry Officers stepped into Battle right after commissioning. 

I reported to my Battalion on 26 November, and joined battle on the night 30 

November/01 December. Elevation from a Gentleman Cadet to an Infantry Platoon 

Commander, leading 36 men in battle was a heady experience. Never got an 

opportunity to command a Platoon in the Academy even in training, and here I was 

leading one in battle. 

 

Looking back today, it is amusing to recollect the period I joined my Battalion. The IMA 

gave me a Move Order for Dimapur, the rail head for Battalions serving in the East. 6 

RAJPUT was in Manipur prior to mobilisation to the Eastern front (the last known 

location to the Academy). On reaching Dimapur, I was informed by the Transit Camp 

that the Battalion had moved out of the Sector on moblisation in August. They were not 

aware of its exact location and hence gave me a railway warrant for Agartala. I was to 

“find” my Battalion. So, I commenced my “search”. The train from Lumding was only 

commencing journey in the afternoon so the day was spent looking for someone who 

would know the location of my Battalion. Was lucky to come across an NCO of my 

Battalion returning from leave, who guided me to the last known location i.e., Karimganj, 

late evening on 25 November. The only telephone available in Karimganj was in the 

Post Office, which was to open the next morning at 0900 hours. So, I spent the night at 

the Railway Station. 
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Though I had written the customary letter to the Commanding Officer, on commissioning 

but the letter had not reached him. As a result, the Battalion was unaware of my 

posting. My phone call to the Adjutant from the Post Office the next morning, evoked a 

surprise. He wasn’t even aware of an IMA course having got commissioned.  I finally 

reached my Battalion when it was preparing to move to its Concentration Area at 

Dharam Nagar. 

 

I was deputed to tag along with the Adjutant, Capt Amrit Kapur, for a few days to get 

acquainted with the Battalion and the environment. The Battalion had its full 

complement of Officers, so I was surplus of sorts.  

 

30 November, when the Battalion was in the Concentration Area, Maj Gen KV Krishna 

Rao, GOC 8 Mountain Division, addressed the Battalion, and I listened in awe of the 

General. Little could I imagine that someday 35 years hence, I too would also be GOC 8 

Mountain Division. 

 

The Battalion moved across the border that night and found its first objective “Fultala 

Tea Estate” abandoned. The Battalion then commenced further advance on the axis, 

Dharam Nagar – Gazipur – Kalaura – Fenchuganj - Mangla Bazar - Sylhet (93 kms to 

Sylhet). 

 

The first battle was fought at Gazipur Tea Estate. It was a tough objective, and our 

attack was stalled. We lost 2 Lt Bhattacharjee. The Battalion Second in Command (2IC) 

Maj RC Jetley and Capt Om Pal Chauhan from ‘D’ Coy were wounded. We also lost a 

fairly large number of men. 

 

The sight of casualties being carried back was gory, in some cases. Not a motivating 

sight really. But transition to acceptance of battle conditions was fast. By the third day I 

could take things in my stride as a ‘new normal’. 
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On 3 December, after the CO’s briefing in the afternoon, I was deputed to be No 4 

Platoon Commander, to replace 2 Lt Bhattacharjee. The Battalion Quarter Master also 

gave me Bhatta’s helmet (I was without one, till then). By the time I got to my Platoon in 

the evening, it was dark. Maj GJ Mishra, the B Company Commander, introduced me to 

Havaldar Devi Ram, the 4 Platoon 2IC, who escorted me to my first ‘Command’. That 

night, the advance resumed and I was in command of a Platoon, where no one knew 

me (less Havaldar Devi Ram).  Past midnight, the Company commenced positioning 

itself on a flank of Kalaura. So, while the Platoon commenced digging shallow trenches, 

I started acquainting myself with my men. Interesting introduction indeed, speaking to 

figures in the darkness.  It was pretty cold, and all I was carrying for warmth was my 

raincoat (the big pack with the blanket was left in the ‘B’ Echelon).  I carried on me, my 

Sten Carbine with 96 rounds of ammunition, and a small pack with bare essentials and 

‘shakkarparas’ as emergency ration. I joined my men while digging the Pl HQ trenches. 

It kept me warm too.The enemy was pushed back yet again and our advance 

recommenced. 

 

Our advancing columns were almost constantly under fire, most often by enemy Arty 

and Mors, and Infantry weapons when we neared a held position. By now I got to 

recognize from the sound of the shells/bombs whether they were going overhead or 

coming down on us. The marshy area and damp earth were good enough protection 

from incoming projectiles, so we moved without fear and took positions only when 

required.  

 

4/5 GR was heli dropped at Sylhet on 6/7 Dec and my Battalion was pulled back to 

Dharam Nagar for an alternate task on 9 Dec. However, conditions at Sylhet appeared 

to be getting grim and hence we were rushed back to resume our advance yet again on 

10 Dec. Our civilian population at the border was in a celebratory mode even at this 

early stage of the war. 
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The next battle was on 10 -11 Dec at a place called Fenchuganj, where the enemy held 

positions across River Kushiara. While my Company secured the Fenchuganj township, 

I along with my Platoon secured and occupied the area Guest House located on a 

dominating high ground, giving a good view of the river. The only crossing place was a 

railway bridge. Intense fire was brought to bear on the enemy positions from our Arty, 

MMGs and Mors. We did have a couple of 57 mm Rcl Guns albeit without telescopic 

sights.  So tried to get the enemy bunkers by use of open sights (it didn’t work). Sensing 

an opportunity around noon, a platoon of A Company under 2Lt Dig Vijay Singh stormed 

across the railway bridge, a good 200m across and evicted the enemy from their 

positions adjoining the bridge. It was indeed a daredevil action which had caught the 

enemy with surprise. Deft use of incendiary Grenades and bitter hand to hand close 

combat overpowered the enemy positions. Dig Vijay lost a couple of men and five were 

wounded, but they captured six Pak soldiers belonging to 22 BALUCH and killed five. 

The enemy company occupying the defences lost their nerve and ran out in retreat, 

leaving behind, a large number of weapons, ammunition and 26 dead. I got a birds eye 

view of the action from the vantage point on a high ground. An action worthy of being 

proud of. The far bank of the river was captured with speed and we inflicted sizeable 

number of casualties on the retreating enemy, by Arty and MMG fire. I too got an 

experience of firing an MMG in battle. 

 

We advanced nonstop, thereafter, brushing aside all opposition till we met with stiff 

resistance on 13 December at a marshland called Kol Bil about 15 kms short of Sylhet. 

No. 6 Platoon of my Company which was leading, came under intense small arms, 

MMG and Arty fire, while advancing astride the rail and road embankments, which ran 

parallel (200m to 400m apart). A small rivulet was crossing the two embankments and, 

both the bridges across the rail and road embankment were occupied by the enemy. 

About 500m ahead, was a   hamlet in a grove of trees which was also occupied by the 

enemy. Heavy effective fire, stalled our advance. 
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We took up positions, as the marshes preclude outflanking move too. That evening the 

CO, Lt Col Hardev called me and tasked me to assault the rail and road bridges in the 

morning at 0700 hours. Aim was to establish a foothold, for the Battalion attack on Area 

Hamlet. 

 

I rallied my men later that night and briefed them about our task. By now I had 

developed good rapport with my men, having roughed out with them for over ten days. I 

knew each one by name and some of their traits too. They too had developed the 

desired confidence in me. I suppose, my belonging to the same area as them and my 

speaking their language as well, helped quicker bonding.  

 

On the cold chilly morning of 14 December, I advanced with my Platoon. The bridges 

were in tandem. We first rushed the Rail Bridge without a sound. A couple of enemy 

soldiers who were present, just ran off into the fog towards the road bridge, which was 

about 600m ahead. I led my Platoon from the front in a single file through the 

depression between the rail and the road embankments. Enemy commenced firing from 

the road bridge as also his Mors and Arty opened up. Enemy fire was intense in volume, 

but erratic. Most of it was going overhead. We rushed in assault and overpowered the 

enemy bunkers on the road bridge, about a section of the enemy, who occupied these 

defences, just evicted and ran back to their defences in the rear. They had been taken 

by surprise as indicated by the Tea being brewed on a stove in one bunker, my Radio 

Operator who was just behind me during assault, was hit by a bullet on his thigh, 

another Rifleman was wounded on the shoulder. Naib Subedar Moti Ram, who had 

been deputed with me, for this action was hit through his helmet and was stunned for a 

short while as the bullet had grazed his scalp. He survived (to serve alongside me on a 

later day as my Subedar Adjutant, when I was Adjutant of the Battalion). Enemy Mortar 

and Arty Fire was largely ineffective due to the marsh and soggy ground conditions 

around us. 
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‘A’ Coy then launched attack on the enemy positions in the Hamlet/Grove. ‘A’ Coy Cdr, 

Maj SP Singh was severely wounded and later succumbed. A few more men of Alpha 

Coy got killed in action that day, besides some more, who were wounded.  

 

I along with my Platoon also rushed the area between the road bridge and the Grove 

simultaneously. I jumped over a couple of enemy trenches in the heat of the battle. 

Didn’t realize, one of the trenches had an enemy soldier with an LMG. He had ducked 

down to avoid being noticed. My Batman, Sepoy Budh Ram, who was following me, 

shot this man, when he refused to come out of the trench (keeping his finger on the 

trigger, all this time). By about 1400 hours in the afternoon, the area had been captured. 

Enemy had suffered a large number of casualties. Their remnants escaped towards 

Sylhet.  

Me and my Platoon at Kol Bil Road Bridge, along with my Coy Cdr, Maj G J Mishra 

and CO, Lt Col Hardev Singh (revisiting after the War) 
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By midnight 14 December, we had linked up with 4/5GR at Sylhet. The Gorkhas and a 

Coy of 9 GUARDS were across the River Surma. 

 

Ceasefire was declared on 16 December. There was a Capt Nain of 9 GUARDS, who 

was across the river, from my position. He requested for a few packs of Cigarettes. I, 

alongwith a jawan of my Platoon, got into a country boat lying on the river bank and 

rowed across. Had a cup of tea with Capt Nain, handed over the Cigarettes and as we 

commenced our journey back across the river, we were fired upon by the enemy 

located in a brick kiln some distance upstream. Luck was on my side yet again, we were 

not hit and got back to safety. 

 

The Surrender Ceremony in Sylhet, took place on 16 December. My Battalion (my 

Company was tasked) took the surrender of 22 BALUCH, the Battalion which had 

opposed our advance all along, from Gazipur to Sylhet. Irony was that we had no 

vehicles, and were picked up by 22 BALUCH transport to take their surrender. Our 

administrative echelons had not yet fetched up. 22 BALUCH officers invited us for 

lunch, in their Officers’ Mess. We dined with them, and as if in an exercise, we 

discussed the battles fought. A very interesting culmination of my battle experience 

indeed. There was quite a difference in number of years’ service put in by the Pak 

officer’s vis a vis ours. Their CO (Col Yasin) had 24 years’ service while ours had less 

than 14 years. There 2IC had 21 years (ours had 11 years), Their junior most Coy Cdr 

had 11 years’ service, while our senior most Coy Cdr had 8 years. Obviously, our 

motivation levels were much higher. 

 

I was later deputed to escort a Brig Salim Ullah and Col Abdul Matin from Sylhet to 

Gauhati PW Camp along the road Sylhet-Dawki-Shillong-Gauhati. But that’s another 

interesting story, not part of my battle experience. May be some other time! 

 

I was blessed to have undergone this lifetime experience immediately on 

commissioning. It was also my good fortune to have served under an outstanding Coy 
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Cdr, Maj (later Brig) Govind Ji Mishra, for he, put me through the paces, and gave me 

very valuable lessons in Tactics and man management. His encouragement in that 

early phase, launched me into my career with confidence. 
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Brigadier Onkar Singh Goraya (Retd), as Brigade Major at Agartala was 

responsible for providing artillery support during the battle of Akhaura and 

subsequent advance of the Indian Forces to Dhaka. 

Brigadier Salokhe (Retd), is a Veteran who fought the 1971 War as a company 

commander with 11 Bihar (a newly raised unit). 

Colonel MM Ravi, VrC (Retd), is a Veteran who fought the 1971 War as a company 

commander with 10 Bihar (a newly raised unit). The officer was awarded the VrC for 

his  gallantry actions during this operation. 

Colonel OP Bisla, VSM (Retd), is a 1971 War Veteran who was the Commanding 

Officer of 8 Bihar during the War. 

Major General DP Singh, VrC (Retd), is a Veteran who fought the 1971 War as a 

company commander with 10 Bihar. 

Major SK Johri (Retd), is a Veteran who fought the 1971 War as the second-in- 

command of 7 Bihar. 

Subedar Major (Honorary Captain) SK Singh (Retd), is a Veteran who fought the 

1971 War as a soldier in the Recoilless gun detachment with 10 Bihar. 

Brigadier SS Kanbargimath (Retd), was commissioned into 2 Dogra and was 

posted as an Instructor to the Commando Wing at Belgaum wherein he took part in 

the 1971 war, and ‘Op Cactus Lily’. 

Colonel BKD Badgel, VrC, FRGS (Retd), is a Veteran who fought the 1971 War as 

a company commander with 1st Battalion 11th Gorkha Rifles. The officer was 

awarded the VrC for his gallantry actions during this operation. 

Brigadier Jasbir Singh (Retd), was a 2nd  generation officer commissioned into 4 

Kumaon in December 1970 and fought the 1971 War with his unit. 

Lieutenant Colonel Kishori Lal Gulati (Retd), joined Army Medical Corps in 1961 

as a soldier and got commissioned as an officer in 1968. He is a Veteran who fought 

the 1971 War as a company commander with 10 Mahar. 
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Brigadier Kanwaljit Singh (Retd), is a Veteran who fought the 1971 War as a 

company commander with 4 Sikh. 

Colonel SK Sinha, VSM (Retd), is a Veteran who was tenanting a tenure with 

Assam Rifles, from where he rejoined his unit 3 Bihar and fought the 1971 War as a 

company commander. 

Brigadier SP Sinha, VSM (Retd), is a Veteran who fought the 1971 War as a 

company commander with 3 rd Battalion 9 th Gorkha Rifles. 

Brigadier Sashi Kant (Retd), is a Veteran who fought the 1971 War as the second-

in-command of 9 Jammu &amp; Kashmir Militia. 

Colonel KK Sharma (Retd), is a Veteran who fought the 1971 War as the Adjutant 

with 2 Mahar. 

Lieutenant General Ashok Kapur, PVSM, VSM (Retd), is a Veteran who fought the 

1971 War as a Commando Platoon Commander with 7 Sikh Light Infantry.  

Colonel Harjeet Singh (Retd), is a Veteran from the same unit and is a regular 

contributor at various Think Tanks in India and abroad. 

Colonel Tarlochan Singh Kalra (Retd), is a Veteran who fought the 1971 War as 

the Adjutant with 2 SIKH. 

Colonel KC Kalley, VSM (Retd), is a war wounded Veteran who fought the 1971 

War as the Commanding Officer of 10 Sikh. 

Major Arjun B Nanavati (Retd), is a Veteran who fought the 1971 War as the 

youngest subaltern with 22 Maratha Light Infantry [HYDERABAD]. He was war 

wounded during the operations. 

Lieutenant Colonel Sudhir Kumar Bedi, SM (Retd), is a Veteran who fought the 

1971 War as the youngest subaltern with 21 Rajput. He was war wounded during the 

operations. 

Lieutenant General VS Tonk, PVSM, AVSM (Retd), is a Veteran who fought the 

1971 War as the youngest subaltern with 6 Rajput. 

 

 


